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Letters
Dear Editor:
Seeing such a marvelous cover photo on the Summer '82 Trinity Reporter, I quickly went inside looking for a photo credit. Either I couldn't find one or
there was none.
In any case it seems an injustice to let all go recognized save photographers. (Obviously I'm partial to
photography.)
Congratulations on one of the finest covers I've seen
and please pass along those same congratulations to
the unknown photographer.
Sincerely,
Michael A. Schacht '58
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We are embarrassed that the photographic credit line
was inadvertently dropped during production. Our
apologies to campus photographer, Jonathan Lester,
whose outstanding work enlivens each issue of the
magazine. The Editor.

Dear Editor:
May I convey belated congratulations on your
choice of the cover for the summer issue of The
Reporter? Surely the photographer got a wonderful
shot of Donna Gilbert! Would it be in error to term
the photo "poetry-in-motion?"
Thank you for the "pin-up."
Winthrop H. Segur '27
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In response to the changing conditions in higher education and in society
at large, President English has set in
motion a year-long planning process designed to formulate an overall plan for
Trinity during the eighties.
The process, which involves a preliminary review group and three major
project committees, will involve all constituencies of the College. The
timetable calls for formulating a single
plan of specific and significant initiatives by the fall of 1983.
Over the past summer, a task force
led by Vice President Thomas A. Smith
launched the planning cycle with an intensive review of the 1979 Report of the
Institutional Priorities Council, the
existing master plan for the College.
Smith's committee submitted its report early this fall. While affirming the
excellence and stability of the institution, the report recognized several areas
in need of improvement and established a set of priorities for dealing with
the perceived problems.
Curricular renewal and planning received top billing accompanied by the
observation that the faculty should arrive at a consensus about the purposes
and content of a Trinity education.
Achievement of a greater degree of
diversity among students, faculty and
administration was viewed as only
slightly less important than curricular
reform. Next in line was the recommendation that several programs be implemented to improve the "intellectual
tone, style and civility of residential
life."
Other recommendations included a
strengthening of administrative procedures, involving students in the culturallife of Hartford, clarifying tenure and
promotion guidelines, reviewing teaching loads, and building a new dormitory and alumni/ visitor facility.
With the initial review process completed, many of the recommendations
have been passed on to the three project committees for further study. These
groups, scheduled to complete their
work by the spring of 1983, are as
follows:
Project I. Academic Strategy for the
1980's is co-chaired by Andrew De Roc-

PRESIDENT JAMES F. ENGLISH, JR. was one of six individuals chosen toreceive an honorary degree from St. Joseph College in West Hartford, CT, at a
special convocation in honor of that college's 50th anniversary. Sister Mary
Consolata O'Connor, college president, is shown presenting the degree to
English. Also this fall English was chosen by the University of Connecticut Law
School Alumni Association to receive its Distinguished Alumnus Award. He is a
1956 graduate of the law school.

co, dean of the faculty and Drew
Hyland, professor of philosophy. Its
four major areas of inquiry involve
questions of academic intensity, the integration of academic and residential
life, the responsiveness of the liberal
arts to student needs, and the curricu·
lar applications of the urban environment. A student committee, made up
of the President's Fellows and chaired
by Dean J. Ronald Spencer, will be con·
ducting a parallel study of academic
strategy to complement the work of
Project 1.
Project 2. Improving the Quality of Student Life in the 1980's will be the responsibility of the Board of Fellows working
with appropriate faculty committee, the
Student Government Association and
the Dean of Students.
Project 3. Trinity and Hartford in the
1980's is chaired by Gerald J. Hansen,
Jr., director of college and alumni rela·
tions. This group will study the College's role as an institutional citizen,
seek ways to improve the neighbor-

hood, and examine Trinity's visibility
and level of support in its host city.
The findings of these groups and the
final planning report will be fully aired
in future issues of the Reporter.

$4MILLION
RENOVATION
SET FOR MATHER
Mather Campus Center will have a
totally new and exciting look when it
reopens in the fall for the 1983-84 academic year, thanks to a $4 million "in·
ternal face lift." The need for renovation of Mather has been a topic for discussion on campus since 1979, when
the Institutional Priorities Council, appointed by then-President Lockwood,
recommended that a task force be
formed "to study opportunities for improvements both in the Mather Cam·
pus Center and elsewhere on campus."
The work of the task force was continued by an administrative committee,
chaired by Vice President Thomas A.
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Smith, which devised specific recommendations and priorities to be accomplished in a renovation of Mather.
These included: making the building
handicapped-accessible as well as more
energy-efficient, improving mechanical
and ventilation systems, and possibly
air-conditioning those areas utilized for
summer activities.
In addition to these basic priorities,
the committee recommended: kitchen
modernization, an additional 250
spaces in the student dining room, redesign of the "Cave," relocation of the
Pub, redecoration of the public areas,
bringing the radio station, WRTC, into
Mather, improving the front desk, lobby and security systems, expansion of
the post office, enlarging game room
facilities, and reorganizing administrative office space.
Virtually all of these recommendations have been achieved in the architect's plan for the "new" Mather, ac-

integration of the architect's concepts
and the thoughts and opinions of people here."
The contractor, Associated Construction Company of Hartford, also
was used for the building of Funston
Dorm and the library addition. "We've
had good results with them," Smith
says, adding, "there's no question of the
quality of the work being done."
Benjamin Burdsall, principal architect for the project, notes that a key
goal in the renovation and expansion
of Mather has been to "reorganize it by
function and activity so that it works
more effectively." The Cave and Pub in
the basement of Mather exemplify
some of the most exciting changes: the
two will be consolidated, thereby effectively doubling the size and seating
capacity, and an outdoor courtyard
area will be added along the east side of
the building. "This will bring light and
ventilation to the basement level for

cess and the addition of a service elevator which can be used to transport the
food. A new student activity room, art
gallery, student lounge, and rooftop terrace will also be added on the second
floor.
Another goal of the Mather renovations, Burdsall said, has been to enhance the Quad on the east side of
Mather, to make it a more "active and
amenable space." New landscaping and
the addition of the courtyards on that
side of the building will contribute importantly to that goal.
The effectiveness of Mather as a student center has been under question for
several years. Built in 1960 when the
student body numbered 1,000, the
building was expanded in the 1970's at
a cost of $825,000.
Vice President Smith has said that
the areas of Mather that are vital to
day-to-day student life will be fully
operational by the time they return in

:EAST W YADON

ARCHITECT'S DRAWING of the east elevation of Mather Campus Center effectively shows its new terraced look.

cording to Smith. The final projected
cost of $3,950,000 for the renovations
does not include some small budgeted
items. However, Smith said, the project
does have a limit of $4 million and he
and the committee will now reexamine
the plans to see where they can cut to
accommodate some of these items.
"There has been a lot of College involvement in the planning at almost
every stage," and, Smith said, "a pretty
careful examination of what the architect- Russell, Gibson, von Dohlen of
Farmington- proposed and what our
needs are." As a result, he feels that the
final plan represents "a very successful

the first time," Burdsall notes, adding
that the courtyard area will be an integral part of the Cave/ Pub space.
"We'll be locating the noisy spaces in
the basement," he said, "and the main
floor will be slightly quieter."
After the renovations, the student
dining hall will be 30 percent larger and
have an additional 230 spaces, and the
serving, kitchen, and storage areas will
be completely redone and upgraded. In
. the "new" Mather, it will also be possible to use the Washington Room on
the second floor to serve dinners on
special occasions to nearly 400 people,
thanks to new space for food service ac-

August for the beginning of the academic year. Any remaining renovations
and "finishing touches" in the Mather
project will be completed shortly thereafter.

REITEMEYER GIFTS

ANNOUNCED
An endowed professorship in political science and a new scholarship
fund for deserving Hartford area students have been created at the College. They are the result of arrangements made during her lifetime and in
her estate by Mrs. John R. Reitemeyer
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of Pleasant Valley, Connecticut, who
died on July 15 of this year, and are
in memory of her late husband. Mr.
Reitemeyer, president and publisher of
The Hartford Courant from 194 7 to
1968, was a 1921 Trinity graduate and
a trustee from 1950 until his death in
1979.
Both the professorship and the
scholarship fund will bear John Reitemeyer's name.
Announcement of the gifts, which
have a combined value of $1.2 million, was made in October by President English at the annual dinner
meeting of the Trinity Club of Hartford. The Reitemeyer bequest is one
of the largest single gifts in the history
of the College.
In making the announcement, President English said, "These splendid
gifts address two pressing needs at
Trinity and throughout private higher
education: faculty support and student
financial aid. They will also be permanent reminders of Mr. and Mrs.
Reitemeyer, who were loyal and generous friends of the College for many
years. We are all enormously grateful
for these two funds and the opportunities they open up for Trinity."
A native of New Jersey, John R.
Reitemeyer came to Trinity in 1917,
where he was editor of the yearbook,
president of the Political Science
Club, and a member of Sigma Nu fraternity. He was also campus correspondent for The Hartford Courant. He
became a full-time reporter for the
Courant in 1920 and subsequently
worked his way up to the post of city
editor. A World War I veteran, he
served as a colonel in the Army during World War II, and was awarded
the Legion of Merit and the American Commendation Ribbon. Reitemeyer returned to the Courant as
executive vice president and in 194 7,
he was elected president and publisher. Under his leadership, the
Courant's circulation grew to become
the largest in Connecticut.
Among his many interests were the
environment and improving
U.S.-Latin American Relations, for
which Trinity recognized him in 1955
by awarding him the Eigenbrodt
Trophy, the highest alumni honor.
The Dominican Republic's second-

highest honor was conferred upon
him by the country's ruling triumvirate in 1964. A doctorate of Humane Letters was also conferred upon
him by Wesleyan University in 1968.
He was a director of the Associated
Press from 1953-1960, and was president of the Inter-American Press
Association in 1964. A champion of
the free press, he fought against government censorship, especially in
Latin America.
He married Gertrude Bullis, a
graduate of Elmira College and the
New York Academy of Dramatic
Arts, in 1923. Mrs. Reitemeyer was a
painter, art enthusiast and collector of
antiques and was active in various
community organizations.

TRINITY RETURNS
WAR DOCUMENTS
Mussolini and the Fascist era were
the topics of a two-day, international
conference held at Trinity in October,
sponsored by the College's own Cesare
Barbieri Center of Italian Studies.

Some eighty scholars from all over the
world attended the meeting, highlights
of which included presentations by the
prominent British historian ofltaly,
Denis' Mack Smith, and the Italian
scholar, Renzo De Felice. Among the
participants was Italy's Ambassador of
Cultural Relations, Sergio Romano.
Trinity made some history of its own
when the Barbieri Center used the occasion of the conference to officially return to the Italian government documents which had been anonymously
donated to the Center in 1968. The collection, which includes numerous letters of King Victor Emmanuel III and
correspondence between Mussolini and
Adolf Hitler, had been taken from
Mussolini's desk by an American Army
captain on April29, 1945, the day after
Mussolini's death. The Allied captain,
a Hartford resident, kept the papers for
two decades before deciding to give
them to Trinity. After publishing a special issue of the Barbieri Center Courier
in 1980, and making the documents accessible to scholars for more than a
year, the Barbieri trustees decided it

HISTORIC DOCUMENTS, including letters of King Victor Emmanuel III and
some between Mussolini and Hitler, are presented to Renato Grispo (r.), direc·
tor of the Italian archives, by Prof. Michael Campo, director of the Barbieri
Center.
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NATIONAL POLITICAL FIGURES were much in evidence on campus this fall. George McGovern, former U.S. Senator
and the 1972 Democratic presidential candidate, met with political science students and also delivered a major address
entitled "A Perspective on the '80s" in October. Vice President George Bush took time out from his campaigning in Hart·
ford to enjoy a three-mile jogging session on the Trinity track. Two members of the Philosophy Department, Miller
Brown and Richard Lee, joined the vice president for some "breathless" discussions on the run.

was time to return the materials to the
Italian government.
In a short ceremony, Trinity faculty
members Dr. Michael R. Campo and
Dr. Borden W. Painter, Jr., handed
over the documents to Renato Grispo,
director of the Italian State Archives.
Obviously moved by the Barbieri Center's decision to give back the precious
papers, Grispo called the act "an example of the new vision of international
and cultural relations in which friendship will work instead of enmity."

PRESIDENT'S FELLOWS
SELECTED
Twenty-six members of the Class of
1983 have been selected by the faculty
to be this year's President's Fellows.
Each fall every academic department
and program nominates one senior major for this honor, with the selection being made on the basis of outstanding
achievement in the major along with

evidence of wide-ranging intellectual interests. Throughout the year the Fellows meet with the President and members of the faculty and administration
to discuss a variety of topics relating to
college life and other educational issues.
This year's fellows are: American
Studies - Martha M. Pyle; Biochemistry
~Richard W. Wagner; Biology- Mark
J. Bronsky; Chemistry- Susan M.
Stanczyk; Classics- William F. Colby,
Jr.; Computer Coordinate- Susan M.
Miller; Dance- Tim~thy A. Martin;
Economics- Glenh E. Hartsoe, Jr.;
Educational Studies - Victoria M.
Kraushaar; Engineering - Allen N.
Lepore; English--'- Edwin B. Lord; Fine
Arts-Art History- John P. Ziedonis;
and Fine Arts-Studio Arts- Wendy K.
Kershner.
Also, History- Daniel M. T aitz; Intercultural Studies - Alexandra J. Zolan;
Mathematics- Lorenzo Pinto; Modern
Languages- Virginia S. Haugen; Music
- Michael Muchmore; Philosophy-

Margaret Reimer; Physics -Jonathan
C. Sproul; Political Science- Donna
Smukler; Psychology- Dana A. Anderson; Religion- Scott L. Vernick;
Sociology- Anne F. Zinkin; TheatreJane R. Evans; and Urban and Environmental Studies- Sarah W. Heminway.

HOLLAND SCHOLARS
ANNOUNCED
The highest ranking members of the
sophomore, junior and senior classes
have been named the Holland Scholars
for 1982-1983. They are Robert A.
Moran '85, Ian A. McFarland '84 and
Lorenzo Pinto '83.
Moran, who intends to major in
biology or chemistry, received a prize in
his freshman year for his work in general chemistry. A resident of Dayville,
CT, he is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity, the Trinity Jazz Band, Student government and the Christian
Fellowship.
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McFarland, a classics major from
Marlborough, CT, is a member of the
Tripod staff and has been active in
Amnesty International and the Nuclear
Arms Control Group at Trinity. He
has been awarded several prizes for outstanding achievement in Greek.
Pinto, a Hartford resident, is triple
majoring in physics, mathematics and
computer coordinated with electrical
engineering. In September, he was
named The President's Fellow in
mathematics. He has won several other
honors for his achievements in math.
Both McFarland and Pinto are twotime winners of the Holland Scholarships, which are awarded annually, and
which entitle the recipients to full remission of their tuition for the year.
The scholarships are funded from a bequest by Mrs. Frances J. Holland, the
daughter of Thomas Brownell, the
founder of Trinity College.
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FACULTY,
ADMINISTRATIVE
APPOINTMENTS
ANNOUNCED
Eight persons were appointed to
full-time, continuing positions in the
faculty this fall. They are:
MARY ANNE EPSTEIN, associate
professor of engineering. Epstein received her B.Ch.E. from Cooper Union
School of Engineering and M.S. and
D.E.S. degrees from Columbia University. Listed in Outstanding Young Women in America in 1966, Epstein has
worked as a research engineer and as a
senior technical systems analyst and
has also taught at Columbia University
and at the University of Connecticut as
a research professor.
RONALD S. JENKINS, artist-inresidence in theatre and dance. Currently a doctoral candidate at Harvard
University, Jenkins received his B.A.
from Haverford College and his M.A.
from Harvard. He has taught at Harvard, Northeastern University and
MIT, and has represented the U.S. at
international theatre festivals in Italy
and France. He has experience working
with deaf actors, including some time
teaching at the Urban Arts Project on
Deafness, and has published an article
on "Theatre and Culture of the Deaf."
MICHAEL E. LESTZ, assistant pro-

THE CONSERVATIVE COMMENTATOR Irving Kristol (right) gave the inau·
gural lecture in October for the Shelby Cullom Davis Professorship and pro·
gram in American Business and Economic Enterprise. The program got off to a
fast start this semester, with lectures, symposia and a visit by Joseph R. Picker·
ing (left), president of IDS Insurance Company, Minneapolis, who was business
executive in residence for two weeks.

fessor of history. A 1968 Trinity graduate, Lestz received his M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from Yale University. Prior to
this appointment, he was lecturer in
history at Trinity, and also taught at
Clark University andY ale. He previously served as a research analyst for
the Federal Research Division and the
Congressional Research Service of the
Library of Congress.
NUSHA MARTYNUK, adjunct
artist-in-residence in theatre and dance.
Martynuk received her B.S. and M.Ed.
degrees from Temple University. She
has taught at Temple, and has served as
instructor and choreographer at Shenandoah College and Conservatory of
Music and Staten Island Dance Theatre. Among the companies with which
she has performed is the Nikolais
Dance Theatre of New York.
CARTER MCADAMS, artist-inresidence in theatre and dance. A graduate of Princeton University,
McAdams has toured the U.S. with the
Fairmount Dance Theatre of Cleveland
and the Elizabeth Keen Dance Company of New York. He was artist-inresidence at Trinity in 1977-1978, and
has performed with the American
Dance Festival, the Harvard Summer

Dance Center, and the Seattle Summer
Institute of Dance.
MARK P. SIL YERMAN, associate
professor of physics. Silverman received
his B.S. and M.S. degrees from Michigan State University and his Ph.D.
from Harvard University. He taught at
the University of California, Harvard,
and the Ecole Normale Superieure in
Paris before joining the Wesleyan faculty in 197 5 as assistant professor, a post
he held until this year. He has been
awarded numerous fellowships, as well
as the American Institute of Chemistry
Medal.
VINCENT H. SMITH, assistant professor of economics. Currently a Ph.D.
candidate at North Carolina State University, Smith received his B.A. and
M.A. degrees from Manchester University in England. He has taught at the
University of Richmond and served as
economist, Research Triangle Institute,
Energy and Environmental Research
Division.
ELIZABETH L. TRACY, artist-inresidence in fine arts. Tracy received
her B.A. from the University of California at Santa Cruz and M.F.A. from
the Cranbrook Academy of Art. She
has taught at both these schools, as well
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as at the Monterey Peninsula Museum
of Art, and the Pontiac Art Center.
Her printmaking has earned several
awards, and has been the subject of two
solo exhibitions.
The following have joined the Trinity
administration in recent months:
BURTON L. APFELBAUM, coach
of rowing and director of intramural
athletics. A 1975 graduate of Trinity,
Apfelbaum was a crew coach at Mt.
Holyoke College from 1976-79, and was
coach of lightweight crew, with additional responsibilities in the rowing and
intramural programs at Trinity, prior to
this appointment.
PA TRlCIA J. BUNKER, reference librarian. Bunker earned her B.A. degree
from Macalester College and an
A.M.L.S. from the University of
Michigan. Prior to coming toT rinity
she was a librarian at the Connecticut

State Library for eight years, after having worked as a librarian at the University of Rochester.
REBECCA A. CHASE, racquets
coach. A 1980 graduate of Williams
College, Chase also studied for a master's degree in education at Tufts University, where she was assistant tennis
coach and head squash coach. She h as
also worked as a tennis professional at
the Mt. Auburn Tennis Center and as
co-director at the Chase Tennis
Center.
JAMES A. FOSTER, head track
coach and assistant football coach. Foster received his B.S. in education from
the University of Oklahoma and M.Ed.
in education and administration from
Salisbury State College. Prior to coming toT rinity, he was a physical education instructor, assistant football coach,
and head coach of golf at Coast Guard

DANIEL P. WALSH '83 of Peabody, MA, left, has been awarded the Krieble
Scholarship by the Loctite Corporation. Shown presenting the award to Walsh
is Dr. Robert H. Krieble, chairman of the board of Loctite, at the company's
Newington, CT headquarters. The full-tuition scholarship is presented annually
to the chemistry student who "has demonstrated outstanding scholastic achievement and who ... offers promise of making a significant contribution to the
profession of chemistry." In addition to distinguishing himself in his course
work in the department, Walsh has tutored in organic chemistry and won the
Division of Analytical Chemistry of The American Chemical Society Award in
Analytical Chemistry in his junior year.

Academy and also head football and
track coach at a Delaware high school.
ANNE T. GUSHEE, director of
calendar and special events. Gushee received her B.A. degree from Wheaton
College and worked in company operations at Life Insurance Marketing and
Research Association and as an administrative assistant at the Parkview Hilton Hotel in Hartford before coming to
Trinity.
MARGARETE. HOGAN, trainer,
athletic department. A graduate of the
State University of New York at Plattsburgh, Hogan received her M.Ed. from
the University of Virginia. She has
worked as an athletic trainer at the Federal Law Enforcement Training School
in Georgia, and at Washington and Lee
University in Virginia, and as a teacher
and coach at North Adirondack Central School in New York.
DIANE F. LINDSAY, assistant director of career counseling. Lindsay received her B.S. from Central Connect icut State College and M.S.W. from the
University of Connecticut School of
Social Work. She was previously employed by the Hartford Board of Education as a therapist and by the University of Hartford as an assistant director
of the Title XX training program.
DOUGLAS P. MANNEN, sports information director . Mannen graduated
in 1982 from Wesleyan University,
where he majored in h istory and contributed sports articles to The Wesleyan
Argus and The Middletown Press. He
played football and baseball all four
years at Wesleyan and was co-captain
of the baseball team in his senior year.
STANLEY OGRODNIK, coach of
men's basketball and director of special
athletic projects. A graduate of Providence College, Ogrodnik also has master's degrees from the University of
Hartford and the University of Connecticut. From 1963-1979 he was a
guidance counselor at East Catholic
High School and the school's basketball coach, in a coaching career that included a 62-49 record and two state
championships.
RHEA JO PINCUS, development coordinator. A 1982 Trinity graduate,
Pincus majored in political science, was
a residential assistant, a legislative intern, and worked as a community programs intern for United Technologies
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Corporation. In her new position in development, she will organize student
Alumni Fund phonothons in Hartford
and alumni phonothons in other major
cities.
ANNE TOLLEY ROTONDO, assistant director of annual giving. Rotondo
is a 1979 graduate ofTrinity, where she
worked as an undergraduate as an administrative assistant in planning meetings and social events. Since graduation
she has worked for the Hartford Insurance Group and the New York Life
Insurance Company.
RISE A. SINGER, assistant to the director of admissions. A 1982 Trinity
graduate, Singer majored in intercultural studies and Russian and spent two semesters of her undergraduate career
studying at a university in Leningrad,
Russia, and at Middlebury College. In
addition, she was a teaching assistant in
modern languages and a housing intern
for the Urban League of Greater
Hartford.
PETER H. SOBERING, manager of
academic computer user services.
Sobering received his B.S. degree from
the State University of New York at
Oswego and, as a graduate student at
San Francisco State University, worked
as a graduate assistant in the computer
services department.
ADRIENNE E. WHITE, intern in
the dean of students' office. White graduated in 1982 from Amherst College,
with honors in American studies. In
her position in the dean of students' office, she will administer the tutorial program, and counsel students on personal
and academic matters.
Also, REBECCA WONDRISKA has
been promoted to documents librarian
in the library. Formerly reference librarian, Wondriska joined the Trinity
library staff in 1976 in the circulation
department. She received her undergraduate degree from North Central
College and her M.L.S. from Southern
Connecticut State College.

COMPANIES, SCHOLARS
GET TOGETHER
Fifteen Trinity students had the
chance to meet representatives of the
Hartford area corporations that are
helping to underwrite the cost of their
education, at a luncheon at the Presi-

TRINITY'S first Capital Area Corporate Scholars and the companies sponsoring them are, from left to right, front row: Christopher L. Champion '84
(CIGNA), Theresa C. Fayette '85 (CIGNA), Kirsten Von Moltke '85 (CIGNA),
Grace Cavero '86 (Heublein Foundation Inc.), Sally Kalve '86 (The Barnes
Group), Maria Garcao '86 (Hartford Insurance Group), Kathleen A. Caruso '84
(CIGNA), and Matthew B. George '85 (Hartford Insurance Group); and back
row, David Sagers '86 (The Hartford Courant Foundation), James Sickinger '86
(COLECO), Vladimir DiManshteyn '84 (CIGNA), Joseph Zoppo '86 (CIGNA),
and Michael C. Collins '83 (The Dexter Corporation). Not present when the
photo was taken were John J. D'Elia '83 (CIGNA) and Louise B. Conway '85
(CIGNA). The group was photographed after a luncheon at President English's
home, where the scholars had the opportunity tb meet representatives of the
corporations that are making it possible for them to attend Trinity.

dent's House in October.
The students, all of whom are from
the Hartford region, are Trinity's first
"Capital Area Corporate Scholars."
They have been more or less
"adopted" by the corporations, which
are providing an average of $5000 per
student to help defray college expenses.
The new program was the brainchild of Leonard E. Greenberg '48,
who has headed Trinity's business and
industry fundraising drive for the past
two years. Greenberg came up with
the idea of approaching the corporations for funds to pay the way for
local students when it became apparent that federal cutbacks in financial aid would have an impact on
Trinity's ability to offer as much aid
as was needed.

Thus far, eight corporations have
responded, with funds to aid fifteen
undergraduates this year.
In h is remarks at the luncheon,
President English hailed the generosity
of the corporations as crucial in the
College's efforts to maintain a diverse
and heterogeneous student body.
Frank Sherman, director of annual
giving, hopes to have two dozen corporations participating in the program
by next September. He called the
luncheon the first of a number of opportunities students and their corporate sponsors will have to get to know
one another.
The participating corporations are:
CIGNA Corporation, Hartford Insurance Group, Coleco Industries, Inc.,
The Barnes Foundation, Dexter
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Corporation, The Hartford Courant
Foundation, The Heublein Foundation and The Aetna Foundation.

Stephen Norton '85; transportation
chair, Tina Tricarichi '83; and faculty
liaison, Robert Muccilli '84.

SGA ELECTIONS

COLLEGE RESPONDS TO
RACIAL INCIDENT

In campus-wide elections held in September, Todd Beati and Christopher
Sullivan were elected president and vice
president, respectively, of the Student
Government Association.
Beati, a senior biology major from
Lowell, MA, has been active in student
government since his freshman year.
He was chairman of the Junior Class
Committee, and has served as a student
member of the Admissions Committee.
Currently a member of the Lowell City
Committee, he was a delegate to the
Massachusetts State Convention last
May. He plays offense for Trinity's football team.
Sullivan, another student government veteran, will be holding down the
vice presidency for the second time,
having served in this capacity in his
sophomore year. He was active in organizing Trinity's Awareness Week last
spring. A double major in history and
political science, Sullivan comes from
Fall River, MA.
Other new SGA officers are: secretary, Lee Coffin '85; treasurer, Eric
Truran '83 budget committee chair,

FRATERNITY
REPORT
As this issue goes to press, a
faculty committee on the fraternity system and its alternatives has just issued a report
concluding "that the Faculty
recommend to the President
that the fraternity system at the
College be phased out over the
next three years."
The next step is consideration of
the report by the full faculty,
probably at its December meeting. The results of this discussion and other campus reactions
to the report will be carried in
the winter issue of the magazine.

A Trinity freshman was censured and
removed from campus housing for an
indefinite period as the result of racial
insults he made to a black woman during an argument in Jackson Hall this
fall.
In addition, four women residents of
the dormitory were asked to write
apologies to the black student for their
"general insensitivity." Two of the
women were also asked to develop a
dorm program to address the issues of
"civility, general consideration of
others and racial sensitivity."
The penalties were leveled by
Kristina Dow, director of residential
services, who described the remedies as
an effort to "make the punishment an
educational experience."
Dean of Students David Winer spoke
out strongly on the incident stating,
"The College will not tolerate any sort
of racism on this campus. One can only
hope that this occurrence will increase
everyone's awareness and sensitivity. If
we accomplish that, we will have been
highly successful."
Both President English and the faculty condemned the episode and called
upon the community to build a climate
that would eliminate racist attitudes on
the campus. The undergraduate newspaper, The Trinity Tripod, asked for an
Awareness Day next semester in which
the entire community would dedicate
its energies to raising consciousness on
issues such as racism, sexism and sensitivity to others.

RACISM TARGET OF
NEW ORGANIZATION
Trinity has joined with nine other
New England Colleges in the formation
of a new organization aimed at eradicating racism on predominantly white
campuses in the region.
Founded last spring by an associate
chaplain at Brown and the director of
Community Change in Boston, the
group is known as the Society Organized Against Racism (SOAR). Other

participating institutions include: Bowdoin, Brown, Fitchburg State, Northeastern, Smith, Tufts, Wesleyan,
Wheaton and Williams.
Trinity's participation was urged by
Paula Chu-Richardson, assistant dean
of students, who sees the chief benefit
of membership as a mechanism for
pooling resources, ideas and information. The first annual conference of the
group was held on the Trinity campus
this fall.
Responding to the College's role in
SOAR, several minority faculty, administrators and students are preparing
an agenda of concerns, which will be
submitted to the President's Council on
Minority Affairs. Among the topics to
be considered are: 1) the hiring of more
black faculty; 2) bringing black faculty
from other institutions as guest lecturers; 3) exploring the institutional attitudes towards minorities; 4) expanding
the support and counseling systems at
Trinity for minority groups; 5) providing more role models for black students
in the faculty and administration; 6)
providing minority organizations with
financial data about the institution.
Fourteen members of the campus
community, including faculty, administrators and students, h ave been named
to serve on the general council of
SOAR, which meets twice a year.

COLLEGE SETS NEW
ALCOHOL POLICY
Responding to a change in the
minimum drinking age in Connecticut
from 18 to 19, the Office of the Dean of
Students has established a new set of
guidelines for the serving of alcoholic
beverages at campus functions.
According to Wayne Asmus, adviser
for student affairs and director of
Mather Campus Center, the new policy
is aimed at keeping all functions open
to all students regardless of age. Responsibility for enforcing the 19-year
minimum drinking age is that of the
sponsoring organization. The guidelines apply equally to dormitory functions, fraternity parties and to events
sponsored by the faculty and administration.
Some of the provisions of the new
policy include: 1) Event sponsors must
offer "equally attractive and plentiful"
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non-alcoholic beverages; 2) All alcohol
served in the Iron Pony Pub will be by
glass, can, or bottle - no pitchers will
be allowed; 3) No alcohol may be
served from kegs or other large containers anywhere on campus; 4) The person
who serves an individual under the
minimum age is equally responsible and
accountable for the violation of College
regulations.
While there have been some scattered
complaints from students about the
new legislation, most organizations
seem to be coping with the problem.
Students are asked to show an ID card
before admittance to the Pub or to a
function. Those under the drinking age
are either diverted to a non-drinking
area, or are given a stamp good for soft
drinks only.
Asmus sees the new legislation as an
aid in creating campus functions where
alcohol is not the main focus of the
event. "Any activity that needs alcohol
to sustain it," Asmus stated, "should be
reconsidered by the sponsor."

ANNUAL FUND SETS
$1.1 MILLION GOAL
Trinity's Annual Fund, which
topped $1 million for the first time in
1982, has established a goal of $1.1 million during the current academic year.
The Annual Fund includes gifts from
alumni, parents, friends and businesses
to supplement income from tuition,
fees, and endowment.
Trustee Morris Lloyd Jr. '60 is Annual Fund chairman. He will be assisted
by Robert C. Knox Ill, '63, Alumni
Fund chairman; Peter Hoffman '61,
Alumni Founders Society chairman;
Lester Morse, Parents Fund chairman;
Ira Washburn, Parents Founders Society chairman; Trustee emerita Mrs. Walter H. Gray, Friends Fund chairman,
and Trustee Leonard E. Greenberg '48,
Business and Industry Associates
chairman.
Several hundred volunteers, including trustees, class agents, other alumni,
students, parents, and friends, will be
working to reach the goal by June 30.
The College anticipates that $725,000
of the $1.1 million will come through
the Alumni Fund; $110,000 from the
Parents Fund; $80,000 from the Friends
Fund, and $185,000 from the Business

and Industry Associates. At least
45 percent of the alu~ni are expected
to participate.
Lloyd said, "Last year's million-dollar
fund, a milestone for Trinity, was
achieved because of the generosity of
thousands of donors, the hard work of
many volunteers, and because the
Capital Area Corporate Scholarship
program promoted by Leonard Greenberg raised substantially more from
businesses that we had originally anticipated.
"This year we intend to continue the
Corporate Scholarship program, and to
expand our phonothons in the Alumni
Fund. We also look for increasing numbers of members of The President's Circle and The Founders Society, as well
as greater alumni participation.
"The Annual Fund is fundamental to
a strong academic program at Trinity.
Success will be a testimony of the value
of Trinity's work."
The Alumni Fund portion of the
campaign was kicked off September
24-25, during the annual Class Agent's
Conference on campus. A record number of agents attended. Board ofT rustees Chairman Edward A. Montgomery Jr. '56 was honored for his work as
chairman of last year's successful Annual Fund.

PEW FUNDS COMPUTER
CENTER RENOVATION
Trinity has been awarded $250,000
by The Pew Memorial Trust of Philadelphia to renovate the Hallden Engineering Building into a modern
computer center.
In announcing the grant, President
English said, "This generous grant allows Trinity to take another important step in improving our computer science program. Today it is essential for virtually ev~ry undergraduate
to have some experience with computer technology, because it has such an
impact on our society. This grant
from The Pew Memorial Trust,
coupled with the recent gift of a new
computer from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, ensures that
Trinity will have both the equipment
and facilities to meet student and
faculty interest in computers and computer science."

Hallden, which is currently the academic computing center on the campus, was built in 1946, pre-dating
computer courses in the curriculum.
Renovation will involve the conversion of a large open room that currently houses mechanical engineering
equipment into a computer terminal
area with 48 terminals. The computer's central processing unit will be
moved from the main floor to the
basement of the building, and classrooms, laboratories, and faculty offices
will be built in the vacated area.
Renovation of the building is expected to begin this winter, with completion anticipated by the opening of
the College in the Fall of 1983.
Trinity's program in computer
science is part of the department of
engineering. The first computer
courses were offered to undergraduates
in 1966; today approximately one-half
ofT rinity's 1700 undergraduates take
the basic course in computing. A
computer coordinate major, which
combines formal study in computing
and mathematics with courses in another major department, was introduced in 1976. Currently there are 45
juniors and seniors enrolled in the
computer co-ordinate major. In addition to instruction, the academic
computing facilities at Trinity are used
for research and word processing.
The grant is the third Trinity has
received in recent years from The Pew
Memorial Trust. In 1978, Trinity was
awarded $150,000 to support the expansion of its library, and in 1981,
the Trust granted the College an
equal sum for the restoration and
renovation of Seabury Hall.
The Pew Memorial Trust, one of
several charitable trusts established by
the Pew family of Philadelphia, was
created in 1948 in memory of Joseph
N. Pew, founder of the Sun Oil Company, and his wife, Mary Anderson Pew.

CARILLONNEURS GAIN
PRACTICE CONSOLE
The bells of the Plumb Memorial
Carillon have a more practiced ring to
them now, thanks to the gift last spring
of a new practice clavier from the family
of the late Robert T. Hartt '23. A prac-
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tice console produces a muted sound
that cannot be heard outside the room
in which it is played, allowing students
to learn to play the instrument in
priv.ate.
The new practice clavier was built by
the LT. Verdin Company in Cincinnati and installed in the Verger's Room
of the Trinity Chapel last spring, just in
time for the annual Congress of the
Guild of Carillonneurs of North
America, which held its 1982 meeting
at Trinity last June. President English
and the Rev. Dr. Alan C. Tull, College
Chaplain, dedicated the clavier to the
memory of Robert Hartt at a brief ceremony on June 16, in the presence of his
wife, Lucille, children, Robert Hartt
and Mary Hartt Smith, Trinity carillonneurs, and College officials.
As a student at Trinity, Mr. Hartt
was president of the student body and
played varsity football. Son of}ulius
Hartt, founder of t he Hartt School of
Music in Hartford, Mr. Hartt was a successful Canadian businessman, serving
as vice president of Zeller Ltd. and
president of Canadian Foods. He died
in 1980. The new clavier was a gift from
Mrs. Hartt, his children, and his grandchildren.
The original carillon was given in
1932 by the Reverend and Mrs. John
Plumb in memory of t heir son John,
who died while an undergraduate at
Trinity. In 1978 a bequest from the estate of Florence S.M. Crofut, a friend of
th e College, expanded the Plumb Memorial Carillon from thirty bells to the
present forty-nine, making the old practice console obsolete. As a result, students had until recently, resorted to
practicing on the carillon itself.

ALUMNI DIRECTORY
RESPONSES URGED
A mailing soliciting information for
the new alumni directory has been sent
to all graduates of the College, according to Gerald}. Hansen, Jr., director of
alumni and college relations.
T o ensure a directory that is accurate
and current, alumni are urged to return
the questionnaire to Harris Publishing
Company as soon as possib le.
Over the next few months, Harris
representatives will conduct telephone
follow-ups to verify information to be

printed in the new directory, tentatively scheduled for delivery in the summer
of 1983. During the telephone verification alumni will be asked if they wish to
purch ase a copy. This will be the only
solicitation for the book, and the number of directories printed will be based
on the number of advance orders received during the phone calls.
The directory will provide a complete
listing of all living alumni with current
addresses, class year, degree(s), residence address, phone number, and
business or professional information.
Alumni who do not return their
questionnaires and are not contacted
by telephone by the publisher will be
listed according to the information in
current College files. Individuals who
have not received a questionnaire, or
who do not wish to appear in the directory, are asked to contact: Doreen Luff,
Customer Service Representative, Bernard C. Harris Publishing Company,
Inc., 3 Barker Avenue, White Plains,
NY 10601.

PALTER NAMED
DANA PROFESSOR
Professor Robert Palter has been appointed Charles A. Dana Professor of
the History of Science, and will join the
faculty in January.
Palter, who has been professor of history and philosophy at the University
ofTexas at Austin since 1964, is the
author of numerous publications, including Whitehead's Philosophy of
Science, and has edited the two-volume
Toward Modern Science, Studies in Ancient, Medieval and Renaissance Science
and The Annus Mirabilis of Sir Isaac
Newton.
He graduated from Columbia in 1943
with a chemistry major, and worked for
several years on the Manhattan Project.
Before joining the-University ofTexas
faculty, he taught at the University of
Chicago from 1949-1964.
He received an award from the University of Chicago in 1953 for excellence in undergraduate,teaching, and
has been the recipient of several grants
from the National Science Foundation.
Next semester he will teach three
courses: "Science and the Modern
World," "Religion and Science: Allies
or Enemies?," and "Descartes and

Galileo."
Palter will be Trinity's first faculty
member in the history of science. Commenting on the new post, Dean of the
Faculty Andrew G. De Rocco said,
"The critical appreciation of science
and technology has never been more
important to the balanced offerings of a
college of liberal arts and sciences as it is
today."
Palter was introduced to the Trinity
community in November, when he
gave two inaugural lectures on campus:
"The Place of Kepler in the History of
Thought," and "From Maxwell to Einstein - and Beyond: Some Reflections
on the History of Physics."

EMINENT JUDAIC
SCHOLARS LECTURE
Four leading Judaic scholars will
speak at Trinity this year in the Leonard
Greenberg Lectures on Jewish Contributions to Western Civilization. The series,
endowed by Mr. Greenberg, a member
of the C lass of 1948 and a trustee of the
College, was established in honor of his
late teacher, Rabbi Abraham Joshua
Hesche!.
Lecturers appearing at Trinity this
fall included: David Weiss Halivni, '
Morris Adler Professor of Rabbinics,
Jewish Theological Seminary of
America, whose topic was "The Talmud's Creative Response to Its Age as
Exemplified in Midrash;" Isadore Twersky, Nathan Littauer Professor of Hebrew Literature and Philosophy, Harvard University, who discussed
"Maimonides as an Historian of Religion;" and Emil L. Fackenheim, Professor of Philosophy at the University of
Toronto, speaking on "Jews and Christians After Auschwitz."
The concluding lecture will be given
on February 2 by Marshall Sklare,
Klutznick Family Professor of Contemporary Jewish Studies and Sociology at
Brandeis University. His subject is "Living in American Society: American
Jewry from the First to the Fourth
Generation."
Sponsored by the Department of
Religion, the lectures are open to the
general public, and are being held in
conjunction with the College's search
for a full-time instructor in Jewish
Studies.
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The Class of '86
The freshmen settle in.
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OPENING DAY provided the usual atmosphere of organized chaos. Security Officer Eddie Rapoza (above) assists a new
arrival. Freshman check-in (below) prompts mixed emotions; smiling subject poses for LD. photograph.

l:ey

came 480 strong from 27 states
and 9 foreign countries to open the
160th year of the College, one of the
largest freshman classes in Trinity
history.
Arriving four days before the opening of classes, the incoming freshmen
took part in an intensive orientation,
planned by Dean David Winer and his
staff.
Sunday morning was devoted to the
logistics of wrestling belongings into
dorm rooms, learning the intricacies of
room combinations and meeting new
roommates. Parents were hosted at a
reception in the President's House and
invited to a buffet lunch in the Mather
dining room.
Exploration ofTrinity's academic environment was the first order of business for the neophyte students. Dean of
the Faculty Andrew De Rocco spoke to
the class about institutional standards,
followed by a teachers' panel on "Faculty Expectations." An evening session
with faculty gave ·students a closer look
at the arts and humanities, the social
sciences and the natural sciences.
The second day was devoted to a
battery of placement examinations and
initial meetings of freshman seminars
followed by individual conferences with
faculty advisers.
Residential life, the athletic program
and the College library were among
the topics discussed on the third day.
Another highlight was a reception for
the 51 minority students in the Class.
The day closed with an address entitled
"We're In This Together" by Chaplain
Robert E. Taylor ofUConn.
The last day of orientation found
students taking the Strong-Campbell
Interest Inventory, sponsored by the
Career Counseling Office, and participating in a national survey designed to
help Trinity compare its new students
with those at other institutions.
Other events of the first few days on
campus included an activities night, an
open house at the Women's Center,
several films, a Pipes concert, a dance,
and a bus tour of Hartford.
The final event of the week, the
160th Matriculation, gave each freshman the chance to meet President English on an individual basis during the
traditional book signing ceremony.
PARENT POWER is a vital ingredient as belongings are transferred
from car to dormitory. Time of parting was an occasion for both tears and
tenderness among families.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS on "The
Academic Institution" was given by
Dean of the Faculty Andrew De
Rocco (left). Professor James L. West
(right) later spoke on the nature and
purpose of freshman seminars. President's dinner (below) was an occasion
to meet classmates, and hear welcoming remarks by James F. English, Jr.
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FRESHMAN SEMINAR (top) led by Prof. Craig Schneider held first session outside Life Sciences. President English
chatted informally with students; Prof. George Cooper watches as E. Gates Garrity signs Matriculation book.
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Medical Education

The tradition of great teachers in medicine is flagging.
By Richard M. Ratzan, M.D., '67

I
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often muse about great teachers and history. I wonder, for example, about smallpox and Parkinson's
disease, and about what would have happened if one of
John Hunter's assistants, instead of the master himself,
had performed the pedagogic chore (as it is looked on
nowadays) of teaching Edward Jenner or James Parkinson. Would the inspiration that these two men received
have been the same? Probably not. If they had known
beforehand that they would see Hunter rarely if ever
outside his laboratory, would they still have come?
Again, probably not. For students flocked from far and
wide to Hunter's side, as they did to Socrates and Peter,
to be taught by a renowned teacher. They did not flock
to be taught by "postdocs."
Yet the tradition of proxy teaching in medicine (like
that of proxy refereeing for journals) seems more firmly
entrenched than ever. Great clinicians and scientists
now follow the curs us doctorum of being a junior
teacher-investigator initally teaching all comers, then a
full-time investigator teaching primarily fellows, then an
administrator teaching no one. The irony of having a
clinician or scientist at the peak of his or her wisdom
spend the least time with the students who need such
wisdom the most cannot fail to impress even the most
casual student of students and their teachers. Such a
phenomenon reflects a system with its priorities on
backwards. The reasons for this historical reversal since
John Hunter's day are easily discerned.
First and probably foremost is the failure of teachers
to perceive the teaching of medical students and house
staff as exciting and worthwhile work. Who, they
might ask, would want to explain, for the 50th time,
the distribution of body water or diuretic-induced prerenal azotemia to an intern when one could be planning a research project on the effect of antidiuretic hormone in microtubules with a fellow over coffee and
Danish? Teaching medical students and house officers
is, to be sure, repetitive, often unstimulating, and hard.
Such teaching involves groundwork, the laying down
of tracks and ties. It is certainly taxing to make clear to
a freshman what is old hat to a third-year fellow .
Teaching students at an early stage is, as Joel Hildebrand has observed, "more of a challenge ... and more
of an art to do it well."'
The modern emphasis on research, especially bigtime research on basic (non-patient) materials, must
also receive some of the blame. Teacher-investigators
are usually hired to be investigator-teachers. What department chief, dean, or promotions and tenure committee researches the teaching credentials of a prospective researcher? It matters little to universities that a less

extensively published and cited researcher happens to
be an excellent teacher. The candidate with more listings in Science Citations Index will get the job every time.
Teaching, consequently, gets tacked on as an added responsibility and an implicit onus - i.e., the dues one
must pay the system. The researcher must then maintain the schizophrenic posturing of an investigator
fighting for his or her academic life by getting grants
and publishing while perfunctorily putting in teaching
time or, better, figuring out how to allocate it to postdoctoral teachers. For many such investigators, a minute in the classroom is perceived as costing an hour in
the laboratory. To even more, the minute feels like two
hours.
The superior worth accorded research has displaced,
along with the teaching responsibility itself, the raison
d'etre of teacher-investigators in a university setting.
"Publish or perish" is truer now than ever and almost
demands a minimum of classroom time, especially
when the amphitheater chairs or bedsides have mere
students for an audience. Robert Nisbet has bemoaned
this trend in Masters, recalling that "in the Berkeley of
the 1930s, and other universities also, such [beginning]
courses were not held to be demeaning, and the status
of a scholar or scientist was not measured by the degree
of his liberation from contact with undergraduates." 2
How many readers today would recognize the identity
of the speaker reflecting in 1892 on his career as a
teacher, the "best years of whose life have been passed
with undergraduate students, and who has had temporarily to content himself with the dry husks of graduate
teaching"? 3
A third explanation for the diminished role of established teacher-investigators today is the medical tradition of "see one, do one, teach one." This instant license to teach is used too often as an excuse by many a
professor to allow the residents and fellows to do some
of the teaching that the professor should really be do-
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ing. Yet the instruction by junior teachers can rarely
equal that of the older master. "See one, do one, teach
one" may be an important brick in the edifice of medical teaching, but it is hardly the keystone.
We need to revive the institution of great teachers in
medicine. It is flagging at present and in danger of failing altogether, for the present system has replaced it
with a tradition of transients: We now have teacherinvestigators who teach for a short while, teaching the
most when they have the least to teach. They then retire from service (or do much less of it) at a stage in their
careers when they have perfected their skills and acquired something to teach that no junior instructor, no
matter how brilliant, can ever possess: a lifetime of clinical experience. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Pierre Charles
Alexandre Louis, Sir William Osler, and other great
teachers in medicine were great teachers because they
enjoyed the work and strove to perfect it. They were
unusual men, granted, but part of a tradition of excellence in medical teaching, not alone or inimitable.
They were paragons, not paradoxes.
The apology for such an institution derives from advantages to both student and teacher-investigator. The
student is the more obvious beneficiary of teaching by a
great teacher. A Scientific American paper on Nobel
Prize winners documented what has long been recog-

nized as the "contagious" part that a great teacher may
play in fostering greatness in students: Four of Enrico
Fermi's junior associates won the Nobel Prize. 4 History
is overburdened with more examples: Johannes MUller
taught Schwann, Henle, Virchow, and Helmholtz;
Magendie taught Claude Bernard; Warburg taught
Krebs.
In his autobiography, Wilder Penfield mentions
another benefit to young students that is distinct from
the factual knowledge or tangible wisdom imparted by
great teachers; this is the gift of a model.
No man goes alone on his eventful journey through medical
school. He makes his own little images of those whom he
chooses to be his heroes, setting them up in his personal
shrine as he progresses. The student who has an open mind
is inevitably accompanied by an ever-larging company of
such heroes. 5
Penfield goes on to list his heroes, one of whom was
Robert Green, a Harvard anatomy teacher who
jumped at the opportunity to read Xenophon's Anabasis in Greek with Penfield every morning from eight to
nine, at which time they laid Xenophon down and
turned to cadavers. William H. Welch attributed Sir
William Osler's excellence as a teacher to his inspiration in his students of a "remarkable devotion and loyal
affection. He was their exarp.ple." 6
W. B. Cannon eloquently develops the argument for
an occasional indirect advantage to investigatorteachers:
One advantage presented to the investigator by the combination of research and teaching arises from the duty imposed

Would you know who is
and isn't a great teacher?
Ask the students.
They know.
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upon him, as a teacher, of reviewing annually much or all of
the field he cultivates . .. I have had the experience, and I
imagine other investigators likewise have had it, of a new
idea flashing suddenly into consciousness in the midst of a
lecture, an idea which might not have arisen if I had not just
been engaged in a general survey of my subject. 7
C. F. Schmidt, recalling that A. N. Richards' "success
in research was a direct result of his unremitting search
for improvement in his teaching," emulated Richards
and discovered ephedrine as a result of the "injection of
a crude extract of an unknown Chinese drug in the
course of a practice experiment for a student exercise." 8
Cannon goes on to cite another, more direct advantage of teaching medical students: listening to their
"quite fresh point of view" suggest new problems in research. (The discovery of heparin, we should always remember, began with a medical student. Cannon offers
the work of students Waller, Helmholtz, and of course
Langer hans as further examples of the possible interactions between students and their teacher-investigators.)
He gives a personal example and then states that rarely
did a year go by without a student's offering "valuable
suggestions for further study." 7
I propose, therefore, that the master teacherinvestigators be encouraged to return to the challenge
and art of freshman pedagogy. Academic deans, fellow
researchers, scientific and honorary societies - all need
to bear witness to the worth of great medical teachers'
teaching medical students and house staff. We need to
pay more than lip service to the weak third leg of the
research-care-teaching triangle. It is supposed to be an
equilateral triangle, not an obelisk erected, on a narrow
teaching base, to the glory of research.
I have used the phrase "great teacher" freely. It is of
course easier to use it than to define it. Hardest of all is
to be it. Many "brilliant investigators"9 can be, in
Osler's words, "wretched teachers." I remember one
who presented immunology with all the clarity of Mississippi mud. We couldn't wait to get to the laboratory
afterwards to have his postgraduate fellow decode the
day's lecture. Conversely, not all great teachers are or
have been great investigators. It is the well-coordinated
execution of the roles of researcher and teacher together that makes a great teacher. The emphasis, please
note, is on "researcher," not "published researcher."
The most bewitchingly effective teacher I ever had was
a Greek and Latin teacher who published little, if any,
of his own research. Not a week went by, however, that
he didn't drop explosions of clarity onto the supposedly
definitive texts of Plautus, Plato, or Horace. Such in-

sights remain buried in the notes, for the most part, of
unappreciative undergraduates who but dimly realize at
the time the Mommsen-like presence gently requesting
the next student to translate. No, the correlation between one's credentials as a published researcher and
one's ability to be a great teacher is probably destined
to remain moot forever.
Style clearly has nothing to do with great teaching. If
Masters teaches us nothing else about great teachers, it
teaches us the infinity of ways to skin a student. Morris
Cohen bullied, Hannah Arendt smiled and encouraged, Leo Strauss cavorted, and LA. Richards performed. Oliver Wendell Holmes was also a performer
and knew the worth of a well-polished line: "Gentlemen, God damn the sphenoid bone," or "under which
[the pubic arch] every candidate for immortality must
pass." Jean Martin Charcot taught with "artistry, if not
histrionics," 10 wheFeas Sir Victor Horsley, one of the
preeminent neurosurgeons of his day, used to consult
his students on rounds, regarding "the learner as being
of equal calibre to himself." 11
Fuller Albright also welcomed student participation
and helped to introduce pictorial teaching into medicine with his "curcuit diagrams" 12 and "St. Sebastian
diagrams" 13 ; the latter were named for the many arrows
piercing target organs rather than the unfortunate
third-century martyr's skin. Albright inspired a giveand-take with his students, yet wasn't loath to unleash
a few arrows of his own, as Frederic Bartter recounts:
One one occasion, he asked a class "How many think the
arrow should go this way?" (Very few hands.) "How many
thing it should go that way?" (Even fewer hands.) Finally,
he asked, "How many think?" 12
Who, then, gets the epithet "great teacher," and who
doesn't? In his introduction to Masters, Joseph Epstein
convincingly damns formal student polls as a solution.
Word of mouth and informal reputation would seem to
suffice. Although one may not realize until years later
that one has been fortunate enough to have had a great
teacher, it is the rare student who doesn't even have an
inkling at the time. Would you know who is and who
isn't a great teacher? Ask the students. They know.
Our academic deans know too.
What makes a great teacher- whether it is Nisbet's
mind-stretching, Epstein's "lighting of sparks," or Penfield's exciting a student's curiosity 5 - is a talent clearly
apart from the computer-like delivery of facts. Academic deans can and do recognize such talents and bear the
responsibility for ferreting these great teachers out, especially the wise and wizened full professors who are

currently freeze-fracturing microtubules or eating their
4000th curriculum-meeting luncheon, teachers who
have forgotten Albright's admonition: "Whatever else
you do, do not become a Professor of Medicine or the
head of a department." 13 The ferreting finished, our
deans should then put them back into the classrooms
and back on rounds. The smaller the group, the better,
although even today's "professor's rounds" of 15 or 20
spellbound listeners is preferable to eight or 10 obedient, bored students trailing their third consecutive
junior attending. Nisbet's logic is crushingly accurate
here: "Better, it used to be said, to sit fifty feet from a
first-rate mind that ten feet from a mediocrity." 2
Wilder Penfield is right. We all need heroes (a much
bette~ term than "role-models": "heroes" brings
to mind Charles Kingsley's wonderful book for
freshman mythology students). And we can
most profit from these heroes at a time when
we still believe in them - that fragile time between stages
of maturity when, if only for a brief interval, we are exposed to a fresh and stimulating personality who has an
easy and firm control over our new endeavor and wishes
to let us in on the secret. It is a precious time, a time when
we are prepared to believe and desperately want to listen.
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An Archivist's Dream
Letters by painter Thomas Cole discovered in Watkinson Library.

B
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uried treasure was unearthed at Trinity this past
summer- the kind of treasure that librarians, archivists, and, in this case, art historians, dream about.
Nineteen letters by the American romantic painter
Thomas Cole were discovered in Trinity's Watkinson
Library by its curator, Dr. Jeffrey Kaimowitz. The letters were part of a volume that also contained a copy of
the oration delivered at Cole's funeral by his friend, the
poet William Cullen Bryant. Kaimowitz speculates that
the materials were bound together by George Brinley, a
leading nineteenth century collector of Americana,
who subsequently bequeathed the volume to the Watkinson Library. Catalogued under Bryant's name, the
letters thus escaped the attention of persons looking for
information on Cole.
The letters are the only known correspondence from
the period 1826-1832 between Cole and his wealthy
Hartford patron, Daniel Wadsworth. The discovery of
the letters virtually doubles the known correspondence
between Cole and his early patrons. Thomas Cole was
the leader of what is widely held to be America's first
native school of painting, the Hudson River School.
Kaimowitz mentioned the existence of the letters to
Professor]. Bard McNulty of Trinity's English department this past summer, knowing of McNulty's interest
in the Hudson River School and the relationships between art and literature in nineteenth century Amer-

ka. After lengthy investigation, McNulty was able to
establish that the letters had never been published and
would be of considerable interest to the art world.
The letters contain Cole's detailed comments on
some of his pictures, as well as his aims and artistic
ideas. They cover the years when he was producing
some of his best-known early masterpieces, including

The Last of the Mohicans, St. John in the Wilderness,
and Roman Campagna, all of which are now in the
Wadsworth Atheneum.
The correspondence makes it possible to identify
the exact locations where some of the pictures were
painted, the dates they were completed, the prices they
sold for (about $50 a piece at the time) and the means
whereby Cole sent them from his New York studio to
Hartford (by steamboat), where his patron Wadsworth
resided.
The letters also explain some details on Cole's paintings which apparently puzzled his patron. The yellow
streaks shown on a mountainside were, Cole explained,
mudslides, and the water in the cart tracks meant that
a storm had just passed.
The correspondence reveals that Cole's relationship
with Wads worth was far different from the one he had
with his other principal patron in the 1820's, Robert
Gilmor, Jr., of Baltimore. Gilmor, though generous,
was a demanding patron, arguing about the price of

HARTFORD PATRON, Daniel Wadsworth, was recipient of Cole letter shown below.
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The Last of the Mohicans

Photo courtesy of the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford.

"Nothing has touched my heart like those wild scenes of
America from which the hand of Nature has never been lifted."
pictures and urging Cole to paint after European
models, even suggesting the angle from which a scene
should be painted. Cole met Gilmor only three or four
times. The Cole-Gilmor correspondence was published
in 1967.
The Cole-Wadsworth relationship, in contrast, was
dose and warm. Wadsworth, the founder of Hartford's
Wadsworth Atheneum, the oldest public art museum
in the country, was thirty years Cole's senior. One of
the richest men in Hartford, he resided at Monte
Video, a neo-Gothic home on Talcott Mountain. The
letters speak of Cole visiting Wadsworth's home, where
the two rambled together over the hills. Both enjoyed
sketching, and exchanged sketches of their favorite
scenes. They wrote to each other about their visits to
the Catskills and White Mountains, each recommending that the other go see for himself. Wadsworth was a
friendly listener. Cole wrote, "I feel some relief in being
permitted to unburden a little of my mind to one who
always seems to take an interest in my welfare."
The letters also reveal Cole's ambivalence about

Europe and European art. Born in England in 1801,
Cole had come to feel thoroughly American. The great
masters beckoned, but as Cole told Wadsworth, some
of his friends feared a trip to Europe would cause him
to "lose some of what they are pleased to call my originality of style by studying the works of others." And
even after Cole arrived in Europe, he c.ontinued to
worry, "Since I have been in Europe I have sometimes
feared that I was losing that keen relish for the beauties
of nature."
Stories about the discovery of the letters ha ·1e appeared in several major newspapers, including The New
York Times and The Philadelphia Inquirer. The Watkinson Library has received "many inquiries" to view the
letters, according to Curator Kaimowitz.
The letters will be edited by Dr. McNulty and published by the College. In the meantime, Trinity and the
Wadsworth Atheneum are investigating the possibility
of coordinating symposia and art exhibits on Cole and
other Hudson River artists next fall. •

Heroes and Villains
Are there moral limits to justifiable political actions?
By Frank G. Ki~kpatrick '64

A

t first glance, applying the categories of "hero"
and "villain" to Adolph Hitler and a man who
conspired to assassinate him should be relatively simple. Hitler is villain and the conspirator hero. But the
conspirator was a clergyman within a religious tradition
that accepted the legitimacy of any secular ruler and
was, himself, committed to the principles of pacifism.
Hitler was a duly elected secular leader. Under these
conditions, who is the hero and who the villain?
Most of us, like Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the German
Lutheran clergyman who attempted to assassinate Hit-
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ler and was later executed for his part in the unsuccessful plot, accept the principle that political disputes,
especially within some kind of democratic system, are
not settled by violence. We do not regard the violent
acts of a Lee Harvey Oswald or a John Hinckley as
heroic, regardless of our feelings about the policies of
the Presidents they killed or tried to kill. Within our
political system we settle political disagreement by election, persuasion, lobbies, and compromise.
There is even some question about the propriety of
clergymen involving themselves directly in political
questions at all. Regardless of the differences in religious beliefs within our culture, we do not normally
expect ordained ministers to resort to assassination of
political leaders as a resolution of moral conflict. Why
then do we instinctively feel that Bonhoeffer was a hero
and Hitler a villain when the former conspired to kill
the latter? Can we justify this feeling especially in the
light of the fact that Bonhoeffer had previously accepted as a binding moral principle that only literal
obedience to the pacifism of Jesus was genuinely acceptable Christian behavior? And if we can justify our feeling that Bonhoeffer was a hero for what he attempted
to do, what implications does our justification have for
understanding the limits of politically responsible action for religiously committed persons in our own
highly charged political society today?

~

salutes the reviewing stand during a Nazi milital'y parade.
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THE ANTAGONISTS

Let us begin by looking at our two main characters in
this modern-day morality play. About Hitler little
needs to be said. There are few, if any, wh o would
speak in support of his abominable acts, of the moral
grotesqueness of his attempted "final solution" to what
he called "the Jewish question." The hideous records of
the pogroms, the stench of the Holocaust will remain in
h uman consciences forever, or so we hope. All we need
to remember is that he was-the legitimate leader of Germany and that the majority of Germans did not try to
oust him from power by political or violent means
while he was Fuhrer.
Our other main character is far less well known but,
in some very important ways, far more interesting.
What is instructive about his life and thought is the development from a stance of absolute pacifism to a cocon spiratorial role in the plot to assassinate Hitler. As
we attempt to understand this change in h is moral position, it is important to keep in mind that one of the
casualties of his transformation is the applicability of
the terms "hero" and "villain." It is also important to
remember that as long as the terms do apply to moral
action, they may do so in a variety of ways. For example, Bonhoeffer's act may have been heroic to a nonpacifist and villainous to someone who accepts pacifist
principles as the only morally justifiable foundation for
Christian behavior. A person can be a traitor to his
own principles precisely because he ch ooses to appear
heroic to someone with an alternative set of principles.

Were Bonhoeffer's moral principles betrayed, abandoned, or transformed when he substituted a willingness to engage in violent acts against another person for
his previous unwillingness to use force in any moral
situation?

DIETRICH BONHOEFFER 1906-1945

The important aspects of his biography would include the
following : he was born in 1906 to an aristocratic German
family . He completed his theological education in 1927 and
became a lecturer in systematic theology at the University of
Berlin in 1929. After a short stint in America at Union
Theological Seminary he returned to Germany and slowly
became aware of the Nazi infiltration into the Christian
churches. By 1932 he was opposing the Aryan Clause which
the Nazis had imposed on the churches and which denied
ordination to persons born of Jewish parentage. By 1933,
Bonhoeffer was opposing the influence of ''German Christians," to whom the Nazis were giving more and more
power in church circles, and was working on the creation of
an alternative church community known as the Confessing
Church. After another short stay at Union Theological
Seminary in 1939, Bonhoeffer decided to return to Germany
to share the terrible times with his people. By 1940 he
moved into resistance activity while officially serving in the
German espionage office, and was using his contacts abroad
to further the work of resistance. He was arrested in 1943
while the plot against Hitler was still being formulated. T he
assassination was attempted the following year while Bon-

human; to be the man he really is and was created by
God to be. The way to achieve the fullness of humanity
now is to be conformed to Jesus who embodied, or actualized, in his humanity what it is to be fully human.
By conforming our lives with his, we too become fully
human. The consequences Bonhoeffer draws from this
theological foundation are radical, and, with respect to
his involvement in the plot to assassinate Hitler, vastly
significant.

CONCRETE RESPONSIBILITY VS. PRINCIPLES

complete, literal pacifism, basing his position on a strict
construction of Jesus' Sermon on the Mount. He
observed that to follow the injunctions of Jesus will be
costly. It will involve suffering and a complete obedience to Jesus' will in every situation. Christians exist
in the world as aliens, strangers, and pilgrims. "Like a
sealed train travelling through foreign territory, the
Church goes on its way through the world."
But when we turn to his later work, Ethics, never
completed and written in part during the plotting
against Hitler and while awaiting trial in prison, Bonhoeffer's thought undergoes a rather remarkable
change which reveals the degree to which the old moral
categories of his previous position are no longer
applicable.

Conformation with Christ means specifically acting
in such a way that my neighbour is helped to become a
man before God. The emphasis is on the specific. My
responsibility as one conformed with Christ is not to
achieve moral purity, or to contemplate divine
thoughts, or to erect ethical theories and systems, but
to act concretely, here and now, in particular, specific
situations to bring my neighbour to his or her full
humanity. All moral theory, ethical reflection, systembuilding, handbooks of moral rules, the creation of
moral scorecards, or the desire for personal moral absolution and perfection must give way before the immediate, specific needs of the neighbour in his or her
own historical, unique situation.
This means, of course, a willingness to rely less upon
the application of general, well-defined rules and to rely
more upon a faith that in the concrete situation one
will be given discernment by God as to what to do to
serve the neighbour in conformity with Christ. It is not
one's own justification that is the motivating force in
moral behaviour: it is concern for the other person's
need. If we spend all our time seeking to justify our behaviour by appeal to moral rules and theories, we will
be pretending that we are Gods ourselves: able to provide moral justification and absolution for and by ourselves. We are free, Bonhoeffer claims, from moral justification and therefore free for others. It is within the
context of this freedom that Bonhoeffer develops, implicitly (since he was still under the censor's eye) the
foundation for his treasonous act against Hitler.

BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL

THE RESPONSIBLE MAN

Dietrich Bonhoeffer

hoeffer was still in jail. By early 194 5 Hitler decided to do
away with all those suspected of participating in the plot.
On April 8, 194 5 Bonhoeffer was removed from his cell at
Buchenwald and executed without trial.
In his early theological work, especially The Cost of
Discipleship, Bonhoeffer adopted a stance of almost
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At the outset of Ethics, Bonhoeffer makes the rather
remarkable claim that Christianity seeks to invalidate
the very basis of traditional moral theory: the distinction between good and evil. Prior to man's disobedience of God in the Garden of Eden, he did not know
good and evil: he knew only God. Only in his separation or isolation from God does man gain the knowledge of good and evil. The very struggle over making
moral choices is a sign, according to Bonhoeffer, of
man's alienation from God and the disunity which
now characterizes his relationship with God and
with himself.
This disunity would be ultimately tragic, Bonhoeffer
says, had God not restored man to unity with Himself
through His Incarnation in Jesus. Bonhoeffer insists
that the effect of the Incarnation is not to make man
more than human: rather it is to make him fully

One immediate consequence of this understanding of
freedom and responsibility is that accountability appears only in the context of a specific situation. "The
responsible man," says Bonhoeffer, "is dependent on
the man who is concretely his neighbour in his concrete possibility. His conduct is not established in advance, once and for all, that is to say, as a matter of
principle, but it arises with the given situation. He has
no principle at his disposal which possesses absolute
validity and which he has to put into effect fanatically,
overcoming all the resistance which is offered to it by
reality, but he sees in the given situation what is necessary and what is 'right' for him to grasp and to do ....
The responsible man does not have to impose upon
reality a law which is alien to it, but his action is in the
true sense 'in accordance with reality'."
This connection with reality means that each situa-

tion is different: we must bring to each one whatever
knowledge, wisdom, and insight we are capable of, but
having made what responsible decision we can on the
the basis of our limited humanity, we leave the ultimate
judgment or justification of the deed up to God, not up
to some abstract moral ideology or theory. " ... Responsible action does not lay claim to knowledge of its
own ultimate righteousness ... this deed is delivered
up solely to God at the moment of its performance.
Ultimate ignorance of one's own good and evil, and
with it a complete reliance upon grace, is an essential
property of responsible historical action. The man who
acts ideologically sees himself justified in his idea; the
responsible man commits his action into the hands of
God and lives by God's grace and favour."

without dissent, rebellion, or revolution.
But then comes the opening, the wedge through
which the freely responsible person can penetrate when
an extraordinary situation arises. Here we can discover
whether Bonhoeffer is hero or villain, or, as we may
now be able to anticipate, neither hero nor villain,
since these categories are no longer suitable for
evaluating his actions. According to Bonhoeffer, obedience to government is binding on a Christian "until
government openly denies its divine commission and
thereby forfeits its claim ... If government violates or .
exceeds its commission at any point, then at this point,
obedience is to be refused, for the Lord's sake."

THE RISK OF ACTION
OBLIGATIONS TO GOVERNMENT

As part of his Christian tradition, from St. Paul
through Luther to his own German Lutheran Church,
Bonhoeffer accepted the principle that Christians are
obligated to obey the secular or governmental rulers. It
was believed that God had given government to the
world as a punishment for sin and as a controller of disorder. Therefore, the government is to be obeyed for
the sake of order and because it is a gift from God to a
disorderly world. It doesn't matter who the ruler is or
how he came to power, as long as he maintains the
peace, establishes law and order and does not directly
challenge the Church's right to worship God. Even in
an extreme case the Christian is not justified in rebellion, only in quietly refusing to obey laws which would
prohibit worship and then accepting his punishment

However, the decision to refuse obedience "can never
be anything but a concrete decision in a single particular case." No absolutes or generalizations are permitted.
The responsibility for the deed of refusal must be particular, historical, and therefore, "a venture, undertaken on one's own responsibility. A historical decision
cannot be entirely resolved into ethical terms; there remains a residuum, the venture, or risk of action."
Although Bonhoeffer finds obedience to the government mandatory, the free responsibility of the individual Christian, which is guided ultimately by serving the needs of the neighbour, may conflict with the
requirement of obedience in particular situations. Such
extraordinary occurrences require responses outside
the boundaries of traditional moral theory, law, and
justification. He writes, "In the course of historical life
there comes a point where the exact observance of the

Enthusiastic crowd gives Nazi salute to passing troops.
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A parade in the Nazi era.
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formal law of a state ... suddenly finds itself in violent
conflict with the ineluctable necessities of the lives of
men; at this point responsible and pertinent action
leaves behind it the domain of principle and convention, the domain of the normal and regular, and is confronted by the extraordinary situation of ultimate
necessities, a situation which no law can control."
"The extraordinary necessity appeals to the freedom
of the men who are responsible. There is now no law
behind which the responsible man can seek cover ...
here one must make one's decision as a free venture, together also with the open admission that here the law is
being infringed and violated and that necessity obeys
no commandment. Precisely in this breaking of the law
the validity of the law is acknowledged, and in this renunciation of all law, and in this alone, one's own decision and deed are entrusted unreservedly to the divine
.
governance of history."
One important conseqence of this willingness to nsk
oneself in the extraordinary situation is that one must
be willing to take on guilt for that risk. Again, the
touchstone is whether one can move beyond consideration of one's own worthiness in order to focus upon
what needs to be done for the neighbour here and now.
The man who cannot do this "sets his own personal inno~ence above his responsibility for men, and he is
blind to the more irredeemable guilt which he incurs
precisely in this; he is blind also to the fact that real innocence shows itself precisely in a man's entering into
the fellowship of guilt for the sake of other men."

RESISTANCE "JUSTIFIED"?

On the basis of these reflections, we are perhaps now
able to see how Bonhoeffer could have entered into the
plot against Hitler and done so consistently with his
religious/ ethical position.
Resistance was the first and foremost deed of free responsibility, based upon the extraordinary necessities
of the situation. Resistance was also, in part, repentance for the sins of omission by members of his aristocratic class who allowed Hitler to come to power without opposition. Resistance is also sharing the guilt of
those who had preceded him in opposing Hitler. Bon-

hoeffer had come to believe that Hitler had forfeited
the divine commission to the State, and had become a
false god who claimed no higher authority than blood
and soil. In this situation, the legitimacy accorded the
ruler had been abrogated and the obligation of obedience to the State removed since this was now no legitimate state at all.
In one sense Bonhoeffer's pacifism in the Cost of
Discipleship falls victim to the reflections in Ethics. And
yet in another sense one could argue that by eliminating Hitler as an individual Bonhoeffer was working for
·pacifism between nations. It was war as a means of settling disputes between nations that could still be legitimately and resolutely opposed. Hitler could be disposed
of, again as a risk for which one is willing to incur guilt,
because he had so easily and demonically resorted to
total war in which life had become cheap and dispensable.
The frustrating and yet liberating thing about Bonhoeffer is that he won't permit us to resolve the debate
over whether he was justified morally in conspiring to
assassinate Hitler. He refuses to allow us to fall back into the simple, perhaps even simplistic, moral categories
of hero or villain, good and bad: at least when these are
taken as absolutes and therefore taken out of context,
out of the particular, difficult, unique situations in
which only the individual's own risky venture can resolve the moral dilemma at hand. He refuses to allow us
to generalize from his individual deed of free responsibility. Governments are still legitimate, obedience is
still required. Only at extraordinary moments, when
the necessities of the neighbour overwhelm traditional
law and order, does the question of the extraordinary
deed become possible.
But it is precisely there, at the boundary, where traditional reflection, categories, principles, rules, and axioms reveal themselves to be fragile reeds, unable to sustain an individual, freely determined, moral venture. It
is only there, Bonhoeffer believes, that one can both incur real moral guilt and at the same time experience the
forgiving, healing grace of God which can penetrate
and shatter man-made systems of moral judgement.
As to the question of religion involving itself in political affairs, Bonhoeffer's experience should inform us
that as long as religious people are genuinely concerned
with the needs and welfare of other persons, they cannot help becoming politically and economically involved. What he would caution against is that we not
confuse narrowly defined, parochial "religious" issues
(such as prayer in public schools) with genuine issues of
human well-being and justice. The critical questions for
the religious group or individual are not whether its
private agenda is being implemented or whether individuals score high on a table of personal morality, but
whether the welfare of the society as a whole is being
met by the political and economic powers that be. How
and when to make that decision is what Bonhoeffer has
tried to address in the extreme case of determining
when to eliminate a head of State.
Author Frank G. Kirkpatrick, a 1964 graduate of Trinity, is associate professor of religion and chairman of the department at the College. His article
is adapted from a recent lecture at the Town-Gown Series this fall. Photographs for the article are from the collection of the Watkinson Library.

Campus Notes
~

DAVID AHLGREN, associate pro·
fessor of engineering, currently
serves as chairman of the education
committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Connecticut section.

this fall at the Munson Gallery in New
Haven. His art works are also on display in the conference room of the
Secretary of State, George Shultz, in
Berlin, and in the American Embassy
in Santo Domingo.

~

~

Professor of Biology, ROBERT H.
BREWER, presented a paper entitled "The Life History and Ecology
of Cyanea," at the University of Puerto Rico, La Paguera (Magueyes Island).
~

JOSEPH D. BRONZINO, Vernon
D. Roosa professor of applied
science, has written a book, Computer
Applications for Patient Care, which
was recently published. In September,
he chaired a session of the fourth an·
nual conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society.
He was also the co-author of three articles presented at the 11th annual
conference of the Neuroscience Society. These papers were: "Naloxone
Stimulation of Nucleus Tractus
Solitarius Blocks Analgesic Effects of
Systemic Morphine in Rats," "Effects
of Stimulation of Nucleus Tractus
Solitarius with Naloxone upon
Morphine-Induced EEG Synchronization in the Rat," and "PGO Wave Ac·
tivity and Cortical EEG in the Reser·
pinized, Anesthetized Cat." He is also
the co-author of articles entitled
"Neuropharmacology of the Afferent
Projections from Lateral Habenula
and Substantia Nigra to the Anterior
Raphe in the Rat" and "Utilization of
Amplitude Histograms to Quantify the
EEG Effects of Systemic Administra·
tion of Morphine in the Rat" which
were recently published in the journals of Neuropharmacology and the
IEEE Transactions on Biomedical
Engineering, respectively. At the 12th
annual meeting of the Society for
Neuroscience in Minneapolis, he gave
a paper entitled "Intracerebral Injection of Naloxone in the Region of the
Nucleus Tractus Solitarius: Effect on
EEG Changes Induced by Systemic
Morphine." The paper was co-written
with N. Oley, C. Cordova and P.J.
Morgane.
~

Associate Professor of Philosophy,
W. MILLER BROWN gave alecture at the Faculty Lecture Series in
November, entitled "Madness and
Ability." He also wrote an article,
"Review of R. M. Sainsbury, Russell"
for the September issue of The Review
of Metaphysics 36.
~

GEORGE E. CHAPLIN, professor
of fine arts, participated in the
"Director's Choice" group exhibit

Writer-in-Residence, THALIA
CHERONIS-SELZ, has completed a
novel called A Wall of Light on the
New York art world in the 1960's. She
also gave a reading of two of her short
stories at Trinity in November.
11o.. Professor of Biology, FRANK M.
,.. CHILD, has been elected to the
nominating committee of the Society
of Protozoologists.

IVAN K. COHEN, visiting assistant professor of economics, has re·
cently had an article entitled "Modelling the Investment Behaviour of the
U.S. Pension Funds" published in
Managerial Finance, volume 7,
number 3.

~

MARIANTHE COLAKIS, visiting
assistant professor of classics, addressed the American Philological
Association on the topic "The House
of Atreus Myth in Yiannis Ritsos'
Poetry."

~

~

Dean of the Faculty, ANDREW G.
DE ROCCO, served as a group
leader at the American Association of
College's Wingspread Conference on
the undergraduate curriculum in
November.
11o.. LESLIE DESMANGLES, associate
,.. professor of religion and intercultural studies, has been appointed to
the Humanities and Social Sciences
Committees of the faculty of Consult·
ing Examiners of Charter Oak College.

~

President JAMES F. ENGLISH, JR.
was elected to the Board of Directors on the Consortium of Financing
Higher Education, a group of thirty
selective colleges and universities
which deals primarily with student
financial aid and other financial issues
in independent higher education.
~

STEPHEN D. GLAZIER, visiting
assistant professor of intercultural
studies, has published: "Spatial Behavior, Ethnicity and Social Organization in the Prehistory of Trinidad"
in the Journal De La Societe Des
Americanistes, Volume 68; "Annotated Ethnographic Bibliography of
Trinidad" in Behavior Science Re·
search, Volume 17; and "African
Cults and Christian Churches in
Trinidad: The Spiritual Baptist Case"

in the Journal of Religious Thought,
Volume 39.
11o.. Associate Professor of Educational
"" Studies, RONALD K. GOODENOW, has been chosen an editor of a
10-volume series on the history of educational transfer in a comparative and
international context. He was a
featured speaker at a symposium on
the Vietnam war at Grinnell College
in Iowa. He has also been named a
visiting scholar at the University of
London, where he will be in residence
during the spring term. He has been
named to the Excellence Network, a
group of educators and public officials
concerned about the decline of
humanities teaching in the public
schools.
11o.. Professor of Psychology, KARL F.
"" HABERLANDT, wrote an article
entitled "Les expectations du lecteur
dans la comprehension de texte" appearing in Bulletin de Psychologie,
1982,35,733-740. Together with
Geoffrey Bingham '77, he published
an article on "The role of scripts in
the comprehension and retention of
texts" in Text, 1982,2,29-46.

~

CHARLES R. HAMMOND, adjunct professor of astronomy, has
been doing research on the Wethersfield Meteorite #2, which fell on
November 8. He was the first on the
scene to identify the object as a true
meteorite. He was also the first to
identify as a true meteorite Wethers·
field Meteorite #1, which fell in April,
1971. He gave a lecture in December
relating to the two meteorites and
participated in a discussion about
them at the Greater Hartford
Astronomical Society meeting, also in
December.
~

DAVID E. HENDERSON, assistant
professor of chemistry, with Marie
B. DiTaranto '81, William G. Tonkin
'80, associate professor David
Ahlgren, David Gatenby '80, and
Tuck woh Shum '81, authored
"Piezoelectric Crystal Thermogravimetric Analyzer for TemperatureProgrammed Analysis of Deposited
Films" for Analytical Chemistry,
1982, Vol. 52,2067-72. He has also received a two-year, $14,000 grant from
the Research Corporation to continue
this work.
~

Assistant Professor of Psychology,
SHARON D. HERZBERGER, coauthored with Howard Tennen, a
paper entitled "The Social Definition
of Abuse," which she presented at the
American Psychological Association
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Convention, in August in Washington, D.C. She has also been appointed
to the Social Science Faculty of Consulting Examiners of Charter Oak
College.
~

GEORGE C. HIGGINS, JR., professor of psychology, has been ap·
pointed by Governor O'Neill to the
Board of Examiners of Psychologists.
~

Associate Professor of English,
DIANNE HUNTER, gave a paper
on multilingualism in contemporary
feminist writing entitled "The Dream
of a Common Language" at the
SUNY /Buffalo Symposium in
Literature and Psychology.
~

JEFFREY H. KAIMOWITZ,
curator of the Watkinson Library,
published an article entitled "A newly
identified copy of Mirk's Liber
Festivalis and Quatuor Sermones (STC
1 7970.5)" in the "Biographical
Notes" of The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, vol. 76,
no. 2, 1982,221-222.
~

Associate Professor of Modern
Languages, DORI KATZ, published A Coin in Nine Hands, a translation of the French novel by
Marguerite Yourcenar, Farrar, Straus
& Giroux Inc.
~
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Assistant Professor of Psychology,
NANCY OLEY KIRKLAND spoke
on "Women in Neuroscience: Emerging Trends" at the November meeting
of the Society for Neuroscience in
Minneapolis. She lectured in
December on "Brainstem modulation
of pain" at the University of
Massachusetts biopsychology department. Research, which she coauthored with M. Kelly, J.D. Bronzino, C. Cordova, and P .J. Morgane
entitled "Intracerebral injection of
naloxone in the region of the nucleus
tractus solitarius: effect on EEG
changes induced by systemic morphine," was published in the Society
for Neuroscience Abstracts.
~

Associate Professor of English,
DIRK KUYK, with James Miller
and Betty MeN. Kuyk, staffs the Trinity funded Southern Studies Research
Project which had a set of interdisciplinary essays on Zora Neale
Hurston's novel Their Eyes were
Watching God published in Rainbow
'Round her Shoulder.
~

Visiting Associate Professor of
English, DAVID J. LANGSTON,
wrote an essay, "Time and Space as
Lenses of Reading," which appeared
in The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism.
~ ROBERT LINDSAY, professor of
physics, and RALPH 0. MOYER,
JR., associate professor of chemistry,
have joined Dr. James Lynch of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory in
the publication of "Magnetic Suscept·
ibility of theTaV zHz System," which
appeared in Solid State Communi·
cations, Vol. 41.

~

Associate Professor of Modern
Languages, KENNETH LLOYDJONES, took part in a discussion of
"L'actualite de l'humanisme francais"
at the Universite de Saint-Etienne,
France. He gave a paper on "Fatum in
the writings of Etienne Do let" at the
International Congress for Neo-Latin
Studies, at the University of Saint Andrews, Scotland.
~

Genevieve Harlow Goodwin Professor of the Arts, MICHAEL R.T.
MAHONEY, participated in a symposium on the art of Claude Lorrain at
the Center for Advanced Study in
Washington, D.C. in December.
~

FRANK J. MARCHESE, equip·
ment manager for the Ferris
Athletic Center, participated in an
equipment workshop at Central Connecticut State College in August.
~

Associate Professor of Political
Science, CLYDE D. MCKEE, gave
six lectures on "Theory and Techniques of Problem Solving in Local
Governments" at the Municipal
Clerks Institute, Newport College,
Newport, RI. He also gave two talks in
Hartford: "The First Amendment and
Obscurity Laws: The Liberal's Point
of View" to the delegates to a conference sponsored by the Connecticut
Council of Churches; and "America's
Strategy for Dealing with the Threat
of Political Terrorism" to the Retired
Military Officers' Association.
~

Visiting Assistant Professor of English, THAIS E. MORGAN gave a
paper on "Metaphorical Thinking:
Practical and Poetic" at the South
Central Modern Languages Association meeting in San Antonio, TX.
JAMES L. POTTER, associate professor .of English, read a paper on
Frost at the annual meeting of the
Robert Frost Society held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the
Modern Language Association in New
York City. The paper is entitled: "The
City and the Country: Men and
Women in Frost's Poetry." He also
spoke on Frost at the South Congregational Church in New Britain.
~

College Organist, JOHN ROSE was
featured in the first commercial
label recordings of the pipe organ in
the Chapel, in November.
~

ALAN R . SAUER, business manager and budget director, organized
a regional seminar at Trinity on "Administrative Data Processing on the
Campus of the Small College" for the
Eastern Association of College and
University Business Officers.
llo.. Associate Professor of Biology,
~ CRAIG W. SCHNEIDER, coauthored with R.T. Wilce, A.V.
Quinlan and K. vandenBosch an article concerning the life history and
morphology of free-living Pilagella littoraHs (L.) Kjellm (Ectocarpaceae, Ectocarpales) in Nahant Bay, Massachusetts. The article was published in

Phycologia 21:336-354.
~

Assistant Professor in Theatre and
Dance, ROGER SHOEMAKER,
directed two plays at the past season's
SUMMERSTAGE: She Stoops to Con·
quer and The Gin Game. He also gave
a guest lecture at the Hartford College
for Women.
MARK P. SILVERMAN, associate
professor of physics, presented a
paper, "Reflectance from an
Exponentially Non-uniform Gain
Region" at the national meeting of the
Optical Society of America in Tucson.
The paper was co-authored with R.F.
Cybulski, Jr.
llo..
~

~

PAUL SMITH, professor of
English, received an American
Council of Learned Societies grant to
support his research on Ernest Hemingway during a sabbatical in the fall
of 1982. He presented a paper, "The
Manuscript, the Text, and the Student
-Ernest Hemingway," at the Conference on Literary Criticism and
Creative Writing at Franklin Pierce
College.
Composer-in-Residence, ROBERT
EDWARD SMITH, is best known
off-campus as a concert harpsichordist. Since the opening of the fall term
he has completed a month-long tour
which took him through 13 states and
saw him perform 18 times.
11o...

~

~

ELIZABETH L. TRACY, artist-inresidence, had a one-person exhibition in three locations: Widener
Gallery, Trinity College; Soroban
Gallery, Wellfleet, MA; and San Jose
Museum of Art, in San Jose.
~

RANBIR VOHRA, Charles A.
Dana professor of political science,
participated in a panel discussion on
"The Changing Political Equilibrium
in East Asia" at the 24th annual conference for The American Association
for Chinese Studies, in Baltimore. The
title of a lecture given at the Annual
National Defense and Foreign Policy
Seminar on America and its Allies was
"Asiari Allies- Marriages of Convenience?". An article, "China's Foreign
Policy," was published in Surge Inter·
national (Delhi), Vol. 2, No.2, Jan.April1982, 13-21.
~

Associate Professor of History,
JAMES L. WEST presented a paper
entitled, "The Riabushinsky Circle:
The Disruptive Consequences of Industrial Liberalism, 1907-1914" at the
annual convention of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Slavic Studies in Washington, D.C.
~

Director of Adm_inistrative Data
Systems, ROBBINS WINSLOW,
discussed Trinity's investigation and
implementation of data processing at
the meeting of the Eastern Association
of College and University Business
Officers.

Sports
FOOTBALL~=============

MILESTONE MAN Mike Elia breaks a tackle on his way
to going over the 1000-yard mark for career rushing.

By all accounts, the 1982 football season has to be
considered a success. After losing half of the starting
team to graduation, Head Coach Don Miller had a major rebuilding job on his hands. Even the most optimistic pre-season predictions saw the young Bantams finishing no better than .500. After all was said and done,
however, Trinity finished with a 5-3 record and culminated the season with a convincing 3 7-6 win over archrival Wesleyan.
The season did not start on a good note, and it
looked as though the pre-season prophets of doom
might turn out to be right. It was a day on which T rinity could simply do no right as they fell to a strong Tufts
team, 31-6. Four first-half turnovers by Trinity resulted
in four Tufts touchdowns, and the possibilities of a long
season seemed increasingly probable.
Such was not to be the case, however, as the team
bounced back and won its next three games. In front of
a large Parents Weekend crowd, the Bantams beat
Hamilton on a fourth-quarter touchdown by junior
Tom Clemmenson. The following week was senior half-

back Mike Elia's day in the spotlight as he caught a
50-yard touchdown pass and scored again on a 69-yard
run to lead Trinity past Williams, 21-13. 1982 was a
milestone year for Elia who became the twenty-third
player in Trinity history to go over the 1000-yard rushing mark. He has now also caught more passes, 52,
than any previous Bantam halfback, and he is ranked
fifth in touchdowns scored.
The winning streak was extended to three weeks
when Trinity upended Colby at Jessee Field by a 13-7
score. Again, the Bantams waited until the fourth
quarter to score the gamewinner, this time by Ned Ide
(one of his six TDs on the year, good for the team lead).
The win marked the end of the streak, though, as Trinity met with a 28-14 defeat at Union. The Bantams
played one good half and one bad half against the
Dutchmen; unfortunately, the bad half was the second.
Penalties and turnovers were the prime culprits in the
undoing of the Bantams.
Next, the Blue and Gold returned home to the
friendly confines of Jessee Field to do battle with Coast

Guard. Ned Ide scored three touchdowns, and Trinity
completely dominated the game, winning by a score of
35-3. The Bantams tried to carry some of the momentum into a Homecoming matchup with powerful Amherst, and it almost worked. A furious fourth-quarter
rally looked as if it might result in a second-consecutive,
miraculous Homecoming victory, but the rally came up
just short, and the Bantams fell by a 10-7 score.
Finally, there was Wesleyan. It was a cold, wet day in
Middletown, but the weather was definitely not areflection of the Bantams' performance. Joe Shield had
his best passing day (19 of 33, 199 yards, 3 TDs), and
the Bantam defense forced 8 turnovers in what turned
out to be an easy Trinity victory.
It was a glorious exit for the 14 seniors on this year's
team. Several of the 14 are in strong contention for
post-season honors. Offensive tackle Dominic Rapini is
considered by many as the finest lineman in New England and is an Academic All-American candidate as
well. Defensive ends Rusty Williams and John
Lemonick were the leaders of a stingy Trinity defense
that gave up only 12 points per game. A number of
younger players were also outstanding: junior linebacker Chip Farnham led the team in tackles, sophomore
split end Tim McNamara's 45 receptions were tops in
New England, sophomore quarterback Joe Shield had a
very good year. With these players and others returning, the prospects for the 1983 Bantams are very
promising.
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FIELD HOCKEY==:::=::=::===:=
The 1982 field hockey team continued their longstanding tradition of excellence, racking up their
seventh consecutive winning season. Finishing the
regular season with a 7-3-1 record, coach Robin Sheppard's squad qualified for the Northeast Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (NIAC) tournament as the third
seed.
Trinity dominated rival teams this year, outstripping
opponents by the cumulative score of 31 to 10. The
· primary reason for Trinity's defensive strength has
been goalie Anne Collins, a senior and one of this
year's co-captains, along with Ruth Flaherty. Collins
holds virtually every Trinity goal tending record and
has recorded 5 shutouts this year. Making life easier for
Collins have been standout defensive players Judy
Peterson and Amy Waugh, last year's MVP.
The offensive attack has been led by high-scorer
Susie Cutler and playmaker Kat Castle. Hard-shooting
Cutler has scored 10 goals while Castle, a tremendous
stick handler, controls much of the action from her inner position. Senior Tracy Swecker has also had a very
good year on offense, having tallied 4 goals and an assist.
Although Sheppard has the unenviable task of reTHREE-SPORT STAR Kat Castle
(field hockey and squasli) drives a
shot toward the net while teammate Susan Casazza looks on.

placing Collins next year, most of the team will be returning. In addition, there are a number of promising
players on the junior varsity squad ready to jump to the
varsity level, making the continuation of field hockey's
winning tradition a very likely possibility.

WOMEN'S TENNIS=:====:===:===:===:
For women's tennis, under first-year coach Becky
Chase, the highlights of the season were the Division Ill
team title at the New England Championships, and an
undefeated season for freshman sensation Claire
Slaughter. In fact, Slaughter never so much as lost a set
in rolling up her 22 consecutive victories.
The New England team title was an especially pleasant surprise considering the team's 6-7 regular season
record. Along with Slaughter's Flight A singles championship, Jeanine Looney brought home an individual
championship in Flight B singles (defeating teammate
Chandlee Johnson in the finals), and two doubles
teams won consolation championships: Donna Gilbert
and Alyson Geller in Flight A and Mary Reilly and
Kathy Klein in Flight B. Losing only one senior, Ruth
Strong, the team can expect more successful seasons in
the future.

THREE GENERATIONS of Trinity athletic directors (1 to
r: Rick Hazelton, Ray Oosting, Karl Kurth) were on hand
to watch Mr. Oosting receive the coveted Lynah Award
from the ECAC. (Photo by Eriks Petersons)

CROSS .. COUNTRY·.====:===:===:===:
The men's cross-country team, coached by Professor
Ralph Walde, is perhaps the most improved team on
the Trinity campus. Coming off an 8-8 record last year,
. the harriers are presently 7-1 in dual-meet competition.
The top Bantam runner in most 1982 meets has been
Dave Barry, the overall winner in 2 races this year and
the 25th finisher in the NESCAC Meet. Always in
close competition with Barry for the top Trinity spot
have been Steve Klots, Steve Tall, and Dave
Moughalian.
The women's contingent, in their first year with varsity status, has not met with the same success but can
boast of having one of the top female runners in New
England. Junior Elizabeth Amrien finished a close second in the NESCAC Meet and easily set a new Trinity
course record in an earlier meet, despite the fact that
she stopped to tie her shoe partway through the race.

WOMEN'S SOCCER:====:===:===:=

FRESHMAN PHENOM Claire Slaughter shows the win·
ning form that took her to a New England title.

While the success of the field hockey program has become traditional, women's soccer is establishing itself as
the fastest-rising sport at Trinity. Compiling a 9-2-1 regular season record, Coach Karen Erlandson's team tied
the mark for most victories in a season and qualified for
a berth in the NIAC post-season tournament for the
second consecutive year.
Going hand-in-hand with the team's success were a
number of record-breaking individual performances.
Junior forward Karen Orczyk led the attack on the
record book, setting new standards for goals scored in a
season (11), total points in a season (14), and points in a
game (4 vs. Wheaton). Orczyk already holds the career
records for points and goals and still has a year to play.
Sophomore Criss Leydecker, with 6 assists, established
a new seasonal assist mark. Jeanne Monnes, also only a
sophomore, holds virtually every goaltending record. -
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Her 97 saves and 5 shutouts in 1982 are new season
highs.
Also deserving of special mention are senior cocaptains Dana Anderson and Sally Larkin. The two
have been with the team for four years, their careers beginning in the days when women's soccer had not yet
attained varsity status at Trinity. With their outstanding play and leadership, Anderson and Larkin have
been instrumental in elevating the Trinity women's
soccer program to its present lofty level.

361 saves in his three varsity years, breaking Jon
Oucalt's old record of 340.
Sophomore David Janney is the leading goal scorer
with 3, and all of his tallies have been big ones. He
scored 2 goals to lead Trinity to victory over Coast
Guard, and he netted the game-winning score in the
Tufts game. With Janney and a host of other young
players, including sophomores Barney Corning and
Mark Lee, the fortunes of Trinity soccer may yet take a
turn for the better within the near future.

SENIOR FORWARD Jamie Kapteyn battles a Tufts defender for the ball in the Bantams' 1-0 victory.

WOMEN'S SOCCER (9-3-1)
4
8
2
2
1
5
6
0

Smith
Curry
UHartford
Amherst
Wesleyan
Conn. College
Wheaton
Williams

2
0
1
1
1
0
3
2
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5
1
1
5
0

Conn. College
Mt. Holyoke
Keene State
UHartford
Mt. Holyoke

0
0
2
0
0

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
(8-4)
31
31
81
81
81
17
26
19
66
66

The year started off on a great note, but it has developed into yet another in a succession of frustrating
seasons. After beating Coast Guard 4-1 in the opener,
it looked as if the offense might escape the inability to
score that had plagued the team in recent years. In
eight games since then, however, the Bantam boaters
have scored just six goals and have managed only one
more win (Tufts, 1-0) and a tie (Williams, 3-3).
On the bright side of the picture, goaltender John
Simons has had another milestone year. After setting a
season record for saves last year, Simons this year
established himself at the top of the career saves list.
With three games remaining, Simons had registered

Quinnipiac
Conn. College
Westfield State
Amherst
Eastern Conn.
Williams J.V.
Union
W.P.l.
Coast Guard
Babson
Clark
39 Wesleyan

36
36
39
83
114
44
29
37
21
51
forfeit
22

FIELD HOCKEY (7-4-1)
5 Conn. College
3 Fairfield
3 Mt. Holyoke
2 Amherst
1 Williams
5 Bridgeport
6 Wellesley
5 Wesleyan
1 Keene State
0 Tufts
0 Smith
1 Bates

2
0
1
0
2
0
0
1
2
0
4
2

FOOTBALL (5-3)
6 Tufts
7 Hamilton
21 Williams
13 Colby
14 Union
35 Coast Guard
7 Amherst
37 Wesleyan

31
3
13
7
28
3
10
6

WOMEN'S TENNIS (6-7)
6 UHartford
4 Wellesley
7 Amherst
2 Rutgers
7 Conn. College
4 Tufts
0 Dartmouth
2 Brown
4 Smith
8 Williams
2 UConn
8 Wesleyan
9 Mt. Holyoke

0

MEN'S SOCCER (3-8-1)
4 Coast Guard
0 Central Conn.
0 M.l.T.
1 W.P.l.
0 Babson
3 Williams
1 Tufts
1 UHartford
0 Conn. College
1 Clark
0 Amherst
3 Wesleyan

1
4
3
2
5
3
0
2
2
4
1
2

WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY (4·10)
49 Eastern Conn.
49 Conn. College
159 HolyCross
159 Williams
159 Wesleyan
159 Amherst
159 Fitchburg State
159 Westfield State
159 Eastern Conn.
67 Williams
67 Union
67 Smith
41 Wesleyan

1
5
2
7
2
5
9
7
5
1
7

22
67
21
74
103
132
137
164
170
32
61
66
20

QuadWra~es
T

he baccalaureate degree awarded by American
colleges has become a virtually meaningless credential. This harsh indictment of U.S. undergraduate
education represents the consensus of a distinguished
group of college presidents and academic deans gathered at a recent conference sponsored by the Association of American Colleges.
The conference was part of a current three-year
AAC project, chaired by former Trinity President
Theodore D. Lockwood, to "redefine the meaning and
purpose of baccalaureate degrees." The goal of the project is to stimulate a nation-wide discussion that will
result in broad agreement among educators on the
meaning of the bachelor's degree and on the aims of the
undergraduate experience.
Conference participants were candid and outspoken
about the present state of the undergraduate curriculum. Frederick Rudolph, emeritus professor of history
at Williams noted the "confused, debased, and often incoherent" basis for the bachelor's degree. He reported a
general feeling that society is not getting what it needs
from the college-educated. "There is also a sense of the
need for the kind of 'social glue' that would derive from
a widely shared college education," he added.
Arthur Levine, president of Bradford College
painted an even bleaker picture, calling the current
undergraduate curriculum a "junkyard littered with
bits and pieces of educational reforms adopted over the
past five decades."
What has caused this state of disillusionment? First,
financial pressures are partly to blame. In efforts to
attract tuition income, some institutions have been
willing to tailor their curricular offerings to whatever
students ask for, simply to survive. This approach almost guarantees that career-oriented subjects will take
precedence over the liberal arts. Second, competing demands of expanding technology and of new fields of
learning are creative pressures for early specialization
by undergradautes, leaving them fewer opportunities to
diversify their education. In the words of Dean
Elizabeth Coleman of the New School of Social Research, recent trends in colleges and universities have
been to "humanize, internationalize, modernize and
feminize the curriculum."
Given this state of affairs and the great diversity
among institutions of higher learning, what are the
chances of restoring "meaning and coherence" to
bachelor's degree programs? In the short run, not very
promising. But, despite the inherent difficulties and
frustrations, the AAC conference particip~nts felt the
effort was worthwhile.
As a first step they have agreed upon a group of

recommendations for the skills that should accompany
the award of a bachelor's degree. Among them, a recipient should be able to: 1) reason critically; 2) write and
speak clearly and cogently; 3) understand one's role as a
citizen; 4) function effectively in society; 5) make ethical
and aesthetic judgments. There was also agreement
that a bachelor's program should include study of
"non-Western, non-white, and non-male perspectives,
and some understanding of the social and economic issues raised by scientific research and technological
development.
These are hardly radical suggestions. Indeed, many of
them are probably already expressed in the catalogue
rhetoric published by most colleges and universities.
The problem is how to translate the admirable outcomes into specific curricular routes to a degree. There
is considerable doubt whether there can ever be a national consensus on course content for the bachelor's.
But, equally questionable in our eyes, is whether it is
possible to achieve a common understanding on even a
single campus.
Surely the topic of what should be expected of all students who graduate from the institution has been debated endlessly by faculty at Trinity and elsewhere.
Some of these debates have prompted a return to distribution requirements; at Trinity such discussions have
served to re-confirm the approach to learning. None of
the resultant remedies, however, appears to be more
than a compromise at best. The community of beliefs
and values that faculties once shared about the "educated person" disappeared in the sixties and remains
elusive.
As Trinity enters"the remaining years of this century,
President English has set in motion a planning process
designed to chart a course for the College. The inquiry
involves three major areas: 1) academic concerns; 2)
student life; 3) relationships with Hartford. The task
forces grappling with these issues will make their reports to the President this spring. Over the summer,
another body will synthesize the recommendations of
the three groups into a single document designed to
serve as a master plan for the College.
It appears to us that the planning process offers
unique opportunity for the College to define anew the
meaning of aTrinity diploma. It should be possible to
weave the conclusions about academic, student and
community goals into a common thread of understanding and purpose. Such an accomplishment will not only ensure the integrity of our educational programs, but
it will also serve our students best both during their undergraduate years and afterwards as they seek to make
their way in an increasingly complex society.
WLC

a
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A Picture- Perfect Day
Homecoming Bantams find much to crow about.

I

t was a day made to order for
Homecoming: tor a walk around
campus, for watching the game, for tailgating and visiting with friends.
Alumni returned with their families
for several special events and.talks by
Trinity President James F. English Jr.,
and by faculty member and China
scholar Michael Lestz. They also came

back to compete with varsity teams in
crew and field hockey, winning two of
three crew races and losing an exciting
overtime match in field hockey by a
score of 3-2.
While the tailor-made day did not
include a win forT rinity in the afternoon's outing with the Lord Jeffs, the
game was suspenseful and well-played.

The day's entertainment counted
an enthusiastic debut by the all-new
Trinity cheerleaders, returning after a
long absence from the campus, and
the high-spirited Bantam mascot.
And, the Trinity Pipes performed for
the first time at the post-game reception, delighting a packed house at the
Austin Arts Center.

A HOMECOMING SCRAPBOOK,
clockwise from top photo: a perfect
fall day for a stroll. Next, Woolsey M.
Johnson '72 is shown with some of his
sculpture, which was on exhibit along
with art by Robert W . Starkey '74.
Alumni competed in three crew
events, here in the men's heavyweight.
Trinity's mascot made a much-touted
return, and some 6,000 fans saw the
big game.

Class Notes
Vital Statistics

ENGAGEMENTS

1966
ANTHONY K. BAKER and Carol V.
Oelsner
1977
ALAN H. PLOUGH and Dora Quintana
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1979
MICHAEL M. TINATI and Susan E. Bod·
nar
1980
JOHN CHANDLER, JR. and Pamela
MacLean

WEDDINGS

1972
ARTHUR 0. BLACK, III and Janet
Weston, July 1, 1979

1979-80
KENNETH J. FRIEDMAN and KATH·
ERINE HESS, August 15, 1982

1973
ROBERT F. SHAPIRO and Suzanne
Elizabeth Esbaugh, August 7, 1982

1980
CYNTHIA ROLPH and Tom Ballantyne,
June 12, 1982

1974
R. WILLIAM BROUSE, III and Sandra J.
Kehn, June 12, 1982
BRAD FIELDS and Margaret Suiter,
November 2, 1982
J. MICHAEL LOCKHART and Pam Mir·
gaux, October 7, 1979
1975
PETER ALLEGRA and Dr. Lynn M.
Conroy, August 8, 1981
KIYOSHI MATSUMI and Yoshiko Kikyo,
June 14, 1981
ROBERT SEARS and Nancy Uebel, July
12,1980
JOAN M. STARKEY and Raymond N.
Palmer, June 26, 1982
1975-1976
DONNA EPSTEIN and BILL BAR·
ROWS, August 15, 1982
1975-1979
PHILIPPE DE LAPEROUSE and
ELIZABETH KILORAN HOWARD,
September 18, 1982

1961
OLLIE CROMWELL and Debi Weaver,
February, 1982
1962
CUMMINGS ZUILL and Katherine, Sep·
tember 4, 1981
1963
JOHN M. REEDER and Charlotte This·
telthwaite, December 4, 1981
1965
RIESS W. POTTERVELD and Tara L.
Paine, December 13, 1981

1976
FRANCES C. CHICK and Alexander H.
Spaulding, August 7, 1982
JOHN S. GATES. JR. and Laura S. de·
Frise, June 20, l981
1977
EDWARD M. DIEFENBACH and Lisa
A. Camalier, September 18, 1982
MEREDITH H. DIXON and John A.
Finan, September 11, 1982
MATTHEW R. QUIGLEY and Nancy
Coonihan, March 6, 1982
STEPHEN 0 . STUECK, and Tommie
Sue McCall, May 23, 1981

1969
ROBERT SHERRILL, JR. and Isabelle
Montoya, June 12, 1982

1978
GERALD J. HANSEN, III and GRET·
CHEN A. MATHIEU, July 10, 1982.

1970
WILLIAM LAWRENCE and Kitti
Braun, January 2, 1982
SCOTT LENNOX and Karen Leninger,
April4, 1981
JAMES M. O'BRIEN, JR. and Jennifer
Smith, August21 , 1982

1979 .
JAMES T. CAILLOUETTE and Dori
Koll, June, 1982
ROBERT E. MANSBACH, JR. and Daisy
Valdivia, August21, 1982
LISA M. HILL and NEIL D. MC·
DONOUGH, August 28, 1982

1981
DIRCK BARHYDT, JR. and Hilary B.
Chittenden, August 21 , 1982
CATHARINE CUMMINS and William
Coats, January 9, 1982

MASTERS
1972
WILLIAM KWOKA and Margaret Niles,
August 15, 1981

BIRTHS

1965
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meech, son, Charles
B., April 3, 1982
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill A. Yavinsky, son,
William Watts, October 1, 1982
1968
Mr. and Mrs. Michael H. Floyd, son, Joel
Eugene, September 13, 1981
1969
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Carius, daughter,
Jennifer Allison, July 5, 1982
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Connors, son, Wil·
liam John, January 21, 1981
Mr. and Mrs. F. Earl Millard, Jr., daugh·
ter, Lindsey L., April22, 1982
1970
Mr. and Mrs. John Foulkrod, daughter,
Olivia Chamberlain, November 18, 1978
1971
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Crosby, son, Robert
Wier, March 17, 1981
Mr. and Mrs . Robert Steigerwalt,
daughter, Giulia Louise, April13, 1982
1972-1974
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Asarnow (Susan B.
Baillet), daughter, Alison Dwight Bail·
let, May 17,1982.

1972
Mr. and Mrs. Peter R. Blum, son, Nicholas
Erik Sebastian, December 31, 1981
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Leonard, son,
Nathaniel Cates, December 4, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy N. O'Dell, son,
George William Anthony, August 12,
1982
1973
Mr. and Mrs. George Maxted, son, David
George, October 25, 1982
1974
Mr. and Mrs. J. Michael Lockhart, daugh·
ter, Tessa Lynn, September 7, 1981
1974-1975
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Starkey (Gail
Mardfin), daughter, O'Nell Mardfin,
August 7, 1982
1976
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Stage (Debra Geraci),
son, David McKenzie, August 31, 1982
Mr. and Mrs. Richard 0. Walker, III
(Deborah Camalier), son, Matthew
Davis, February 8, 1982
Honorary
Rt. Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Wooll·
combo, daughter, Catherine, February
5, 1981
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Allen R. Goodale
705 New Britain Ave.
Noble Building
Hartford, CT 06106

Featured in a recent issue of their house
publication at Avery Heights in Hartford
is ALLEN GOODALE. The article de·
scribes his years at Trinity where he was a
track man specializing in the quarter and
half mile. After college, he worked at The
Travelers for forty-eight years, retiring in
1953 as a Secretary in the Casualty Department. Writing poetry, gardening and
singing in the Men's Chorus are among his
many current activities at Avery, where
"his friendship has graced the lives of resi·
dents and staff."
Class Agent: Allen R. Goodale

14

Robert E. Cross
208 Newbury St.
Hartford, CT 06114

TED HUDSON writes that he "is ambu·
latory" and that at age 92 "no news is
good news!"
Class Agent: Edwin M. Barton

18

Melville E. Shulthiess
Taunton Hill Rd.
Newtown, CT 06470

LIPPY PHISTER writes that he and
Eunice enjoyed an evening visit with Connie Ware this spring while they were in
Florida.
Class Agent: Louisa Pinney Barber
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James A. Calano
35 White St.
Hartford, CT 06114

I regret that I was unable to attend the
Half-Century Club dinner at the College
on June 3rd, but was pleased to learn that
the class was well represented by the
presence of the STAN MILLERS and the
NEWELLS.
Class Agent: Sereno B. Gammell
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Thomas J. Quinn
364 Freeman St.
Hartford, CT 06106

BILL HAWLEY writes that he is active
and in good health at age 81. He "understands the good die young!"
WALDRON O'CONNOR notes that he
enjoyed meeting the Bonsignores. JOE
BONSIGNORE '42 is celebrating his 40th
reunion soon, and noted that he had recently been to Trinity for an art show to
which his daughter had contributed. Joe
and Waldron are members of a board of
directors of a newly formed association
for the arts in their county. Waldron
writes that he also has enjoyed hearing
from BUD MANCOLL. Rory O'Connor
will be visiting his parents soon.
Class Agent: Morris M. Mancoll, M.D.
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Walter J. Riley
7 Pequot Trail
Westport, CT 06880

GRANVILLE K. FRISBIE writes that
he has received the coveted 33rd degree
from the Supreme Council of the Ancient
and Accepted Scottish Rite of FreeMasonry of the USA (So. Juris.). He also
notes that he enjoys hearing from HERB
NOBLE now and then.
NORM PITCHER notes that his problem with emphysema has curtailed any
traveling. He sends his best wishes to all.
HOWARD TULE has retired from legal
practice although he is still a Connecticut
attorney.
Class Agent: Herbert J. Noble
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Winthrop H. Segur
Park Ridge, Apt. 516
1320 Berlin Tpke.
Wethersfield, CT 06109

Again the College went all out to make
the 1982 Half-Century (formerly Immortals) Dinner one to remember and relish. While there were but three of us to
start, i.e., your Chairman and his Annabelle, happily we were joined by ROGER
HARTT and his bride of over fifty years.
Good drinks, food and fun talk. Where
were the rest of you?
Earlier anticipation of summer trips materialized for both the FORRESTERS and
SEGURS. The former report an excellent
stay in London, supplemented by a six
hour train ride to Scotland and a visit with
Andy's relatives there. The latter sandwiched in between stays at Dr. HUB's
house in Stockton, CA, a pleasurable fifteen days in Hawaii and managed to spend
time in two of the islands. Certainly our
fiftieth state has a great deal to offer.
In returning his ballot for Alumni Trustee, FRANCIS CONOVER writes "have
my own accounting business at the age of
80. Things have been good to me." As my
old friend T.R. would say, "Bully for you,
Frank!"
By the time this is published our 1982
football season will be well under way. Andy and the writer should be in our usual
seats on or about the fifty yard line, and
hope to see some of you on one of those
four Saturday afternoons.
Class Agent: The Rev. Robert Y. Condit
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JACK WARDLAW is a Regional Director for Philadelphia Life for the state of
North Carolina. He turned 75 on February
16th and claims he is the "fastest fingering banjoist for his age." His banjo group
plays for conventions all over the Southeast. He owns the Wardlaw Building opposite North Carolina State University in
Raleigh, NC.
MORRIS CUTLER is semi-retired after
practicing law for fifty years.
Class Agent: Morris J. Cutler, Esq.
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The Rev. Canon Francis
Belden
411 Griffin Rd.
South Windsor, CT 06074

EMANUEL PETRIKAT writes that he
is "enjoying retirement in the interesting
and beautiful Ozarks."
Class Agent: J. Ronald Regnier, Esq.

Announcing

THE TRINITY COLLEGE
HIGH INCOME FUND
A Pooled Life Income Fund
Investment Objective: "highest possible income con·
sistent with maintaining a reasonably stable income"
The T rinity College High Income Fund, establish ed in 1981,
is a way of making a ch aritab le gift to T rinity College (and
q u alifying for certain tax benefits) while keep ing the rights to
in come from the property during your lifetime and/or the lifetimes of other persons you designate.

For details, contact:
Alfred C. Burfeind '64, Associate Director of Deve lopment
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut 06106
(203) 527-3151, ext. 236

31
The Rev. MILTON COOKSON writes
that he has been involved with supply
work in the Diocese of Montana since retiring as a missionary to Panama in 1979.
EUGENE DURAND writes a weekly
newspaper column on golf called "Pigeons
and Sandbaggers" in his home state of
Arizona.
Class Agent: George A. Mackie
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Julius Smith, D.M.D.
242 Trumbull St.
Hartford, CT 06103

ED LAWTON sends belated happy 50th
reunion wishes to all and is sorry he was
not able to attend.
Class Agent: Richard C. Meloy

-
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larity." He is currently at work on a companion study: "Mark Twain Abroad: A
Biographical Account of his Travels, Residences and Experiences Abroad."
That's all folks. But I'd really like to
write a lot about contributions to the Bill
Warner Fund.
Class Agent: Dr. Orson H. Hart

36
STEW OGILVY and wife, Avis, were
royally entertained in Hawaii recently by
classmate LOWRY SINCLAIR and his
wife, Celina. The Ogilvys' trip took them
on to the Philippines, where they were
feted by STAN FISHER ('37) and wife,
Mila. The Fishers arranged for the
Ogilvys to visit Brent School in Baquio,
where Remsen B·. Ogilby was headmaster
before becoming Trinity's president.
Class Agent: Albert M. Dexter, Jr.

'A

Robert M. Kelly
33 Hartford Ave.
Madison, CT 06443

33

37

Plans are underway for a gala 50th Reunion, beginning with the Half Century
dinner honoring our class on June 9, culminated by a Class dinner at the home of
President English on June 11. You will be
hearing more from Chairman TOM
WADLOW in the near future.
Class Agent: Thomas S. Wadlow

Stephen Greco, son of JOSEPH
GRECO, graduated from Colorado College and is attending the University of
Hawaii where he is studying for his master's degree . His plans were to travel to
New Zealand for a year but he may stay at
the University of Hawaii to get his Ph.D.
in health sciences.
JIM HENDERSON attended the meet·
ing of the Country Day School Headmas·
ters Association in June. He writes that
"Jim English was an ex-student of mine at
Loomis."
PAUL LAUS reports that he joined the
ranks of the retired in 1978.
CLIFFORD NELSON is "still on my
feet, thank God!"
Class Agent: William G. Hull
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Charles A. Tucker
7 Wintergreen Lane
West Hartford, CT 06117

DOUG RANKIN and Marian enjoy their
new home in Guilford, CT with sailing often on the agenda. They were visited by
two grandchildren who brought along
their mother and father, Jean and Charles
Rogers from Kansas City.
ARDEN SHAW is looking forward to
seeing classmates at Homecoming this
fall. Ruthie and I hope that we will have a
good turnout.
Class Agent: John E. Kelly

35

Albert W. Baskerville
RD #7, Birchwood Dr.
Derry, NH 03038

BILL WALKER, Mayor of Hopewell,
NJ, presided at a ground breaking ceremony held during the summer by the
Stony Brook Regional Sewerage Authority.
On May 23rd, along with nine other worthy senior citizens, BOB LAU was
honored by the Ewing Township Senior
Citizens Advisory Council at a Recognition Tea. Bob keeps busy on a number of
boards, councils and commissions. Bob is
also practically the perpetual choice as
District Committeeman for the sixth district or Ewing Township. The election was
held one day before Bob's 70th natal day.
And last but not least, Bob has contributed AGAIN to the BILL WARNER
Scholarship Fund. Follow his example and
chip in.
R. PEARCE ALEXANDER, retired
from the General Dynamics Corporation
and also (I believe) from the U.S. Army, is
not one to join the rocking chair cadre. He
has now accepted a commission as Colonel
in the California State Military Reserve,
an organization that assists the National
Guard. Alex is also an engineering consultant.
BOB RODNEY has published "Mark
Twain International: A Bibliography and
Interpretation of His World Wide Popu-

-~Reunion
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James M.F. Weir
27 Brook Rd.
Woodbridge, CT 06525

JOHN DE MONTE writes that he is
planning a h·ip to China and Japan, eager
to play Oriental golf courses, especially a
Palmer-designed course in Chungshan,
China. During this trip, John will gather
material for his third book on golf in the
Orient, which will be published in late '83.
We have started to put together plans
for the coming reunion year. With the
great interest expressed by many of the
class, this should be a memorable 45th re·
union. So, start making plans to come
again to Trinity in June '83.
Class Agent: Dr. Joseph G. Astman
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Edward C. Barrett
52 Sowams Rd.
Barrington, RI 02806

JACK FOLLANSBEE writes that he
will be attending the 40th reunion of his
convoy to the relief of Malta in London in
September. Following that, he and his
wife, Betty, will be vacationing in Egypt,
Kenya, Malta, and Paris.
FREDERICK HAIGHT is enjoying retirement "more and more."
HANK HAYDEN reports that he
served as chairman of the San Carlos Fine
Arts Association June Gallery Show in
which he also exhibited watercolors.
JACK WILCOX retired from his posi·
tion as consultant with the Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection
at the end of July.

37

ing his 12th year as executive director of
the Tucson Festival, and is serving on the
Executive Committee of the International
Festivals Association. He is executive
vice-president of Westerners International.
Class Agent: William B. Starkey

Headliner
Harvey F. Raymond '38
recently completed his seventh assignment as a Volunteer Executive
for the International Executive Service Corps, returning from the Philippines, where he was advisor to
several textile mills in Manila. His
overseas work has gained him a
place in "Who's Who in the
World," based on his 45-year career
in the textile industry.

C.C. JOHNSON SPINK was re-elected
president of the board of trustees of the
Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, MO.
He will continue as a member of the board
of The Sporting News and act as consultant, also.
Class Agent: Ethan F. Bassford

40

38

ROBERT CRABBE reports that he and
his wife, Julia, are now fully retired from
Miami Public school teaching. They will
probably "spend/live much/most of our
time in the Carolina mountains, near
Clemson."
RAYMOND FERGUSO is the newly
appointed executive director of the Alcoholism Council, Inc. in Cos Cob serving
Darien, Greenwich, New Canaan and
Stamford.
RALPH SHELLY retired in April from
Eastman Chemical Product, Inc.
Winona Slate wrote us recently of the
many interests of her late husand
HERBERT N. SLATE . Active in many
community projects, he was a member of
the American Legion and the Benevolent
Brothers of the Elks. The avocation he enjoyed most was singing. He had a "beautiful baritone voice. He sang songs to the
joy of everyone in many plays at our
Honolulu Community Theatre, and had
the lead in the Sound of Music, his last
play. We have two daughters and five
grandsons. Now my only wish is that two
of our grandsons, one from each daughter,
would someday enter Trinity College.
However, many years will pass before I
see it happening as the oldest grandson is
only 9 years old and the youngest 2 years
old. It would be a very happy day for me.
God bless everyone at Trinity College."
Last December JACK WHITE moved
14 miles north of Fredericksburg into the
beautiful Texas Hill Country. "Wild turkey and deer keep us company. Much of
the Southwest is still an environmentalist's dream and we must all strive to
keep it that way." Jack's new address is:
Mason Rt., Box 42B, Fredericksburg, TX
78624.
Class Agent: Walter E. Borin

41

Frank A. Kelly, Jr.
21 Forest Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

On a Cape Cod vacation your secretary
met BILL OLIVER and his wife, Harriet.
In addition to a beach house in Florida,
they have a condominium on the Cape,
thus combining the best of both worlds.
They had not been able to enjoy the condominium much this summer, since Harriet
had to undergo triple by-pass surgery,
from which she has made a good recovery.
Class Agent: John T. Carpenter

45

42

Martin D. Wood
4741 23rd St. N.
Arlington, VA 22207

Dr. MIKE ZACCARIA has restored
The Cameo Theatre in San Antonio. TX.
Its decor is of the early forties and it is
operating as a cabaret theatre producing
live musicals and comedies.
GEORGE CAREY reports that they are
well and enjoying retirement at Southern
Pines.
The Fatmington Valley Het·ald reports
that the Canton Board of Selectmen has
renamed the bandstand in the Canton
Green in honor of the late Victor Viering,
a member of the band for 65 years and its
director for 61. Accepting a plaque in his
father's name was DON VIERING who
called the honor a "fitting tribute."
Class Agent: Milford H. Rhines, Esq.
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John L. Bonee
50 State St.
Hartford, CT 06103

BOB HINCKLEY writes that he is Program Manager for the United States Department of Transportation. He adds that
his wife, Betsy, is a travel agent and, as a
result, they have had several nice trips,
not the least of which was a return to the
Trinity College Chapel for the reunion of
those couples who were married there. He
and Betsy have five grandsons. Bob is retired from the United States Air Force
Reserve as a Lt. Colonel.
RANDY SHARP writes to tell us that
he too has been doing some traveling and
that he is enjoying the "Sunny South." He
has retired from school teaching and is
employed by an organization known as
Banyon Pool Service. He writes that he is
spending a part of his time maintaining
swimming pools, swimming and keeping
up with his chemistry.
Plans are underway for a great 40th Reunion. Please reserve the dates of June 9,
10, 11 and 12!

44
TED CONKLIN was recently elected
mayor of West Hampton Beach, Long
Island. Congratulations, Ted!
HARRY BALFE gave an academic
paper in April in Albany at the New York
Political Science Association entitled
"Whose Right to Life? The Abortion
Cases Revisited."
FRANK H. BORDEN, JR. has recently
become an account executive for Hopper
Soliday and Company Investments in
Philadelphia, P A.
JARVIS HARRIMAN is now complet-

Andrew W. Milligan
15 Winterset Ln.
West Hartford, CT 06117

J.R. EDLER reports that he was
elected and installed as Canon of Trinity
Cathedral, Diocese of Newark. He has a
new grandson, Joseph John, born September 15, 1981 to daughter, Deborah Galasclone.
Dr. ARTHUR D. KEEFE is the new
president of the Hartford County Medical
Association. He was elected at the group's
190th annual meeting. He is a family practitioner whose office is in East Hartford.
Class Agent: Andrew W. Milligan
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Paul J. Kingston
Barbourtown Rd., RFD #1
Collinsville, CT 06022

ROBERT ROSENBERG writes that he
enjoyed seeing classmate FRANK
TIETZE '46 at the meeting of the American Society of Biological Chemists in New
Orleans in April.
Class Agent: Merritt Johnquest
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Rt. Rev. E. Otis Charles
1349 3rd Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84103

DAVID S. HUNTINGTON reports the
birth of his fourth grandchild, Samuel
Sherwood Huntington, born April1, 1982.
BILL ROBERTSON writes that he has
an equal number of children and grandchildren - five each! His first daughter,
Alene, received a Jefferson award nomination for best female lead in Chicago
area Equity Theater (Aldonza in "Man of
La Mancha"). Youngest daughter, Carol,
18, is performing for the second year at
the Great American Theme Park. Bill is
active in Community Theater. He and his
wife celebrated their 35th wedding anniversary on May lOth.
PHILIP THRESHIE retired from the
Norton Company after 28 years. He is
now living in the Sierra foothills and is
very busy, having started a small construction business.
Class Agent: Howard M. Werner, Esq.
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Charles I. Tenney
509 Spruce Ln.
Villanova, PA 19085

Well '49ers do you want to hear the
good news or the bad news? The good
news is the College has found a new class
secretary for you. The bad news is it is the
same old retread you had years ago. It
seems there were no volunteers when Iretired from the task. I guess that was a
holdover from our World War II days.
Any volunteers? Silence.
Back in 1978, I flew down to Greenville,
SC to visit my son John at nearby Clemson
University and I was met at the airport by
the Rev. Canon ALLEN BRAY, headmaster of Christ Church Episcopal School in
Greenville. Allen lives and works in a
beautiful area and it was great to be able
to see one another after 27 years. The latest news is that he received an honorary
DD degree from the Episcopal Theological
Seminary in Kentucky last May and is now

Executive Director of the Palmetto Association of Independent Schools in Greenville.
In June, 1981, I attended the Class of
'50 and '51 reunion. It had been 10 years
since I was on the campus, but DAVE
MCGAW was there for the first time since
graduating and moving to Seattle. He met
his wife, Bobbie, at Smith during his
undergraduate days so they both enjoyed
visiting their campuses and seeing old
friends. They had such a great time that
they promise to return for our 35th. We
hope all of you '49ers will come back as
well.
ED OBERT has retired as contract administrator at Sikorsky Aircraft, Inc.
after 31 years' service, to devote more
time to the Episcopal church, other related activities and travel. Ed recently returned to Hurlen, Holland to revisit the
city he helped liberate in World War II
and catch up with old friends.
WENDELL BLAKE of Texarkana,
Arkansas was host to Professor and Mrs.
Clarence Watters during a mid-April recital in Dallas, Texarkana and Little Rock.
Dr. Watters taught music appreciation for
you guys who thought you were taking a
course in aviation.
BILL DUY left the Big Apple years ago
to sell his stocks and bonds in quiet
Doylestown, P A and lives the good life in
nearby Lumberville.
STEVE HARPER did likewise and has
his own accounting practice in the beautiful area of Winston Salem, NC where he
can fully enjoy the outdoor life.
Well, that is all I can report for this rerun so how about a blast from all the not
so quiet '49ers of the past? The news has
been rather shy for 160 plus "hanging in
there" classmates.
Class Agent: Joseph A. DeGrandi, Esq.
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Robert Tansill
270 White Oak Ridge Rd.
Short Hills, NJ 07078

MONTY YOUNG is no longer dealing in
antique cars. He lives in Florida and has
gone into the investment business.
PETER VAN METRE lives in Iowa and
is working hard to put two sons through
graduate school.
JOE VAN WHY is director of the
Stowe-Day Foundation and is girding up
for the expense of educating his children.
ARNOLD BRUNDAGE lives in the
New York area and would like to have
lunch with any classmates who are in the
area. Arnold has two children in college.
HAVEN KNIGHT recently was appointed senior vice president in charge of
the trust division of Putman Trust Company. Haven lives in Greenwich.
HENRY PEREZ is still with Big Trees
Realty, "helping people put down roots."
BILL WETTER is president of Rotary
Club of Ambler, PA and was president of
·Wissahicken Chamber of Commerce last
year.
ARTHUR LEE WILLS is general manager of the Scarsdale Golf Club and recently moved to Fairfield.
THADDEUS RITER lives in New York
and has four children out of college with
two to go. One daughter received an MA
in nursing and another graduated in May
with a BS in physical therapy.
TED DILORENZO's son, James, is a
member of this year's freshman class at
Trinity.
Class Agent: F. Scott Billyou
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Louis Raden
General Tape & Supply, Inc.
7451 West Eight Mile Rd.
Detroit, MI 48221

BOB SCHORK writes that he retired
from teaching in 1982, having retired

ALBUQUERQUE- Karl Koenig '60 and his wife, Frances, hosted a successful reception on
August 17th for alumni/ae, parents and friends. Connie Ware, director of development, was

guest of honor.
DENVER - On August 12th, Virginia and David Dunklee, parents of Vivi '78, graciously
hosted a reception at their lovely home for alumni/ae, parents, friends and spouses. Connie

Ware, director of development, addressed the group.
LOS ANGELES - President Barnett Lipkind, Tel: 213-540-5664
Martha Erskine '85 and Bert Banta '83 organized an informal gathering on August 19th for
incoming freshmen and undergraduates living in the Los Angeles area.

HARTFORD - President Donald B. Reder, Tel: 203-233-4435
In September, the Club hosted its annual fall sports kick-off luncheon in downtown Hartford
with guest speakers Coach Don Miller and Coach Robin Sheppard. On October 28, Hamlin
Hall was the site for the annual banquet attended by approximately 130 people. Francis X.
Hartmann, director of the Hartford Institute of Criminal and Social justice, was the keynote
speaker and gave an excellent, concise and thought-provoking speech on the criminal justice

system and prison facilities. Jack Thompson '58 was the recipient of this year's Trinity Club of
Hartford trophy. Officers elected for the next two years are Donald B. Reder '69, president, Jay
Hostetter '71, vice president, Michael Masius '63, secretary, and Richard Flynn '66 reelected as
treasurer.

BOSTON - President ]ames P. Whitters m, Tel: 617-426-4600
The monthly luncheons are off to another successfu l beginning. Mayor Kevin White was
guest speaker on September 29th.
PHILADELPHIA- President Steven H. Berkowitz, Tel: 2l5-576-l7ll
On Sunday, October 24rh, Peter Von Starck '63 hosted a reception in honor of President
James F. English, Jr. at his magnificent restaurant, La Panetiere. The record breaking turnout
responded· enthusiastically to remarks by President English.
WASHINGTON, DC- President Merrill A. Yavinsky , Tel: 202-872-5541
A reception for alumni/ae, parents and spouses was held in the l).S. Capitol, Senate room
S-207, on October 27th. Gail W. Ginsburgh, trustee, and David Winer, dean of students, addressed the lively group.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY- Ann and Tom johnson '62 hosted a reception in honor of
President James F. English, ]r. on November 14th. Their attractive home was a beautiful setting
for the affair.

FUTURE MEETINGS
Feb. l -New York Annual Dinner
7th Regiment Armory
Park Ave. at 67th Street

from the Air Force in 1971.
BILL DOBBS formed a real estate advisor group, at Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Co., responsible for real estate investments for pension fund clients. They
also advise domestic and foreign individuals and institutions on investing in
U.S. property.
DICK GARRISON has recently moved
to 765 Sugarbush Dr., Zionsville, IN,
46077 where he is General Manager of
Delta Faucet Company, Plumbing Fixtures Division. He is a Captain, U.S.N.R.,
and serves as a Naval Academy Information Officer. He is also chairman of the
Indianapolis Recruiting District Advisory
Committee, U.S. Navy.
DICK BARTOES was given a surprise
party by Boy Scout Troop 242 to celebrate
his 40th year in scouting. Dick is a former
Eagle Scout as are his two sons. While he

was at college, he served as leader of two
troops and helped in organizing several
new troops.
Class Agent: James B. Curtin, Esq.
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Douglas C. Lee
P.O. Box 5321
Modesto, CA 95352

ALAN GURWITT writes that both he
and his wife have had books published recently (March, 1982). Alan was co-editor
of the book Father & Child: Developmental and Clinical Perspectives, and his
wife, Nissa Simon is the author of Don't

Worry, You 're Normal: A TeenrAger 's
Guide to Self-Health.
Perhaps the most interesting note
comes from HERB PARK. Herb recently
resigned as a vice president of Evans

Products Co. , and now owns the "finest
haute cuisine" restaurant in the Pacific
Northwest. It's called the "2601 Vaughn"
because of its location at 2601 N. W.
Vaughn in Portland, OR. Herb has indicated that any alumnus of Trinity in the
area is welcome for a martini (or equivalent, I assume). The special of the house is
Beef Wellington, a Ia Vernon Street, and
although not indicated in his note was
probably inspired by the sumptuous fare
at 94 Vernon Street back in undergraduate days.
JIM VAN SANT, who has been president and chief executive officer of General
Steel Industries in St. Louis still has the
same affiliation, but there have been some
changes. General Steel Industries was recently merged into Lukens, Inc. (steel
company) and Jim retains his positions at
G.S .I. , and in addition has been elected a
senior vice president of Lukens. Jim also
reports that one son, Tom, is at Middlebury, and a second son, Jake, just started
at Oberlin this fall.
DICK AIKEN (Rev.) writes that herecently retired from the Episcopal
Church's Youth Ministry and from South
Kent School, and is now living permanently on Cape Cod in Truro, MA. His son
Andrew '83 stroked Trinity' s varsity
heavyweight crew at The Royal Henley
Regatta in 1981, and is captain of this
year's crew.
BOB MANSBACH writes that his son
BOB, Jr., who graduated from Trinity in
1979, graduated from Vanderbilt Law
School in May of this year, while his
daughter Deborah graduated from Hartwick College, also in May.
Keep the notes and letters coming and
I'll pass the news along.
Class Agent: William M. Vibert
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Paul A. Mortell
508 Stratfield Rd.
Fairfield, CT 06432

RALPH MERRILL will serve as a deputy from the Diocese of Connecticut to the
Episcopal General Convention in New Orleans, in September, 1982.
JOHN P. CAMPBELL's Funky Butt
jazz band continues its busy schedule. Reunions include Trinity and Wesleyan, plus
charters and cruises on the Connecticut
River and Saybrook and the regular second and fourth Sundays at the Country
Gate, Middlebury.
RALPH DAVIS reports his daughter is
at B. U .' s school of public communications
and his son, Jim, is a senior at EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach, FL.
TED BARNETT's daughter, Julia,
graduated from the University of Delaware School of Nursing in June, 1982.
ALLAN YOUNG, JR. is president of
the Alternative Waste Water Management Association, an international group,
as well as our company, Cromaglass Corp.
During the past six months he ran and
completed both the New York and Boston
marathons.
ORISON MARDEN was recently appointed by Mayor Tom Bradley as a member of the Los Angeles Film Development
Committee and was recently elected to
serve as Assistant Secretary of the Directors Guild at American-Producers pension
and health and welfare plans.
STAN MCCANDLESS has completed
his renovating and additions to his old
home. He says "come on down to Houston
- we now have room for guests."
WILLIAM BERNHARD writes that he
is medical director of the New York University Bellevue Respiratory Therapy
Program and of the Respirtatory Care Department at New York University
Hospital.

JOHN BIRD, the Flying Chef, continues
his program on Channel 36 in San Jose.
John is also a representative of the Integrative Care Systems Inc. in Walnut
Creek, CA, an alcoholism and drug treatment program.
Class Agent: Elliott H. Valentine
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Theodore 1'. Tansi
Phoenix Mutual Life
Ins. Co.
1 American Row
Hartford, CT 06103

ROBERT D'ABATE writes that his
son, Glen, completed his junior year at
Trinity this spring.
DAVID FLOYD has been elected a fellow in the American College of trial
lawyers. He is a partner in the law firm of
Phillips, Lytle, Hitchcock, Blaine and
Huber in Buffalo, NY.
ROBERT HIBBS reports that he is professor of pastoral theology at the Episcopal Theological Seminary of the Southwest in Austin, TX.
JOHN KAELBER writes that he has
two "new, unique" I.R.A. plans. He also
notes that his oldest son, Jack, is a rising
sophomore at the University of Miami College of Medicine and that son, Don, is a
rising sophomore at Cumberland Law
School in Birmingham, AL.
HENRY KIPP's daughter, Laurie, is a
freshman at Washington State University, Pullman, WA.
RONALD STORMS has formed a new
law partnership with is son, Scott. Their
offices are in Windsor Locks.
ARTHUR WILSON was recently
elected senior member of the technical
staff of Texas Instruments Corp. His son,
Dirk, who is a sophomore at Princeton,
has been accepted into the Woodrow Wilson School of International Studies for his
junior year. He spent last summer working at the Lowenbrau Brewery in Munich,
Germany.
Dr. STANTON AVITABILE was recently elected to the Board of Directors of
Security-Connecticut Life Insurance Company.
Class Agent: Alfred M.C. MacColl
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E. Wade Close, Jr.
2800 Grant Building
Pittsburgh, P A 15219

Our class continues to be mobile and
progressive as news of our fellow graduates reveals geographic moves as well as
corporate and professional advancement.
PAUL NEAL has accepted a position in
New York City as vice president of the
Whitehall International Division of
American Home Products. His responsibilities focus on South American sales.
JOHN GLEASON has moved to Katy, TX
from Houston and is an administrator for
McMerit Construction Co. CHARLES
SIMONS, now a colonel in t he Air Force,
has been appointed commander of the Air
Force ROTC program and professor of
Aerospace Studies at Lehigh University.
Previously Charles had been assigned as
deputy chief of staff for treaty affairs in
the U.S . Southern Command in the
former Canal Zone.
HANK SCHEINBERG was recently
named president of The Computer School,
Inc. which is in Los Angeles.
BOB HODES and CLAY STEPHENS
enjoyed a special recognition reception
held in New York City honoring our
class's favorite English professor, George
Nichols. Attorney DON CARDWELL is a
principal partner for the law firm Cardwell, Cardwell and Smoragiewicz in Glastonbury. JOHN CALLEN is a partner in
the firm Ward Howell International, Inc. ,
a consulting firm specializing in executive
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search. Also in the same area of business
is SCOTT PRICE who is a principal partner in the firm of Consulting Associates,
Inc. PHIL TRUITT is in the direct mail
consulting business and moved earlier this
year to Mendham, NJ.
BILL O'HARA functions as Chairman
of the Rhode Island Tndependent Higher
Education Association. Bill continues as
President of Bryant College.
CHARLES BRITTON has advised of
his intention to focus on the construction,
marketing and international sailing of a
new Grand Prix Ocean Racer called "Tangent One." The boat takes three months
to build from customized specifications
and is designed for a crew of ten . Our conversation touched on the fact that it was
just one year ago that PHIL CRAIG
passed away but was happy to report that
Phil's wife, Bobbie, and their three sons
(all now in college) are doing well in Sanibel, FL. Charles indicated that one of his
three sons was attending the University
School in Cleveland and by next year will
have professor DICK MCCREA as one of
his teachers.
So many of our class are proud to report
the doings of their offspring as they complete academic programs or achieve notable accomplishments. BOB DIAMOND's
daughter, Elizabeth, completed a hotel
management course at Delhi, India and
will complete her four year degree at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
His son, Rob, Jr., is planning a two year
degree program in agricultural marketing. I think it is worthy to note the many
current Trinity College students who are
related to our classmates. Incoming freshman Philippe Newlin is JOHN NEWLIN's
son and DICK FREYTAG's son, Dick, is
also joining the class of '86. LY F ARNHAM's daughter," Wendy, is a senior this
year and BOULDIN BURBANK has two
at Trinity. Doug is a sophomore and Charlotte is a junior.
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Bruce Macdonald
1116 Weed St.
New Canaan, CT 06840

The Reverend ART JARVIS writes that
he has assumed the post of executive director of New Horizons, an agency for
physically handicapped adults, and that he
is heavily involved in a program that is.
raising money for an apartment complex
in Farmington. These units will largely be
used for persons with disabilities.
Our class is honored to have an awardwinning musician in DICK FLEMING,
who recently wrote a new hymn which
was selected by the Hymn Society of
America as a national winner. When not
composing, Dick serves as musical director and conductor of the Turtle Creek
Choral Society, a top men 's chorus in
Dallas.
The volatile financial world will no
doubt be steadied by DAN MAZUR, who
has recently become an assistant vice
president for Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc.
in Hartford.
PAUL TERRY reports that he is director of marketing and sales for Lion Office
Products, in Gardena, CA.
TONY RICE joins the growing number
of class alumni whose offspring are attending Trinity. Tony's daughter, Doreen,
has entered Trinity's class of '86 this fall
as has JOHN SWETT's son, Steve.
Class Agent: John D. Limpitlaw
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Paul A. Cataldo, Esq.
c/o Bachner, Roche
and Cataldo
55 West Central St.,
Box 267
Franklin, MA 02038

This report finds your secretary still
squeezing in information about the Re-

union. All comments received by me are
most favorable and most are looking forward to our 30th.
It was good to see many of our classmates such as TOM DOHERTY, who now
heads up his own publishing firm in New
York, and JACK MINER, who now lives
in Florida and had such a good time he just
arrived home Labor Day from the reunion .
Other successful and notable classmates
who had a happy and successful reunion
were STEVE VON" MOLNAR, our inventive physicist; Dr. BERT SOLANO, who
keeps everyone in the area healthy;
DAVE BEERS, Washington, D.C.'s
finest lawyer; Dr. RAY HOFFMAN, who
practices dentistry and fishes in upstate
New York; RICK ELDER, JIM MILLER,
DUNK BENNETT, BILL STOUT and
many others who are ready and raring to
go for the 30th. FRED SILL promises to
come back from Panama as long as the
weather is the same as the 25th. RUS
CLARK, "The Bubble Gum King," says
he will supply us all with bubble gum for
the 30th. One late note was from MIKE

WALLACE '58, Columbus, Ohio, writing
in July to inquire when the 25th reunion
was- "For you, Mike, it will be in 1987."
DAVE ELLIOT, in charge of export and
trade affairs for Procter and Gamble, will
do all he can to improve the balance of
trade deficit, as will JOHN SHIELDS,
who operates his own travel agency in the
Washington, D.C. area.
WARD CURRAN will issue a financial
paper to his classmates in order to prognosticate the economy for the next five
years and guarantee profits. Stay tuned!
ERIC LASHER is sorry to have missed
the reunion and sends regards to all from
sunny California. FRANZ SOLMSSEN
would like to have attended, also, but reports he has "too many children (7), and
too many horses (12).''
MICHAEL LEVIN has formed "Laser
Associates" and is reentering the field of
laser entertainment after leaving
"Laserium" five years ago.
DONALD PILLSBURY, JR. has been
appointed project manager for the A.T.
Cross Company of Lincoln, Rl. In this
position he will be responsible for coordination of new product projects.
Class Agent: Frederick M. Tobin, Esq.
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JOHN L. THOMPSON '58, headmaster of the Mooreland Hill School in New Britain, was honored recent·
ly by the Trinity Club of Hartford, which presented him with its "Man of the Year" award. Making the pre·
sentation is George P. Lynch, Jr., left, with Jack's wife, Shirley, looking on.

The Rev. Dr. Borden W.
Painter, Jr.
110 Ledgewood Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06107

In news from the academic world, MILT
ISRAEL reports that he had a two year
leave of absence from his administrative
duties at the University of Toronto from
1979 to 1981. During the first year he was
in London and then in the second served
in India as the Resident Director of the
Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute. Milt is
back in Toronto now as Director · of the
Center for South Asian Studies. STEVE
SEE has left his post as Director of Admissions and Chaplain of St. Andrew's
School in Barrington, RI, after nine years,
to become the Rector of St. Michael and
All Angels in Rumford, Rl.
In between his efforts to raise money
for Trin as our Class Agent, JOE REPOLE recently found time to walk 30 kilometers for the March of Dimes' Since his
retirement from holding state office in
Pennsylvania, FRANK KURY has been
practicing law in Harrisburg and helping
wife Beth raise their three sons: Steven,
David, and Jimmy. BILL LORSON landed
in the Copeland Corporation after his
career in the Air Force and is now happily
developing efficient air conditioning
compressors which finally allowed him to
use his Marks Engineering Handbook,
won at Trinity College. The only problem
was that he had to buy a new edition! Bill
writes that he is looking forward to joining us all at the 25th reunion.
ROY MCILWAINE is out in Chicago
with Victor Business Products. He is

working in computer marketing and getting ready to challenge IBM and some
others with Victor's first micro computers. Also in Chicago is BOB BACK, now a
vice president with Prescott Ball Turben
and doing some lecturing in financial
counseling at DePaul University.
Don't forget - our 25th Reunion is coming, June 1983.
Class Agent: Joseph J. Repole, Jr.
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Paul S. Campion
4 Red Oak Dr.
Rye, NY 10580

JIM HARROD just returned from a visit
to the newborn intensive care center at
University Hospital, Munich, Germany.
He had a general tour of the Munich area
where he practiced his German (he majored in German at Trinity!).
CHARLES WEEKS is the new vice
president with Burton J. Vincent, Chesley
& Co., Inc. of Chicago, IL.
JON REYNOLDS writes that he is presently in training for assignment in 1984 to
Beijing, China, as air attache.
JOHN DONAHUE writes from the
Findhorn Foundation in Scotland where
he is living in a "new age spiritual community." He is grateful to Trinity for a
"wonderful, first-class education."
Class Agent: William J. Schreiner
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Lloyd M. Costley, Esq.
1528 34th St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20007

CLARK PHIPPEN writes that he is
now working for Du Pont "not by choice
since Du Pont acquired Conoco last year
- but pleased with the horizons opened.
Corporate philanthropy is a fascinating
field and one in which bigger is usually
better."
DAVID RUTHERFORD reports that he
is a "federal bureaucrat, still employed!"
LAMONT THOMAS wishes more would
return to class reunions. He skeptically
came back last year only to have a
marvelous time with friends from yesteryear.
WOODY BENTLEY is currently serving as director of source management and
soon will become the deputy director of
fraud investigations for the U.S. Air
Force Office of Special Investigations at
Bolling Air Force Base, D.C. He lives with
his family in Vienna, VA and is involved in
Boy Scouts, coaching soccer and Babe
Ruth baseball. His son, Stewart, Jr., is a
sophomore at The Citadel, Charleston,
SC, and his daughter, Lisa starts her
sophomore year at Mary Washington College, Fredericksburg, VA, next fall. A
seventh grader, William, will be at home.
His wife, Claire, works for the Worldwide
Insurance for Public Employees in
McLean, VA.
Class Agent: George P. Kroh
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Gordon P. Ramsey, Esq.
Ramsey, Serino and Murray
One Washington Mall
Boston, MA 02108

BOB WOODWARD writes from Bend,
OR, which he regards as possibly the "last
sane place in the U.S." He "works diligently at staying at arm's length from
convention" and notes that his "lifestyle
is not cluttered with business/social advancements.''

OLLIE CROMWELL is still very active
in golf and participates in at least one
tournament every weekend from March
through October. He'd "love to hear from
classmates."
ROGER MACMILLAN reports that he
would welcome a call from anyone who is
traveling in his vicinity.

RICHARD SCHNADIG's son has entered Trinity in the class of '86 which
makes Dick feel "old, but good!"
PETER HOFFMAN and JIM TOZER
'63 are part owners of a racehorse. The
horse won a six furlong race at Saratoga
in August, and Peter had the thrill of being in the Owners' Circle and signing his
autograph as owner of the winner.
Class Agent: Thomas D. Reese, Jr.
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Dr. Francis J. Cummings
55 Chapin Rd.
Barrington, RI 02806

News has reached us from around the
country and the globe about the activities
of our classmates.
CUMMINGS ZUILL has become assistant general manager of the Bank of
Bermuda, Ltd. in Hamilton, Bermuda.
COLBY COOMBS writes from Auckland, New Zealand that he is a group
market development manager for Marac
Holdings, Ltd.
JIM SWEENEY is spending part of his
sabbatical year from Penn State in Budapest, where he is working on papal history
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
Spreading the word is BRAD KETCHUM, who is a senior editor at Inc.
Magazine, now in its fourth year.
In the world of academic medicine,
YOUR SECRETARY has become director of the division of medical oncology in
the department of medicine at the Brown
University Medical School, and DAVE
ALBERTS has been promoted to professor of medicine in pharmacology at the
University of Arizona College of Medicine.
Dave has also been appointed chairman of
the advisory committee to the US Food
and Drug Administration for cancer
drugs, in recognition of his contributions
to this field.
FRED METCALF is also working in
drugs as president of the San Fernando
Valley Drug Abuse Consortium. He is a
drug abuse specialist and has lectured at
the LA County Drug Abuse Program Office and serves as clinic coordinator of the
Pacific Avenue Medical Clinic in Glendale,
CA.
Congratulations go to BOB BOWLER,
head of the history department at Cate
School in Santa Barbara, CA, whose varsity lacrosse team had a record of 14-0 and
were the California state champs.
BERNIE ANASTASIO has been named
vice president of research management of
Educational Testing Service, the organization that produces -the Scholastic Aptitude Tests, Graduate Record Examinations and Law School Admission Tests.
He has been at ETS since 1966 and is an
authority on the use of computers in education.
JIM WHITTERS and YOUR SECRETARY represented our class at the 19th
Annual Cape Cod Picnic held at the
Wequassett Inn, Pleasant Bay, East Harwich. The drenching rains at this festive
occasion were similar to the downpour of
our recent 20th reunion and have prompted us to consider opening a Trinity Outlet
for foul weather gear.
Class Agent: Samuel Bailey, IV, Esq.
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Timothy F. Lenicheck
25 Kidder Ave.
Somerville, MA 02144

KEN DALZELL writes that he completed the SCMP program at Harvard
Business School in May, 1981, and is currently employed at Fostoria Glass Co.
where he is vice president and general
manager.

Headliners
William F. Dougherty '60 has
a new book of poems.· Owl Light,
published by Wings Press of Belfast,
ME, follows his chapbook, A Promise to Keep, also published by Wings
Press. Dougherty is the recipient of
the 1981 Leitch Memorial Prize by
The Lyric, and in the 1981 Writer's
Digest Competition, he ranked first
among New England winners. In
1980 he won the Wings Anthology
contest a few months after he began
writing poetry.

Rodney D. Day Ill '62 has
been named president of Johnson
& Higgins of Pennsylvania, Inc. He
is also manager of the Philadelphia
office of Johnson & Higgins, one of
the oldest insurance brokerage
firms in the U.S.
Samuel C. Coale, V '65 received a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities to
write a book, In Hawthorne's
Shadow: The Romance in American
Fiction, which is not completed. He
has previously written Anthony Burgess, published in November, 1981,
and a novel, Open Spaces, which is
not yet published. He has returned
to his position as professor of English at Wheaton College after a
year's sabbatical leave.

RICHARD GOODEN was married in
May (see Weddings) and now includes an
eight year old daughter, Akiko, as part of
his new family.
STANLEY MARCUSS' law firm has
moved its offices. The new address and
telephone number are: International
Square Building, 1825 Eye Street, NW,
Washington, D.C.; (202) 835-7500.
JOHN REEDER has sold his insurance
agency in Louisiana and moved to Craftsbury, VT. He writes that he will be dividing his time between restoring a newly
purchased large old home and managing
business interests in Louisiana.
LLOYD REYNOLDS was recently commissioned as a member of Governor
Thornberg's small business advisory cour::cil for the state of Pennsylvania. He is
president of Reynolds Marine Agency,
Inc.
PETER SHERIN notes that DAN
MOORE's niece is a manufacturer's
representative to one of his stores. "I
didn't realize Dan had gotten that old," he
remarks.
ANDY YOCOM was recently appointed
v:ice president of corporate affairs for his
Chicago-based company.
ROWLAND RICKETTS, JR. has joined
General American Life Insurance Company as individual new business and
claims vice president.
Class Agent: The Rev. Michael A.
Schulenberg
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Mr. Beverly Coiner
114 Cloverleaf
San Antonio, TX 78209

ROBERT BENNETT took part this
summer in a seminar at Duke University
run by William Davies of the Duke Divini-
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ty School. Sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the seminar
dealt with "The Interaction of Judaism
and Early Christianity." Robert will be on
sabbatical leave from Kenyon College in
1982-83, and will be a junior student at
Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge,
MA working toward a master of divinity
degree. He is an associate professor of
classics at Kenyon.
WILLIAM COULSON is co-director of
a five year archaeological project at Naukratis, the first and most important Greek
city in Egypt. He is an associate professor
of classics and classical archaeology at the
University of Minnesota.
BERTRAM FEINGOLD is chief of staff
of Tempe-St. Luke's Hospital in Tempe,
AZ and also serves on the board of
trustees.
GEOFFREY FREEMAN became a director of the firm Shepley, Bulfinch,
Richardson and Abbott.
R. BRUCE MACDOUGALL has recently moved to Los Angeles from New
Mexico, and would welcome meeting and
seeing other Trinity alumni. He is working
in auto leasing and sales, and studying at
Frana Theological Seminary. His new address is: 1438 25th Street, #25, Santa
Monica, CA, 90403.
WILLIAM NOTMAN is living in
Marion, MA, and working in Boston as an
independent life insurance broker. He and
his wife have two sons 14 and 11. He
writes that "all is well."
RICHARD PASTORE has been director of graduate studies, department of
psychology at the State University of New
York at Binghamton for the past two
years.
DICK STOWELL is president of Garucy Enterprises, Inc. in Wichita, KS. His
new address is 8226 East Douglas,
Wichita, KS, 67202.

DONATO STRAMMIELLO is president
of Victorio Investment Company in Denver. His new address is 959 South Vine
Street, Denver, CO 80209.
Class Agent: Francis B. Jacobs II
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The Rev. David J. Graybill
9612 Byforde Rd.
Kensington, MD 20796

E . THAYER BIGELOW has been
named treasurer and a vice president of
Time, Inc.
RICHARD BURR was a performer in
the Bach B-Minor Mass in the Mastersingers, a Philadelphia-based 140 voice
chorus.
EDWARD GAMSON became a partner
in the patent law firm of Dessler, Goldsmith, Shore, Sutker and Milnamow.
BOB HARTMAN participated this summer for two weeks in a research project on
coral reef fishes near Koua, Hawaii.
HENRY HOPKINS writes that his
younger brother, Robert, attends Trinity
and is a member of the class of '85.
PHILIP HOPKE was promoted to professor of environmental chemistry, Institute for Environmental Studies at the
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.
JON SIMONIAN notes that he is get-

ting back to Hartford frequently these
days. He is covering Hartford accounts
from the institutional equity sales department of Morgan Stanley where he has
been for the last three years. He sees J IM
ROW AN '64, MALCOLM SWEET '64,
DAVE NORRIS '66, ROGER DERDERIAN '67, ERIC ANDERSON '81 and
BARRY LEGHORN '64 often and reports
that "all are doing quite well in the Hartford investment community."
RIESS POTTERVELD received an MA
('81) and PhD ('82) from Claremont
Graduate School in .Philosophy of
Religion . He is teaching part-time in
religious studies at California State University, Northridge, in addition to serving
as senior minister at the Congregational
Church of Northridge. As a result of his
marriage (see Weddings) he has gained
two new stepsons making a family of four
boys (11, 8, 6, and 6)!
Class Agent: F . Carl Schumacher, Jr.
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Dr. Randolph M. Lee
Office of College
Counseling
Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106

With hopes that you all had a pleasant
summer, I renew my perennial request for

r------------------,
TELL US IF
.YOU'VE

you to keep me posted on those parts of
your lives that you are willing to share
with all of us.
SANDY MASON tells us that in less
than a year he took a nonexistent portion
of Elgin Academy, where he is head
librarian, and turned it into an 18,000
volume library.
DOUG MAGARY writes that after five
years of bitter winters in Chicago, he and
his wife, Diane, and their four children
moved to sunny Houston early in 1981,
where Doug is a counsel in the labor section of the law department of Exxon Company. Also in the business world, PAUL
BRUNDAGE writes that he is now manager of the classification and audit review
department of the Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau of California. Paul has also been elected president of the Knights of the Gnomon, a
Sherlockian Scion Society.
MIKE DAWES was made senior vice
president in charge of sales at the Discount Corporation of New York as of last
April, and JIM BELFIORE sent us an announcement of the open ing of the new office of James F. Belfiore & Company, Certified Public Accountants, on Hopmeadow
Street in Simsbury.
In a new position in Quincy, MA, is
PAUL DIESEL who was named vice
president for marketing and retail banking at Multibank Financial Corporation.
Finally, FORD BARRETT tells us that
LINDSAY DORRIER received the Democratic nomination to run for the United
States House of Representatives from the
7th Congressional District in Virginia,
which is in the Charlottesville area. We
wish Lindsay good luck in the campaign.
Class Agent: Mason G. Ross
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42
·we want to keep in touch with all our classmates and alumni
friends. So, if you have changed your address, let us know in the
space below. A special plea to the class of 1982 - where are you?
Na me _______________________ Class _ _
If your present address does not match that on the mailing tape please
check here 0
New Res. Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - - - - - - State ______ Zip _ _ _ __
Kes. Tel: - - -- -- - - - - Bus. Tel:
Your present c o m p a n y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title - - - -- - -- - -- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - Bus. Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -City-- - - - - - - - - - State - - -- -- Zip _ _ __ _
WHAT'S NEW- -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -

Ma il to: Alumni Office, Tr init y College.
Hartford, CT 06106

~------------------~

Thomas L. Safran
2928 Roscomare Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90077

DONALD BISHOP writes that he has
been traveling since his assignment to the
American Consulate in Hong Kong where
he has been assistant information officer
for PRC programs. He has been in China
twice to work on public affairs programs,
once to Washington for a word processing
systems advanced administration and
management course, and once to Manila
to visit the U.S. regional publishing center.
BOB EBINGER just returned from
filming a health care documentary in Nigeria. Then he spent ten days touring
England with his wife, Estelle. He looks
forward to seeing any alums during the
Olympics in 1984.
RICHARD RATH has moved to Iowa
City, IA and is employed at the architectural firm of Hansen and Meyer.
Class Agent: Roger K. Derderian
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Joseph L. Reinhardt
1113 Dixon Blvd.
Cocoa, FL 32922

This summer DONALD BARLOW participated in his fifth tour of Mexico with
some of his students. He would like to
have any classmates visiting Michigan get
in touch . His address: 1868 Tahyio Road,
Owosso, MI, 48867.
JONATHAN BARNES writes that he is
living near MORRILL DUNN ll1 '63 in
Sebastopol, CA . He is working in San
Francisco and traveling to Europe and
Asia three to four times a year.
JIM BEHREND has completed a fellowship in peripheral vascular surgery at the
University of Illinois Hospital in Chicago.
He has moved to California where he \vill
be going into private practice doing general and vascular surgery. Hi s new ad-

dress: 450 Stable Ridge Road, El Cajon,
CA 92021.
MICHAEL FLOYD is associate professor of the Old Testament at the Episcopal
Theological Seminary of the Southwest in
Austin, TX.
PAUL HOLINGER writes that he is
"working hard in psychiatric practice and
research .''

SCOTT HORTON is still located at 100
Putnam, San Fransisco, CA, 94110 and
would like to hear from PARKER PROUT
in particular, and others in general.
JONATHAN NAREFF was recently
promoted to manager of the Windsor Data
Center for Combustion Engineering.
RALPH OSER writes that he participated in a day-long conference entitled
"Marketing Services Abroad : High
Growth Prospects for the 1980's" under
the joint sponsorhsip of the American
Marketing Association, Suburban Maryland International Trade Association, and
International Trade Association of Northern Virginia. His presentation entitled
"Legal Constraints on Marketing Services Abroad and Some Creative Solutions" is available on request free of
charge by contacting him at: 1377 K
Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005.
Ralph was recently elected CoPublications Chairman of the American
Bar Association Section of International
Law and Practice after serving two years
as the Vice-Chairman.
Class Agent: Joseph M. Perta
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Frederick A. Vyn
19 Shoreham Club Rd.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870

JOSEPH CONNORS writes that he is
delighted with his move to Canada. "We
are enjoying the city life of Vancouver and
the outdoors of British Columbia. Trinity
visitors are always welcome." Joe is staff
medical oncologist for the Cancer-Control
Agency of British Columbia. His new address is: 3658 West 27th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. V651Rl.
WILLIAM ELLIOT is a new vice president in sales and development for Davis
H. Elliot Co., Inc. in Roanoke, VA . He
writes that his job change follows eight
years of law practice.
O.F. FORESTER, III resigned from his
position as executive producer at the University of Mid-America in Lincoln, NE, to
move to Ringoes, NJ, to be a free lance
television producer. He is currently working as a field producer for an NBC White
Paper to be broadcast in November. His
new address is: RD #J, Box 554, Ringoes,
NJ, 08551.
MIKE KING is a partner and general
manager with Hay Associates in San
Francisco. His new address is: 131 Virginia Court, Danville, CA 04526.
JAMES LUSBY is director of studies at
the Cathedral School for Boys in San
Francisco. His address is: 555 28th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94121.
WILLIAM MARlMOW , a reporter with
the Philadelphia Inquirer, has been
chosen by the Nieman Foundation as one
of twelve journalists to attend Harvard
University this fall. During his year as
Nieman F ellow, he will study constitutional law and criminal advocacy; the relationship between corporations and labor
unions; and Russian history.
PETER MAXSON is chief architectural
historian with the Texas Historical Commission.
EARL MILLARD, JR. has been appointed director of the Southern Illinois
Arts Foundation.
LEONARD MOZZI is director of the Intern Program of the Cincinnati Playhouse.
His new address is: 2300 Upland Place,
Cincinnati, OH 45206.
GEORGE SIMON is a partner with Coffield, Ungaretti, Harris and Slavin in
Chicago, IL. His new address is: 2426

Central Park Avenue, Evanston, IL
60201.
Last fall, JAMES TYLER, III, moved
his family to Georgetown, DE, and became a country lawyer in solo practice at
100 West Market Street. He writes that
"Rainie, Maura, Nate and Tricia and I are
looking forward to living near the beach
this season."
JOHN VALENTINE has been promoted to director of marketing services of
Cal-Farm Insurance Co. in Sacramento,
CA.
Class A:gent: Russell E. Brooks
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John L. Bonee III
50 State St.
Hartford, CT 06103

CARLO FORZANI writes that he has
been named a partner in the law firm of
Smith & Keefe of Torrington. His wife,
Karen, is expecting their third child this
August. He continues to enjoy life in the
bucolic Litchfield hills.
JOHN FOULKROD and his wife are
currently living in Carbondale, CO. They
are expecting a new baby in July and John
has just been elected to a seat on the Carbondale City Council. In addition to his
political and family responsibilities, he is
self-employed as an independent contractor and woodworker.
Not only is JOHN HAGAMAN celebrating the birth of his new son, Charles, but
also he has passed his subspecialty boards
in cardiology.
DAVID KENNARD and his wife,
Deborah, are currently raising 200 sheep,
managing a fencing business, and operating a textile industry entitled "Aurora
Designs" in New Hampshire. Further,
they have just been blessed with their first
child, Collin Robert.
BILL LAWRENCE and his wife, Kitty,
are enjoying life in Pasadena, CA. They
are remodeling an old house and enjoying
the suburbs. In addition, Bill "enjoys the
urbane life in Los Angeles" with the William C. Lawrence Company.
SCOTT LENNOX has brought the
chivalrous game of squash to the Windy
City. He organized the Illinois State
Squash Racquet Association and was its
past president. He frequently plays with
PETE CAMPBELL, also in Chicago.
When he has time off from his job with the
A.G. Becker Company as account representative, he assists his wife, Karen, in
launching her own art gallery.
ALBERT LIM has been promoted to
marketing manager of Wajax Industries
Ltd. in Markham, Ontario.
TOM LISK has won a prize of $1,000 for
his excellence in teaching. He has been
chosen Amoco's outstanding professor at
the University of South Carolina.
RAY MCKEE has been promoted to the
position of vice president and associate
tax counsel for the Security Pacific National Bank in Los Angeles.
In July, JOHN PYE wrote a delightful
letter to all of us from Woburn, MA. He
had just finished his position as director of
the Quincy Boys Home. Presently he
shares a house with a former Trinity classmate, ALFRED WOLSKY '71. The house
is big enough to hold his 14 bookcases and
huge book collection. This August he plans
to continue his work attempting to turn
around the lives of young people who have
had run-ins with the law. He will serve as
a case worker for New Perspectives, Inc.
in Framingham. One thing he has learned
from working with young people is to roll
with the punches. YOUR SECRETARY,
who has represented a number of
juveniles, is certainly pleased to read that
there are still some good people interested
in rehabilitating our nation's youth, many
of whom simply need a second chance and
a sensitive and intelligentear.
Class Agent: Ernest J. Mattei, Esq.
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Susan Haberlandt
34 Cherryfield Dr.
West Hartford, CT 06107

SHELDON CROSBY has written us
from Seattle, where he is project manager
with LMN Architects. In addition to serving as president of the Seattle Chapter of
the Society for Marketing Professional
Services, Sheldon is kept busy being Dad
to Robert (see Births).
STEVE DELANO has joined Howard
W. Smith Associates, a search firm in
Hartford, where he is an associate.
MARK FORMICA has been elected a
senior vice president of the Connecticut
Bank and Trust Co. after having served as
the bank's director of marketing.
MICHAEL GEISER is now in private
practice as a psychiatrist in San Francisco.
PETER HARTMAN is currently manager, software documentation, for Atex
Inc. in Bedford, MA and has written that
he now has a son, Alexander, born March
10.
ROD KEBABIAN is expecting to
graduate soon from the Control Data Institute in New York where he is studying
computer programming.
RUSSELL KELLEY has moved to
Tokyo, where he will be directing the
Asian operations of the Schlumberger
Company.
BOB LAROSE received his PhD from
USC in 1979 and is living in Santa Monica,
CA. Bob is currently the research director
for the ELRA Group, a telecommunications consulting and research firm in Denver which specializes in research for the
cable television industry. He would like
any long lost friends to get in touch either
through the Denver or San Francisco telephone numbers of his comapny or to catch
him at his Santa Monica home. Bob's message to us all: "You are what you watch,
so watch out!"
ALAN MARCHISOTTO was married to
Mary Jane Spellane on May 8 and nine
days later was named general counsel to
the Moran Corporation in New York pretty big month!
CHRIS MASSEY is now a tax attorney
with Chevron Overseas Petroleum, Inc.
and lives in San Francisco with his wife
and son, Steven David, born June 2, 1981.
RJ REYNOLDS has formed another
real estate company in Houston and it is
called "The Trinity Group." When he
wrote in early summer he expressed anticipation of great fun with a Texas reunion
of sorts at PETER MOORE's wedding in
San Diego on July 3. Hopefully the next issue of alumni notes will provide more
news from Texas quarters!
ART ROSS became chief resident in
general thoracic surgery at Duke University in July. He will remain there for one
year and will leave for Philadelphia in July
of 1983 where he will be on the staff of
Children's Hospital as pediatric surgeon.
In May of this year Art was married to
Kathryn Ann Papenfuss, nurse clinician in
pediatric cardiology at Duke.
DAVID SAMPLE was married on April
24 to Alice Gingles in Ann Arbor and they
now live in West Caldwell, NJ.
LOU SLOCUM has been promoted to
vice president of marketing for Tekna
Inc., a manufacturer of high performance
sporting goods. He writes that his new
duties include the overseeing of market direction and new product development.
PAUL SMYTH has been promoted to
the position of assistant solicitor for land
use, division of energy and resources in
the Office of the Solicitor, U.S. Department of the Interior.
ROB STEIGERWALT is a resident in
ophthalmology at the University of Texas
Medical Branch in Galveston, TX. He and
his wife, Enza, have a new daughter (see
Births).
And ROY WENTZ is now secretary and

legal counsel for Helene Curtis Industries,
Inc.
Thanks for all the news. Keep it coming
in!
Class Agent: Thomas R. DiBenedetto
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G. Harvey Zendt
123 Upland Terrace
Bala Cynwyd, P A 19004

BILL MORRISON is in the position of
having a great deal of influence over the
next generation of "Trinityites." He is
production manager for Henson Associates, the makers of "Sesame Street."
IRV PRICE has sold his business,
House Detectives Inc. and is now a construction loan manager development and
servicing manager for Midland Federal
Savings. He and his wife, Susan, are still
living in Denver.
PETER BLUM has taken up residency
across the Atlantic, and is working as a
vice president in Salmon Brothers' London office.
The Trinity California contingent continues to grow. TOM ROBINSON is teaching English at Crystal Springs and Upland
School and is living in San Francisco.
BERT LUCAS is a manager for Regulated Industries in San Carlos.
Back in Pittsburgh, OTIS BLACK married Janet Weston. Across this beloved
state in Philadelphia, TOM LEONARD
has become an associate senior scientist at
Smith, Kline Corporation.
MIKE MCDONALD divides his time between working for Constitution State
Management Co., and officiating semi-pro
games in the Connecticut State Soccer
Association.
Class Agent: Bayard R. Fiechter
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Lawrence M. Garber
3036 W. 22nd Ave.
Denver, CO 80211

RICHARD BEASER joined the staff of
the Joslin Clinic on July 1, as a staff physician.
For the last three years VICTOR
CARDELL has been assistant head of
Cornell's Music Library. Beginnning on
June 1, he became the assistant head of

Headliners
Raymond E. Fahrner '73 has
been awarded a National Endowment for the Arts Composers' Fellowship grant. "Tales from the
Arabian Nights," a contemporary
musical for children which he
wrote, was performed this year, and
another children's theater production is planned. Now composer-inresidence and assistant professor at
Ohio Northern University, Fahrner
was also recently awarded a residency at the MacDowell Colony.
Karen Netter Stonely '73 has
been named special assistant to the
chancellor at the University of
Denver. She will be responsible for
planning and implementation on
the Colorado Women's College
campus.

the Yale University Music Library. His
new·address is: 100 York Street, Apartment 9M, New Haven, CT 06511.
ALAN CHILD is head of the department of English at Tulketh High School,
Preston, Lanes, England. He writes that
he would like to hear from A. JEROME
CONNOLLY, III, who was his roommate
in Jarvis 32.
ROBERT COITH is a physician, cardiology fellow, at St. Luke's Episcopal Hospital in Houston, TX.
DEMETRIOS GLINOS is still living in
Denver where he is an engineer for Martin
Marietta. One of his co-workers is PHIL
DALE.
JOHN KRYSKO is now a consultant for
a company dealing with interactive video
technologies, related electronics and other
two way video applications.
LENN KUPFERBERG has been appointed for another year as assistant professor in the physics department at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. He
writes that his son, David, is one year old.
STEVEN LOZANOV went to Fiji, "the
crossroads of the South Pacific in January, 1981." He says it's a "land celebrated by both Somerset Mangham and
Brooke Shields (I'll do my celebrating
with the latter). Ringed by coral reefs and
covered by dense rain forests, Fiji is also
home to the warmest, most friendly people I have ever met. Cannibalism was
widely practiced on the islands less than
one hundred years ago, but now the native
Melanesian population are more partial to
Pizza Hut."
SUSAN SNYDER PRICE is a part-time
attorney at Pred, Miller & Odom, P.C.
CHRISTINE REYNOLDS graduated in
May with an MFA in graphic design from
Boston University.
MURRY SIGMAN, with his three-yearold daughter, Melissa Ann, visited
LLOYD SIGMAN '66 in Skyland, NC, in
May.
KEN STONE is now working for Southwestern Bell Telephone Company in the
corporate accounting department as an
assistant staff manager.
CHARLA THOMPSON BENDAS is
currently employed at Wills Eye Hospital
in Philadelphia as director of clinical lab,
micro lab, and infection control services.
She writes that she and her husband are
active in community theater and the annual Delco Scottish Games which is a one
day festival of Scottish athletics, arts,
crafts and highland dancing.
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show of recent paintings in May in Oldwick, NJ.
JAMES MORGAN is a resident physician in ·internal medicine at Vanderbilt
University Hospital. His new address is
3424 B Stokesmont Road , Nashville, TN
37215.
CYNTHIA HOWAR TRUTANIC graduated in June from Georgetown Law
School.
Class Agent: Karen Tucker

Headliners
Robert Epstein '74 has been
appointed executive director of the
Cambridge Center for Behavioral
Studies. He is also adjunct assistant
professor of psychology at the University of Massachusetts, a lecturer
at Simmons College, and a research
associate at the Foundation for Research on the Nervous System. Editor of two books of B. F. Skinner's
writings and the author of more
than 20 professional articles, Epstein received his Ph.D. from Harvard University.
David C. Prejsnar '75 has received a Fulbright Fellowship for
study in Japan. A Ph.D. candidate
in the department of religion at
Temple University, he will conduct
dissertation research on the teachings of Ippen Shonin, a Kamakura
Pure Land Buddhist thinker. Since
1980 Prejsnar has been teaching
classes in the philosophy of religion
and world religions at the Community College of Philadelphia.
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MICHAEL VITALE's game "Bounty
Hunter" has been published by Nora
Game Designs, Inc. in May. He writes that
he is in charge of all estate planning pro·
gramming at Sigma Software, a computer
firm in South Windsor specializing in in·
surance related software products.
MARCIA WEINER writes that she is
"finally through law school and in private
practice in Philadelphia."
JOANNE WILLIAMS COUTRAKON
has been named general manager for the
Bon wit Teller specialty store in Oakbrook,
IL.
Class Agent: Stanley A. Twardy, Jr., Esq.
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Jim Finkelstein
27 Lakeside Ave.
Darien, CT 06820

CHARLES BOWMAN writes that his
work and ministry with Focus (a fellowship of Christians in universities and
schools) and his ongoing contact with high
school students "is keeping me young.
This past fall it was hard to believe that I
was writing recommendations for Trinity
applicants who will graduate twelve years
after I did."
WILLIAM BROUSE III sends a new
address: 2192 Oakdale Street, Cleveland
Heights, OH 44118.
HARRY CONAWAY is an attorney
associated with Miller & Chevalier
Chartered in Washington, D.C. His new
address is: 1325 18th Street, N.W., #408,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
GARY CZAJKOWSKI and ERICA
DUMPEL have decided to try some
"southern hospitality by moving to At·
lanta, GA." Gary works for Danskin, in
charge of key accounts in Atlanta, and
Erica works for New York Life.
BRAD FIELDS is project director for
the Citizens Action League in San Diego,
CA.
CONSTANCE HART WALKINGSHAW writes that the following Trinity
folks in attendance at her wedding were:
MEG CALDWELL, CONNIE DOYLE
PARDY, SANDY GRANT, CLAIRE
COONS TAMM, AIMEE BROWN,
PAULA AMES '75, and CHRISTOPHER
WYLE .
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ANN FEIN LEVEILLE '75 and her
husband, ALBERT LEVEILLE, M.D.
are moving from Atlanta to Los Angeles.
Albert will practice ophthalmology there,
and Ann will look for a medical social
work job. The Leveilles will visit Hartford
in June and will return to Trinity to
reminisce about their dating days. Their
new California address will be: 3031 Dona
Marta Drive, Studio City, CA 91604.
TY GELTMAKER's prose poem "Empire" was published in the winter 1982
edition of the literary review Negative
·
Capability.
GARY KINSELLA is graduating from
Suffolk Law School and is still teaching
political science at Northeastern University. He writes that he is "working on our
old Victorian home in Boston."
GEORGE LINCOLN IV reports that he
is now an account executive with Warren
& Welsh Co., Inc.
J. MICHAEL LOCKHART earned a
master's degree from L.S.U. in 1981 and
is currently employed by the Williams
Company. His new address is: 429 West
Charleston Drive, Broken Arrow, OK
74012.
DAVID MILLIKIN is managing editor
for Asia 2000 magazine in Hong Kong. His
home address is: 10 rue Custine, 75018
Paris, France. He writes that he and his
wife, Flore Modiano, are expecting a baby
in December.
MATTHEW O'CONNELL is still practicing law on Wall Street with WINTHROP STINSON. He writes that his
baby boy, Charlie, is a year old.
WILLIAM PEARSON II reports on his
activities with his band, the Loose Caboose. They traveled to Kingston, Jamaica
in 1981 upon invitation from the late Bob
Marley. " Recorded first album at Dynamic Studios on Bell Road" there and
was ''most graciously enterrained at Chris
Blackwell's (of Island Records, Inc.)
Strawberry Hill Guest House in the Blue
Mountains during that period of time. Expect Ameriean release of album in the
summer of 1982 under the title 'Dealer's
World.' The project was completed at
A&R Studios in New York with the assistance of Geoffrey Chung and Clive
Hunt."
ROBERT STARKEY had a one-man

Gary Morgans
639 Independence Ave., SE
Washington, D.C. 20003

PETER ALLEGRA, doctor of chiropractic medicine, is opening his own chiropractic center with his wife, Dr. Lynn M.
Conroy. It is located at 2321 Silas Deane
Highway in Rocky Hill .
JACK and DEBBIE MCAFEE BAYER
are in the process of renovating "our new
80-year old home in Somerville, NJ."
Their new address is: 47 Washington
Place, Somerville, NJ 08876.
LORNA KNOWLES BLAKE is currently getting her master's degree in business administration at New York University.
DONNA EPSTEIN BARROWS and
husband, BILL '76 will be attending the
weddings of RONA RICE and CHIP
ROME.
CHARLIE CHARUVASTR was recently appointed marketing manager of
the Dhipaya Insurance Co., Ltd., one of
the largest general insurance companies
in Southeast Asia.
SARAH G. and JONO FRANK '74 have
added a new baby to their family (see
Births). Their other children are
Katherine, 5, and Andrew, 3.
Dr. ALLEN GLATER has recently
changed jobs. He's now living on the north
side of Chicago where he works as a small
animal practitioner.
MILES HARRISON is a member of the
technical staff of Bell Laboratories in
Short Hills, NJ. His new address is: A-15
Farmhouse Lane, Morristown, NJ 07960.
N. STEWART HOEG is now manager
of financial analysis at United Energy Resources in Houston, TX.
KIYOSHI MATSUMI is a petroleum
trader employed by Mitsubishi Corp. His
new address is: 7-2-17-105 Todoroki,
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan, 158.
) JOHN MIESOWITZ is in the final
stages of earning his LLM in tax from
New York University. He writes that his
wife, Christina, took a leave of absence
after Easter from her job with the legal
staff of the Casino Control Commission.
Their first child is expected any day.
LUCY MORSE writes that she has
moved to Cambridge, MA and has started
working at New England Rehabilitation
Hospital doing movement therapy with
brain injured patients. Her new street address is: 10 Camelia Avenue.
MICHAEL POGUE reports that he and
his wife, Janet, are expecting their second
child in September. He ran into CHRIS
LANE whose "Poodle Groom Shop" is
having its best year ever. He has heard
from LEW LABBADIA that he's
trimmed down "to a healthy 230 lbs.
through aerobic dancing."
PETER PRESTON was a June graduate of Drexel University, Philadelphia,
P A, with an MS in computer science. He is
a member of the technical staff of Bell
Laboratories in Naperville, IL.
HOLLY ROBINSON EICHEN has a
new job as staff attorney with Oregon Developmental Disabilities Advocacy Center
since November, 1981. She's practicing
handicapped rights law. Her son, Joshua,
is now a toddler.
BOB SEARS is a financial analyst with
Tosco in Los Angeles, CA. He planned to
attend PETER GRAPE's wedding to Lin-

da Oliver in May. His new address is: 2732
Veteran Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064.
REBECCA STEIN MORGAN is clerk
for the federal district court judge in
Nashville, TN.
RICK TUCCI was promoted to midwest
regional manager, vice president of The
Forum Corporation.
Class Agents: Bonnie Alexandre
Emmons
Jameson S. French
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Andrew Hobart Porter
401 East 80th Street
Apartment 3K
New York, NY 10021

Our class is really spreading out.
DAVID KYLE is now in Rio De Janeiro,
Brazil working for Citibank, NA . In California, BARRY ROSEN is special assistant, City Manager's office at Berkeley,
having completed his master's in city planning there in 1981. MIKE O'BRIEN
writes from Stanford that he finished his
MBA at Stanford and is engaged to Lee
Raney, a first year student at his other
alma mater. In San Diego, PEGGY HERZOG writes that she is a post-doctoral intern at San Diego Regional Center, having completed her PhD in clinical psychology in December of 1981. Last news
from the West is that JIM MARSH is
training in orthopedic surgery at Stanford
and he hopes JODY SCALA will join him
there for clinical training after completing
her MD at the University of Vermont. Jim
is still running marathons.
Across the continent, RICH SCHWEIKERT notes that he' s still in northern
Maine, but may move to southern Maine
soon for milder winters and more " civilization."

Three notes are in from Pennsylvania.
In Jeannette (near Pittsburgh), MARVIN
BURRUSS was promoted to contract
planner in the project management department of United Technologies Elliot in
July of 1982 after moving up several times
since he joined the company in 1976. East
to Philadelphia, JONATHAN DAVID
GOMBERG received his MD degree from
the Medical College of Pennsylvania,
while LINDA CHERKAS was performing
the Bach B-Minor Mass in the Mastersingers, a Philadelphia based 140 voice
chorus.
SHANNON PREVEY writes from Cincinnati, OH, of her engagement, while in
the same state, RICH LOVERING adds
that he and wife Arlean live in Columbus
where he is an associate attorney with
Bricker and Eckler.
ROBERT ARANSON writes that he is
applying for fellowships in pulmonary
medicine.
In Chicago, news arrived that PHIL
BIELUCH was named a fellow of the
Society of Actuaries (F.S.A.), and JOHN
"JG" GATES writes that he visited Chile
last year to help GUS EDWARDS celebrate his wedding to Theresa Mathews.
Two surgery residents also checked in
this quarter. ED STAUDINGER is finishing his second year at Charity Hospital in
New Orleans, and DAVID MERIWETHER notes that he finished residency at Vanderbilt, and joined the department of urological surgery at the University of Pittsburgh in July of 1982.
In Alexandria, VA, NANCY HIRSCHHORN wrote that she saw DON DAUR
jogging in her new neighborhood. Nancy
is an international economist for the Department of Agriculture and Don works
for the Department of Interior Park Service.
DEBORAH CAMALIER WALKER received a master's in social work from the
Catholic University of America in May,
1981.
A final note, JON DONNELLY's wedding on May 29 to Pam Tamaroglio pro-

History, where he pursued his interest in
anthropology to find links betwen physical
and cultural data in pre-Columbian Indian
cultures.
ANDREW P AALBORG graduated
from Georgetown University Law School
this May. He will be going to New York
City to work for Morgan Lewis & Bocktus
in the business and finance section of the
law firm.
MATTHEW R. QUIGLEY is a resident
physician at Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago, IL.
BILL POOLE writes· and sends a program mentioning a new play now being
performed in New York City. The playwright is PHILIP RILEY and his work is
titled "The Reputation of Jane Jay."
WILLIAM SHOFF is a financial analyst
for Texas Eastern Corporation in Houston, TX . His new address is: 4203 Rice
Boulevard, Houston, TX 77005.
STEPHEN STUECK was married in
May (see Weddings) and settled in a "new
little house in the growing city of Plano,
TX, just north of Dallas."
REINHARD VIE HOFF is working as a
research technician in the area of muscle
research at the Boston Biomedical Research Institute. He is in his third year as
a master of divinity candidate at GordonCon well Theological Seminary.
C.R. ZELINGER just completed one
year at the University of Connecticut Law
School, evening division.
Class Agents: Cynthia Mohr
Andrew H. Friedman

!Reunion Closo. June 1983
TUCKER EWING '77 was one of several recent Trinity graduates
who, having distinguished themselves in performance as under·
graduates and who now perform professionally, were invited back
to the College to display their talents at an arts gala celebrating
the establishment of the departments of music and of theatre and
dance. Since graduation Ewing has been a member of The Round
House Theater Company, toured with "The Belle of Amherst," and
is currently reading a new play at Circle in the Square Theatre in
New York. At the gala she performed selections from "The Belle of
Amherst," based on the life of poet Emily Dickinson. Also perform·
ing that evening were dancer Mona Daleo '79, tenor Douglas Thorn
'78, and pianist Leonora Eggers Thorn '79.
vided CHRIS JENNINGS, TOM
SHULTZ, BILL PETERSON, and
PETER HUMPHREY with an unofficial
reunion; Chris was best man, Tom an
usher. Jon works for a wire importer as
national import manager.
Class Agents: Mrs. M. Carol Monaghan
Veit
Thomas P. Santopietro
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George W. Jensen, II
3 Langdon Square, #2
Cambridge, MA 02138

LAURIE BLAIR ERNST's marriage
was the occasion for an impromptu re·
union for MARIAN KUHN, DOUG MCGARRAH and GWYNNE MACCOLL
CAMPBELL, who were on hand to help
celebrate. The Rev. WILLIAM EAKINS
'66 performed the ceremony in the Trinity
Chapel. Laurie is now employed as a college counselor at ·wilbraham and Monson
Academy.
MARY ELLEN BREAULT has been
named an associate of the Society of Actuaries.
JAMES DAVENPORT is working as an
orderly at Cambridge City Hospital. He
also volunteers in the Sierra Club, organizing Boston's Inner City Outing Program (hiking with city kids).
E . MICHAEL DIEFENBACH received
an MBA from the Colgate Darden Graduate School of Business Administration at
the University of Virginia in May. Diefen-

bach will assume the position of assistant
account executive with Needham, Harper
& Steers Advertising, Inc. in Chicago, IL.
MARIAN KUHN writes that she is living on Beacon Hill and rooming with POLLY FREEMAN.
MEGAN MAGUIRE deROULET has
been elected to the Board of Trustees of
Emma Willard School in Troy, NY.
LINDA MALLON graduated from
Franklin Pierce Law Center in Concord,
NHinMay.
DAVID MARKS received a PhD in
Chemistry from the California Institute of
Technology in September, 1981. He began
work as a research chemist for E .I. du
Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. in October,
1981 in Orange, TX.
DOUG MCGARRAH writes: "urging
everyone to join the fight for nuclear arms
control."
CYNTHIA S. MOHR was transferred
on April 1st from Boston to Philadelphia.
She is working for Shared Medical Systems. The past year and a half she's been
installing financial management computer
applications in hospitals and was recently
promoted to the product management
division at the corporate headquarters.
She writes that she misses Boston but
loves being back in Philadelphia.
MARTIN NWEEIA is in his final year
of dental study at Case Western Reserve
University. He has an unusual dual interest in anthropology and dentistry. This
summer he was selected as a visiting
graduate student research fellow at the
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural
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George L. Smith
50-B Pondview Rd.
Rye, NY 10580

Just a quick reminder that this is a reunion year for our class - our 5th. You
should be receiving literature about it
shortly - but for now plan to leave time
available to attend. The reunion will be
June 9-12.
STEPHEN MILLER and BETH DOME
MILLER wrote and reported that they
are located in North Carolina. Stephen,
upon graduating from Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston, is doing his residency at Bowman Gray Hospital. Beth is a
reporter for the ABC televsion affiliate.
She had been a television producer for Exxon in Texas.
GARTH WAINMAN graduated from
American University School of Law and is
now an associate with Hazel, Beckhorn &
Hanes in Fairfax, VA.
BOB SHOR graduated from medical
school and will be an intern at Grody
Memorial Hospital and Emory University
Affiliated Hospitals specializing in internal medicine.
JAMES MCNALLY, JR. is a CPA in
the tax department of Arthur Young in
Houston. He plans to attend law school at
the University of.Houston this fall.
MARC MONTINI has been promoted to
subcontract administration at Sikorsky
Aircraft.
STERLING HALL completed the financial management program at General
Electric last December.
LISA CHRISTENSEN PETERSEN is
a computer programmer for the Hartford
Insurance Group.
MARGARET MCKEAN SCHOTT is a
paralegal for Popkin Stern in St. Louis.
DANIEL HOWE wrote to say that he is
alive and well and living in Des Moines.
PETER VAN LOON is still aboard the
USS John F. Kennedy which is currently
in the Indian Ocean.
MIKE SMIRLOCK has completed his
PhD in economics from Washington University in St. Louis and will be an assistant professor of finance at the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.

Finally, RANDY PEARSALL is training as an account executive at William Esty advertising agency in New York.
One final note, I ran into a number of
classmates at the wedding of TOM LINES
'79 in August. Among the notables were
MICHAEL DAVEN, JAMES LEONE,
PAUL MCBRIDE , STEPHEN KRASKER and JAMES SMITH. There were
also a number of Trinity grads from the
Class of 1977 such as PAUL CAMERON,
ERIC LUSKIN, TONY MAZZARELLA
and TED ROMAN. Needless to say, with a
crew like that, a good time was had by all.
Class Agent: Nicholas D. Benson
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Barbara Karlen Blitstein
1671 Hampton Knoll Dr.
Akron, OH 44313

Friends of '79, it is time again to bring
us all up to speed with the class news:
First, best wishes to JAMES
BRAINERD, JR., cum laude graduate
from New England School of Law, and to
JEFF WAGNER, who received his juris
doctor degree last June at Dickinson
School of Law.
NINA WAINWRIGHT, financial officer
at U.S. Trust in New York, will begin business studies at Wharton this fall. ELIZABETH BILLINGS and KAREN
EZEKIEL HAND MAKER are continuing
their respective studies this year. Liz is
pursuing the MA-Preschool Special Needs
at Wheelock Graduate School, Boston,
and Karen begins year #2 at Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard University. ANDY STORCH is continuing at
Columbia Business School. BETTINA
BERNSTEIN is in her third year of medical school at the College of Osteopathic
Medicine and Surgery in Des Moines.
JAMIE CAILLOUETTE will complete
his final year at the University of
Southern California School of Medicine.
Wishing Jamie lots of luck and congratulations on his marriage last June. (see Weddings)
I do not have many specifics about the
working crowd. I hope to hear from you
all.
PETER LAWSON-JOHNSTON is employed by Sovereign Supply in Oklahoma
City, OK. TOM CHOLNOKY (Chols) lives
in Chicago while working as a CAS/FAC
underwriter with Munich Reinsurance.
LINDA POPKIN GREENBERG is living
in Natick, MA; WILL ROGERS works for
Computerization Corp. and lives in Boston's South end.
MIKE TINATI has started Nodus, Inc.,
a research and information reprocessing
company for the video, telecommunication
and computer fields. Best of luck, Tinman,
with your new endeavor! When are you
going to visit your friends in Akron?
KATHA DIDDEL, entrepreneur,
started and runs her own business for
China Trade, a company situated in Hong
Kong where she lives. Her career leads to
extensive China travel, requiring use of
Chinese Mandarin for negotiations.
Working as a draftsman for Sasaki
Association, this . landscape architecture,
architecture and urban design firm locates
PETER DAVIS in Watertown, MA be··
tween 9 and 5.
JOHN RAFFERTY has been elected assistant secretary in the Metropolitan Division of Manufacturers Hanover Trust.
John joined the bank in 1980 and has since
served as credit analyst and corporate
banking representative.
HOLLY SINGER has accepted a new
position with Dresdner Bank in New York
City, acting as a loan officer for the
American Banking group.
JON ZONDERMAN currently lives and
works as a freelance journalist in Somerville, MA. A contributing writer for the
Boston Business Journal and stringer for
the New York Times, he also has written
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recently for Science Digest, the Boston
Phoenix and the Baltimore Jewish Times.
Well folks, the writer is still employed
by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Although the auto and rubber industry are
depressed, they still have found reason to
keep me employed. I have accepted a post
on the executive committee for the Trinity
Club in Northeastern Ohio. If anyone is in
the area, please let me know . In the meantime, I wish all my classmates a good winter and much success.
Class Agent: Deborah Kunhardt
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Charles E. Tiernan, III
7 Cypress Dr.
'
Branford, CT 06405

Greetings from Des Moines. It appears
from the correspondence I have received
that our classmates are doing well pursu·
ing their various interests.
NICK NOBLE received his MA in his·
tory from Trinity and left the post of
Sports Information Director there. Dur·
ing his tenure as Sports Information Director, Nick had one book published en·
titled Bantam Baseball1877-1980 and re·
ceived a citation of excellence from the
College Sports Information Directors of
America for the best designed small col·
lege football program in the nation. This
past summer Nick worked as the assistant
director of Brantwood Camp in Peter·
borough, NH. Nick is now teaching and
coaching at the Fay School in Southborough, MA, practically across the street
from where he went to prep school, St.
Mark's. MARK and SUE GULINO
NETSCH are in Manchester, NH where
Mark is teaching at the Derryfield School.
Also in New Hampshire, ERIC GREVSTAD is working as an editor for a compu·
ter magazine.
JOANNA JANOSKA is studying for an
MD degree in the Oxford Program at the
University of Newcastle Medical School in
England. Joanna recently received herBS
degree in biomedical health sciences at
Columbia University Medical School.
GARY COHEN is doing well after having
finished his second year of medical school.
Those in Jaw school include BILL ZIM·
MERLING, who has just begun his second
year of law school at the University of
Bridgeport. Bill, who is ranked fourth in
his class, works days as a commercial loan
officer with Colonial Bancorp of New
Haven. BILL ADLER attends the Univer·
sity of Pittsburgh Law School and also
does part time work for a civil litigation
firm . PATRICE BALL attends John Mar·
shall Law School. Patrice writes that she
has a daughter named Candace who will
be one year old in May. ROBERT
HERBST is in his last year of law school
at Columbia. He also recently placed sec·
ond in the U.S. Bench Press Champion·
ships and is currently Metropolitan New
York Powerlifting champion in the
featherweight division.
In Hartford, JEAN LAMBERTSON is
still working at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft as a systems programmer analyst.
ANDREW BENDHEIM was festival di·
rector of the second annual Fourth of July
river festival in Hartford.
In New Jersey, CYNTHIA ROLPH is
waiting to receive her green card so she
can start looking for work . Cynthia re·
cently left her job with the Canadian Im·
perial Bank of Commerce.
Many of our classmates are in New
York. After having survived what is described as two strenuous recruiting sea·
sons as manager of college relations with
Macy's of New York, DAVID CLARK is
awaiting another promotion. ALAN
LEVINE is a communications specialist at
Marsh and McLennan, Inc. STEPHEN
SLADE is a facultative reinsurance
underwriter with North Star Reinsurance
of New York, a subsidiary of General Re·

insurance Corp. DANIEL MEYER has
just been promoted to a position as New
York major account manager for check·
point systems with a company making
electronic systems to prevent shoplifting.
FREDERIC VIGNERON writes, "every·
thing is just ducky in New York." BETH
THRASHER is living with KATHLEEN
FE LL and is trying to get a children's
book which she wrote entitled The Monkey
that Wouldn't Swing published. ELLEN
NALLE '81 and JANICE MEAGHER are
working in New York at Robert Landau
Assoc. Inc., a marketing communications
firm .
BOB SHAW and DAVE CARVILL are
both attending graduate school. Bob is
pursuing an MA in American Studies at
Dartmouth. Dave is still at Colorado State
pursuing an MS degree in environmental
health.
In California, CYNTHIA PRIDEAUX·
BRUNE is a legal assistant with Pillsbury,
Madison and Sutro of San Francisco. LEN
LORTIE is a management associate with
Security Pacific National Bank of San
Francisco.
ALICE O'CONNOR is working in
Washington, D.C., as the executive director of the Foundation for the Study of
Presidential and Congressional terms,
which studies term limitations, the single
six-year presidency, etc.
TOM GERKE is still with the Marines
at Camp Lejeune, NC.
A.V. CRAIN and J.C. CHANDLER are
both in Houston, TX. A.V. is a trust ac·
countant for the First City National Bank
of Houston. John is a technical marketing
coordinator for Cameron Iron Works, Inc.
Thanks for writing. Please continue to
Jet us know what you're doing and where
you are. Take care.
Class Agent: David J. Koeppel
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Alison Leigh Mountford
147 Green Hill Rd.
Kinnelon, NJ 07405

GREETINGS! This column goes to
press in early September and I am still
trying to finish reporting all the news
from last January's mailing, so I hope you
will excuse any notes which are no longer
current and applicable. Please remember
to let the alumni office know as you
change jobs, schools, last names, etc. and
we will try to print the information as
quickly as possible.
Many of our classmates will be entering
graduate programs this fall, or continuing
work on a graduate degree. JULIE
JOHNSON enters a master's degree program in historic preservation this fall at
Boston University. SIDN IE WHITE has
been accepted at Harvard Divinity School
for the master's of theological studies program, which also begins in September.
JIM SHAPIRO enters William and Mary
Law School this fall. Several other class·
mates have recently written to describe
their graduate programs. LAURA ROU·
LET is currently completing her master's
degree at Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies. She expects
to graduate in the Spring of '83. Laura is
also working part time at the Army Control Association. ROB POLLIEN writes
that he is living in West Philadelphia with
NATALIE ANDERSON and working
toward his MFA in painting at the Univer·
sity of Penn. They see lots of SUE TAYLOR, who is also attending U. Penn., pur·
suing a PhD in art history. ROSS GOLDBERG is studying law at U. Penn. Law
School. PERSHENG SADE GH-VAZIRI
is studying at New York University in
NYC. ALAN SCHIFFMAN enters his
second year of law school at Vanderbilt
University Law School in Tenn. this
September. TERESA PAYNE recently
finished a year's internship at Grace
Church in White Plains, NY. She was also

ATTENTION, MEMBERS OF
THE CLASSES OF 78-82!
Be sure to inform the alumni office if you have a change of ad·
dress. Several get-togethers for recent alumni are planned for Jan·
uary and February, and we must have your correct address to be
sure you find out about the event.
in charge of the Protestant Chaplaincy at
a school for emotionally disturbed chi!·
dren. Teresa now plans to apply for postulancy, which is the first step towards ordination.
Most of the other news we've had concerns classmates with new jobs or promo·
tions (already!). In Boston, SARAH
ALLYN is working as a receptionist for
Alexander Grant. DIANA FURSE writes
that she is also living in Boston with ANN
HAYES, and is working at Cahners Pub·
lishing Company for "Design . News"
Magazine. MARIAN DAVIS is living in
Cambridge, MA, working on research in
hearing and speech for the Children's
Hospital Medical Center in Boston.
In Connecticut, CAROLYN HAMPTO
is employed as a credit analyst at Hartford
National Bank. FRANK NETCOH is
working as a claim representative for
Travelers Insurance Company. PAUL
ROMANO is a field underwriter for
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co., also
in Hartford. MIKE KATZ is working as
·an assistant chemist for General Foods
Corp. in Stamford, although be is Jiving in
Tarrytown, NY. ELLEN GROSSMAN is
working as an assistant manager of the
U.S.S. Chowder Pot III Restaurant in
Branford. Ellen writes that she also substitute teaches in the Branford Public
School System when she has the time.
JUDY KLEIN writes that she is working
as an assistant in the Economic Develop·
ment Department of the Greater Hartford
Chamber of Commerce. SUE GERACI is
working as an assistant teacher at The
Wheeler Clinic in Rocky Hill. PAM
SOUTHWORTH is working as a reporter
for the Danbury News-Times. DANIEL
JACOBS is employed as a sales represen·
tative at Metropolitan Life. ERIC
ANDERSON is currently employed as an
investment analyst at The Hartford
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance
Co. MARCIE LERNER is a systems
analyst at Sperry Univac in Milford.
Also in Connecticut, DIANE NAPERT
is working in the accounting department
of Heublein Inc. Diane is planning to begin
work on an MBA degree this fall . MARK
PANICO is working at Conn. Roofing and
Restoration in Hamden. MARTIN
PARKES is working as a staff assistant in
the office of Conn. Senator Christopher
Dodd. Martin writes that he hopes to return to graduate school in the fall. JAMES
SAMSEL writes that he is working as a
lab technician in North Haven at Circuit·
Wise, Inc. KEN SAVINO is working as an
underwriter for Conn. General Corp. ED
PHELAN is employed as a management
information consultant at Arthur Ander·
son in Hartford. JUDITH SHAW is a co·
ordinator at the Center for International
Community Health Studies at the U.
Conn. Health Center in Farmington.
PATRICIA YOUNG is working as a social
studies teacher at Our Lady of the Angels
Academy. MARY ANN BONO is working
as an administrative aide at the Conn. Su·
preme Court. And finally, TALBOTT
DOWST is engaged as an actor for The
Hartford Stage Company. Talbott writes
that he has recently appeared in produc·
tions of Antony and Cleopatra, Kean, and
most recently The G1·eeks.
As usual, we have much news from
members of our class who are living in
New York City. LISA COLEMAN is
workingas a foreign investment analyst at

the Federal Reserve Bank of ew Yark.
LIZ GRAF recently moved to the city,
where she is working at Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company. ROB MURDOCK spent
his summer in Cincinnati as part of the
training program for management con·
suiting at Arthur Anderson. Rob is now living in Darien and commuting to NYC.
KRISTEN GOLDEN is employed aster
electrician at the Light Opera of Man·
hattan. EMILY TANSKY SINGER, who
married Stuart Singer in March, 1982, is
currently working as a paralegal at Wei!,
Gotshal and Mangel. She and her husband
live in Douglaston, NY . PETER NOLAN
is employed as a consultant for Data Resources, Inc. PETER PFISTER is in the
credit analyst training programanufacturers Hanover Trust Company. HANK
JONES graduated from the U. of Denver
Publishing Institute during the summer of
1981, and is now working as a sales assistant at St. Martin's Press in New York.
DONNA MANDEL is living in Jackson
Heights and working for Telephone
Marketing Programs Inc. LYNN SUSMAN is an assistant in the Special Pro·
grams Department of Affiliate Artists.
PETER HUBBELL is working as an assistant account executive for Cunningham
and Walsh. GEORGE TILGHMAN is Jiving in NYC and working for the New York
Navigation Co., Inc. SUE WALSH is
working as a public information representative at the Federal Reserve Bank of l\'Y.
JOAN CAMPO is a financial analyst at
Bache Halsey Stuart Shields. MAR·
GARET HENDERSON is an administra·
tive assistant/ad coordinator at American
Bookseller. JUSTIN MACCARONE is a
management associate at Marine Midland
Bank, NA. GARY PALMER is employed
as a staff accountant at NYU Busch,
Coopers and Lybrand. AMI ROTHSCHILD is engaged as an understudy at
The Second Stage. And finally , STEVE
BLISS is working in The Big Apple for
Kidder and Peabody.
There are also several members of the
Class of 1981 working in the Philadelphia
area. ANNE MADARASZ is employed as
a personnel consultant at Sanford Rose
Association in Wayne, PA. MADISON
RILEY is an associate buyer of men's
clothing at John Wanamaker's in Philly.
NANCY MCCULLOCH is a group representative with Conn. General Corp. in
Philadelphia. JOHN MATTAR is an instructor for Learning Skills, Inc. in Mil·
ford, PA. John writes that this year his job
will include Wesleyan and Williams. AMY
JERREHIAN is employed as a systems
analyst in the software field of Cheswold
Assoc. Inc. in Wayne. Amy writes that she
is finding the computer software field
"very exciting, interesting, and challenging." And finally, PAUL ORLANDO is
working as a subscriptive agent for the
Philadelphia Orchestra.
GAIL GRISWOLD SMITH writes that
she is teaching GED and college math in
Trenton, FL. She lives in Gainesville with
her husband, Stanley K. Smith, III. She
has also been studying and researching
the adult learner and criminal behavior.
I spent the summer in Washington, DC,
where I was fortunate enough to visit with
or run into many members of the Class of
1981. LESLIE KASE and TONI
WALDEMAN (exchange student from
Smith, 1980) both begin their second year
as paralegals at Covington and Burling

this September. While generally working
for different lawyers, they have shared
work on several cases. Toni hopes to enter
law schpol in the fall of 1983, while Leslie
is planning to explore employment opportunities in the health administration field
in the fall of '83. CLINTON MACSHERRY is living in Baltimore, MD and
working as a copy editor for Waverly
Press. Clinton spent a lot of time this summer with JIM WYDA, who was home in
Baltimore for the summer after his first
year of law school at Yale. Clinton also
sees quite a bit of BOB WILLIAMS and
ERIC GAYDOSH, both of whom are in
the DC area. JOHN LEISENRING recently finished a three-month internship
in Sen. Arlen Specter's office (R-Penn.).
John is hoping to work now on either Sen.
John Heinz or Gov. Dick Thornberg's reelection campaigns. (They are both from
Pennsylvania.) KATIE RAE, TUCKER
ELLINGHAUS, and JULIE RENSHAW
are sharing an apartment in DC. Katie is
working as a freelance writer. Tucker is
employed as a bilingual administrative assistant at the Inter-American Foundation.
I am not sure what Julie is doing, although
I have heard she is working for one of the
senators from South Dakota. ERICA
BERRY is working at MaBell's big rival,
MCI Telecommunications, as an order
processor. SIBLEY GILLIS is working as
a cataloguer and appraiser in the porcelain and glass department of C. G. Sloan.
TAREK NAKHLA is doing research and
writing for Winters, Lefurge, and Associates. And finally, SCOTT GROWNEY is
teaching and coaching at the Landon
School. Scott is also taking courses at
Georgetown University.
Of course we have many other classmates with interesting new jobs in other
areas of the country. EUGENIA ERSKINE is currently enrolled in the training
program for Dean Witter Reynolds of San
Francisco. This summer her job took her
to both NYC and Chicago. TOM CHASE
is working in Seattle, WA as a sales representative for a small products company.
Tom writes "it's a start!". JIM HAGEN is
working as an applications engineer for
Control Data Corp. in Arden Hills, MN.
TABITHA ZANE is a grain merchandiser
for Louis Dreyfus, Cor p. Tabitha is currently trading corn for export off the
West Coast, and she is living in Shawnee
Mission, KS. TRICIA BEAIRD is working
as' a technician for the Rocky Mountain
Analytical Lab in Denver, CO. Tricia is
sharing an apartment with PENNY SUTTER, who is in the training department of
American Home Video Corp. working as a
curriculum development specialist. SAM
ROGERS is employed as an evening
waiter at Stouffer's Analapri in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. JOE TROIANO is working
as a manager of SAGA Food Services at
Northwestern State University in Natchitoches, LA. Joe writes that he spent Mardi Gras with HENRY STROM '80 in New
Orleans.
CATHERINE CUMMINS COATS recently graduated from Chatham College.
She is now employed by Chatham College
as an assistant to the director of Development and Alumnae Relations. She married the Rev. William Coats in January,
1982, and has two teen-aged stepchildren. GINGER O'BRIEN was recently
transferred to Parsippany, NJ where she
continues to work for Aetna Life and
Casualty. JOHN O'CONNELL, also working for Aetna L & C, was recently promoted and moved to the Buffalo, NY office, where he will continue working as a
sales representative for the group and
pension division . LINDA BUCHIN is
teaching on a fellowship in the science department of Phillips Exeter Academy.
BETHANY HANSON is working as a
teacher at the Maple Leaf Day Care Center in Thetford, VT. And by the time this
article goes to press I will have started my
first year as a public high school teacher at

Pequannock High School in Pequannock,
NJ. I will be teaching U.S. history,
sociology, and psychology to high school
seniors and juniors, and I welcome any
Trinity alumni/ae who would like to volunteer for a "guest lecture."
It's great to hear from so many of you.
Please keep the letters coming and have a
terrific fall!!!
Class Agents: Richard Dahling
Sibley Gillis
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Tom Hefferon
42 King St.
Hartford, CT 06114

Hi everyone, glad to see you. What's up
with you these days? Drop me a line, to let
me or someone out there that you've lost
track of, know where you are. Keep those
cards and letters coming to me at the
above address or to the Alumni Office.
As far as news goes, the way things look
from here we're all certainly doing just
fine trying to settle in. As usual, quite a
number have chosen to stay in Hartford,
at least for now. PATTY HOOPER writes
to tell me that she's on the night beat for a
newspaper in Simsbury, following in her
TRIPOD tracks. Joining her in working
nights is KAREN WEISS, who is a counselor at the Hartford YWCA. On the insurance circuit, rumor has it that JUSTIN
GEORGE has settled into the Aetna while
DOUG ROLLINS has chosen the Hartford
Group. Meanwhile, BILL PAVLOVICH,
JENNIFER GLEDHILL and MARTHA
FLYNN are all in the same underwriting
training program at The Travelers and
are reported to be having a great time.
Speaking of the same program, JOAN
SINISGALLI, SUE ENGDAHL and ANDREI POLUDNEWYCZ are going
through the paces in the training program
at Arthur Andersen.
Other Hartford people abound. DEBBIE SCHWARTZ continues to work in
the city with emotionally disturbed children while JOHN SHIRLEY, who was
married in July, puts in his hours as a lab
technician at the UConn Hospital in Farm·
ington. LU DIMARIA has found a home
as a paralegal for a law firm in the South
end of Hartford. Also, KWAKU SINTIM·
MISA has continued practicing what he
does best, performing in a poetry reading
at Real Art Ways in town in early Oc·
tober. And in the "if you can't beat 'em,
join 'em" department, the administrators
tell me that RISE SINGER has taken the
Admissions Department Fellowship on
campus. Finally, the suburbia scene boasts
SUE KELSEY, who is working in com·
puters for Northeast Utilities. There have
even been some reported sigh tings of pea·
ple who were on their way out of town, in·
eluding JEFF MORE, who left his job
here to open up a restaurant in Michigan
(it figures) and LARRY TORRES and
MARK IT ALIA, who stopped in just long
enough to participate in the Toby Moffett
victory march at the Democratic Party
state convention in July.
There is indeed life outside of Hartford,
although apparently not much. Have Bas·
ton and New York City swallowed you all
up? The only two reports I get from the
Big Apple are that CAROL JANOVSKY
is in the middle of the Coopers and Ly·
brand training program at NYU and that
ELLIN CARPENTER is working on
Madison Avenue with Ogilvy and Mather
Advertising. I've also got only two reports
from the Boston area, where DAN CAVE
has taken an investments job before he
goes to Harvard Business School and JES·
SIE PECCHININO is doing legislative re·
search work for the Massachusetts As·
sembly.
DEBBIE MANDELA writes that she
and ANN PFISTER are raising the roof in
Southbury where they work, as an invest·
ment counselor and a private school

teacher, respectively. POLLY LA VERY
also is teaching private school, at
Kimberley-Union Academy in New Hamp·
shire. Also up that way, TINI PEISER
and JOE GAMACHE are said to be taking
a computer course together at Rivier College in Nashua, NH in addition to their
regular work. Some of us never can get
enough schooling!
Speaking of that, there is surprisingly
little news from the grad school front.
MEGAN WHITE is even further up in
New Hampshire, at Dartmouth Medical
School. On the law school scene, STEVE
GROSSMAN is settling in to New York
Law, AMY FISCH is falling behind (or so
she says) at Brooklyn Law, and CHUCK
WELSH is doing great in law school too .
Other people in school include ALAN
MESSIER, who is finding Western New
England Law interesting and fun; BAR·
BARA SELMO, who attends Johns Hopkins in Baltimore; and ELLEN BROWN,
who is putting in her time at the Institute
for Paralegal Training. Still, there have
got to be more perpetual students out
there.

MASTERS
1955
DAVID W. BREWER is still scouting
the National Hockey League for the Boston Bruins. He writes that he is also looking for a publisher for a hockey book he
wrote.
LAWRENCE MCGOVERN continues
to teach English to Spanish-speaking
Americans at the Richard J . Kinsella
Community School in Hartford.

1961
ISABEL S. FAIRCHILD has been appointed director of new Inner Gallery at
Central Connecticut State College where
she is professor of art and art coordinator.
1966
RICHARD J. DUNCAN left govern·
ment service at Mare Island Naval Shipyard in January for a position with
Westinghouse in Sunnyvale, CA where he
is working as senior engineer on the Tri·
dent missile launching system. He writes
that Silicon Valley is an exciting place to
live.
ALAN F. FLYNN, JR. is president of
Independent Schools Association of
Rhode Island.

Word sifts through of the whereabouts
of a few more Trin grads of '82. MAR·
GARET PETRIE is with Bond Ohio in
Columbus and EDDIE RYAN is a public
relations director with United Consumers
in sunny Fort Lauderdale, FL. Also,
JEFF BRODERSON was reportedly
hired by Sikorsky Aircraft in central Connecticut. Finally, last but not least,
KEVIN MORSE was seen jogging on
Fairfield Avenue just last week, taking a
breather from his advertising job in Meri·
den.
As for me, I'm doing community organizing for Hartford Areas Rally Together
in the neighborhood around Trinity. Some
of us can never get away! I hope that I can
hear from everyone soon so that we all
know what's going on with our class. If we
all keep in touch then we will easily become the best class that ever graduated
from Trin. If we don't, we may be put to
shame by even a class of losers like the
class of '81 . . .
Class Agents: Patricia Hooper
Steven Elmendorf

1971
WILLIAM BEIGEL is Spanish master
at the Marlborough School in Los
Angeles, CA. He is the current year's
president of the Southern California chap·
ter of the American Association of Span'ish and Portuguese.
BETTY A. TWISS is taking a leave of
absence from teaching English at Hall
High School in West Hartford.
1972
Since his retirement from the U.S. Ma·
rine Corps in 1977, WILBUR W. DINEGAR has been Assistant Attorney General for the State of Connecticut. He is
currently living in Haddam and reconstructing a 1757 farm house which had
been dismantled and moved from Preston.
JAY T. BROWN is no longer teaching.
In 1981 he joined the Lindenmeyer Paper
Corporation as a direct salesman.
WILLIAM KWOKA is regional safety
coordinatoir for Ecology and Environ·
ment, Inc. in Kansas City, KS .
1973
KARLA M. HAMMOND is currently
book reviewing for Newsday. Her work
was recently published in the Southern Review, American Poetry Review and the
Bennington Review for which she is
poetry/fiction interviewer.

Headliners

Antonio Carreno M '70 has
just published his second and third
books: La DiaLectica de La ldentidad
en La Poesia Contemporanea, and
Luis de Gongora's Romances. A professor at the University of Illinois at
Urbana, he had previously pub-

lis hed EL Romancero Lirico de Lope
de Vega.
Simple Progressions, a collection of
poems by Larry Moffi M'73 was
published this spring by The Ampersand Press of Roger Williams
College in Bristol, RI.
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Headliner

Robert H. Krieble Ron. '74
is the 1982 recipient of the ASC
Award from the Adhesive and
Sealant Council. Chairman of the
Loctite Corporation, in the 1950s
Krieble joined with his father, the
late Vernon K. Krieble of Trinity's
chemistry department, to produce
the "Loctite" sealant, after the potential for such a product had been
discarded by others because of commercial limitations imposed by its
chemical instability.

MARYLAND LINCOLN has been
elected secretary of the Connecticut Association of the National League of American Pen Women, Inc. for the 1982-1984
term.
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1977
A recent newspaper article tells of the
unusual dual occupation of EDWARD
LANG. For nine months of the year he
teaches social studies at Norwich Regional
Vocational-Technical School. During the
summer months he splits his time equally
between lobstering and oystering off the
Clinton shore. He calls teaching and fishing a "fantastic combination."
1980
MARGARET W. NAREFF is now a
curatorial associate with the Connecticut
Historical Commission.
V-12

ROBERT C. JACKSON writes that he
has a part-time position, following retirement, with the Fairfield County Interscholastic Athletic Conference as sports
information director.

Honorary

1975
The Rt. Rev. KENNETH J. WOOLLCOMBE writes that he is Canon Preceptor at St. Paul's Cathedral in London,
England. His new address is: 5 Amen
Court, London, England, EC4M7BU.

In Memory
PAUL HUMPHREY BARBOUR,
1909, Ron. 1953
' The Rev. Paul H. Barbour of Farmington, CT died on September 28, 1982. He
was94.
Born in Hartford, he came to Trinity
from Hartford High School. As an undergraduate, he was a member of Iota Kappa
Alpha fraternity, the Mandolin Club, the
orchestra and the staff of the Tripod, and
graduated in 1909.

After attending Oxford University and
completing his studies at Berkeley Divinity School in 1913, he was ordained an
Episcopal priest in 1914. He became first
canon of Christ Church Cathedral in Hartford and went on to be rector of New
York's Grace -church, a parish founded by
his father, John, Class of 1873. He was assigned to missionary work in Shanghai,
China, and subsequently spent 27 years
working with the Dakota Indians in South
Dakota. When he returned to Connecticut
he served as rector of several area
churches and had been associate rector of
Christ Church in Avon since 1960.
An active alumnus, he served as class
secretary for many years. He receivj!d an
honorary doctorate from Yankton College
in 1938 and also from Trinity in 1953.
He is survived by a son, Dr. Paul H. Barbour, Jr. of Farmington; a daughter, Mary
Barbour Hobbs of Waterton, SD; and six
grandchildren.

ANTHONY JOSEPH RICH, 1924
Anthony J. Rich of Bristol, CT died on
July 25, 1982. He was 78.
Born in Bridgeport, he attended local
schools in Bristol and was a member of the
Class of 1924 at Trinity. In 1925 he graduated from Georgetown Law School and
was admitted to the Connecticut Bar. He
was a prosecuting attorney in Bristol from
1929 to 1943 and served five years in the
Connecticut General Assembly.
His many affiliations include serving as
a director and attorney for the Bristol
Savings Bank, member of local, state and
national bar associations, trustee of St.
Anthony's Church, corporator of Bristol
Hospital, and member of the American
Legion.
An Army veteran of World War II, he
served as a judge in the military government courts in Germany.
He leaves his wife, Marian (Asper) Rich
of Bristol, CT; a sister, Mildred Rich of
Bristol, CT; and several nieces and
nephews.

WALTER EDWARD EBERSOLD, 1928
Walter E. Ebersold of Harwich, MA
died on July 24, 1982. He was 77.
Born in New York City, he was educated in Hartford schools. At Trinity he
was a member of Alpha Chi Rho fraternity
and played varsity basketball and baseball. He received his BS degree in 1928.
He was employed as master brewer for
the Hampden Brewing Company in Fall
River, MA before retiring to Cape Cod
eleven years ago.
A member of the Pilgrim Congregational Church of Harwich Port, he served
on the board of deacons.
He is survived by his wife, Anne
(Stewart) Ebersold of Harwich, MA; two
sons, John E. of Holyoke, MA and Robert
S. of Burlington, CT; one sister, Adeline
K. Egan of West Harwich, MA; six grandchildren; and one niece.

WALTER HERBERT DUNBAR, 1931
Walter H. Dunbar of Hicksville, NY
died on April1, 1982. He was 72.
Born in Freeport, NY, he received his
BS degree from Trinity in 1932. He was a
member of Sigma Nu fraternity. He attended the Eastern Chiropractic Institute
in New York City, receiving a DC degree
in 1935.
As a practicing chiropractor for over 40
years, he had been president of the New
York State Chiropractic Association. He
was especially noted as a leader in community beautification in his hometown of
Hicksville.
He leaves his wife, Marjorie Dunbar of
Hicksville, NY; two sons; a daughter,
Margaret Schreiber; and three sisters.

WILLIAM KATZ, 1931
William Katz of Hartford, CT died on
September 21, 1982. He was 73.
Born in Winsted, CT, he received his BS
degree from Trinity in 1931.
He had been the owner of Dynolina
Chemical Co. in Hartford, for forty years,
retiring in 1980.
He leaves his wife, Rose (DiMauro)
Katz; a son, William P . Katz of Hartford;
a daughter, Beverly Adamcewicz of Hartford; two brothers; five sisters; and two
grandchildren.
URBAN CHESTER ULLMAN, 1932
Urban C. illlman of Washington, CT
died on March 27, 1982. He was 72.
Born in Perth Amboy, NJ, he attended
Trinity with the Class of 1932 and was a
member of Psi Upsilon fraternity and the
football team. He received a degree in
Spanish from St. John's College and a
master's degree from Middlebury College.
During World War II he was a U.S. Army captain, serving in the Pacific.
He taught at the University of Michigan, Colby College, and the Gunnery
School. He began teaching in Danbury, CT
public schools in 1965 and retired in 1975.
He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth
(McOmber) illlman of Washington, CT;
two sons, Charles N. illlman of Dedham,
MA; Urban C. illlman, Jr. of Chicago, IL;
and a sister.
GRISWOLD SARGEANT
HAYWARD, JR., 1936
Griswold S. Hayward, Jr ., of Claremont, NH died June 14, 1982. He was 69.
Born in Plainfield, NH, he attended
Harvard College and received his BS degree from Trinity in 1936.
He had served as an officer in the U.S.
Navy.
LEO PAUL GIARDI, 1940
Dr. Leo P. Giardi of West Hartford, CT
died July 30, 1982. He was 65.
Born in Hartford where he attended
local schools, he received his BS degree
from Trinity in 1940. He graduated from
the University of Vermont Medical
School.
A practicing physician in the Hartford
area for thirty-three years, he was on the
staff of Hartford Hospital and St. Francis
Hospital and Medical Center. He served
on the West Hartford Town Health Council. He was a member of the Hartford
County Medical Association, the American Medical Association, was past president of the Connecticut Academy of Family Practice, and served as chairman of
several committees of the Connecticut
State Medical Society.
He was a U.S. Army veteran of World
War II and the Korean War.
He leaves his wife, Helen (Lombardo)
Giardi of West Hartford, CT; four daughters, Patricia A. Giardi, of Washington,
D.C.; Carol A. Giardi of Bloomfield, CT;
Mary Jane Giardi of West Hartford, CT;
Diane M. Giardi of Boston, MA; two
brothers; and a granddaughter.
JOSEPH JAMES O'NEIL, 1947
Joseph J. O'Neil of Fairfield, CT died on
June 8, 1982. He was 59.
Born in Bridgeport, CT, he received his
BA degree in 1947.
He served as a lieutenant G.g.) in the
U.S. Navy in World War II.
From 1948 to 1952 he was a sales representative with Travelers Insurance Co.
Previous to that he was a personnel assistant with Casco Products Corp. Since
1956 he owned and operated the Joseph J.
O'Neil Insurance Agency in Fairfield, CT.
He had been president of the Greater
Bridgeport, CT Association of Inde-

pendent Insurance Agents.
He leaves his wife, Jean (Mawhinney)
O'Neil and a daughter, Susan Olsen.
WALTER PARKER SIMPSON, 1953
Walter P. Simpson of Hollywood, FL
died April19, 1982. He was 58.
Born in White Plains, NY, he received
his BA degree from Trinity, where he attended with the Class of 1948. He was a
member of Delta Phi fraternity.
He was a second lieutenant in the Air
Force in World War II where he was a
fighter pilot. He held the Distinguished
Flying Cross, fifteen air medals and six
combat stars for European Theater.
In 1950 he founded the W.P. Simpson
Wholesale Carpet Co. Inc. in Miami, FL.
He was a member of the Miami Outboard
Club and the Miami Design Plaza Merchants Association.
He leaves two daughters, Gale E . Simpson of Hollywood, FL; Gwen P. Stone of
Harrisburg, VA; a son, Wayne D. Orne! of
North Dade, FL; a brother; and two
grandchildren.
RANKINE GALLIEN
HINMAN, M.A. 1957
Rankine G. Hinman of Simsbury, CT
died on September 11, 1982. He was 70.
Born in Albany, NY, he graduated Phi
Beta Kappa from Union College in 1935
and received an MA degree from Trinity
in 1957.
For more than twenty-five years he was
associated with theW estminster School in
Simsbury, serving over the years in
various capacities. He had been the
school's archivist, director of studies, and
chairman of the history department. He
was recently the executive secretary of
the WALKS Foundation and a central
figure in private secondary school education in the area.
He was past chairman of the Council for
Religion in Independent Schools and a
vestryman of Old St. Andrew's Church in
Bloomfield, CT.
He is survived by a sister, Susan Sorensen, of Denver, CO.
MILTON HUGO GLOVER, Hon. 1965
Milton H. Glover of Simsbury, CT died
on October 11, 1982. He was 83.
Born in Providence, RI, he received an
honorary doctorate from Trinity in 1965.
The same year he was the first recipient of
the Distinguished Community Service
medal at the University of Hartford,
where he served as a regent from 1958 to
1964. He had also been a trustee of Brown
University where he was president of the
Class of 1922.
He served as president of the Hartford
National Bank & Trust Company from
1960 until his retirement in 1966. He had
been with the bank 35 years.
He was active in many civic, educational, business and sportsmen's groups.
He had been chairman of a commission
to study the state's welfare laws, and was
once named Layman of the Year by the
Connecticut Chapter of the Nationa! Association of Social Workers.
Two organizations he had served were
the Hartford YMCA, where he was president; and the Connecticut Scholarship
Commission, where he was chairman.
He was on the board of directors of several businesses, including Aetna Life &
Casualty, Connecticut General Life Insurance Co., Ensign-Bickford Industries, Inc.
and Kaman Corp.
He is survived by his wife, Susan (Ellsworth) Glover; two sons, Gordon G.
Glover of Suffield, CT and Henry E.
Glover of Simsbury, CT; a daughter, Joan
E . Gorman of Greenwich; a sister, Ruth
Smith of Lakewood, NJ; nine grandchildren; and one great-grandson.

Wherever Bob Pedemonti
works, an austere gentleman can be
seen in the background, peering
down at his desk. Trinity's treasurer and director of finance seems
perfectly comfortable in his presence, however; in fact, when his
office was moved recently from
Williams to Downes Memorial, the
gilt-framed portrait of Samuel
Tudor, the first treasurer of Trinity
College, travelled along. Pedemonti, whose 14-year administrative career at Trinity has encompassed four different positions in
the business office, probably enjoys
a shared sense of mission with
Tudor, another good and loyal
steward of the College's resources.
Pedemonti's steady hand in the
business side of the College's operations has led Trinity to achieve a
balanced budget for 12 consecutive
years now, an enviable achievement in these turbulent times for
educational institutions. His years
at Trinity have not been entirely
without trial, however. When
Pedemonti first joined the administration in 1968 as associate comptroller, the College was experiencing small financial difficulties,
resulting in budget deficits of
$90,000 and $250,000, which,
though not unexpected, had not
been seen since the 30's.
"In a sense, the experience of
those deficits was salutary," Pedemonti recalls, "because it forced us
to reorder priorities, to redesign
our budgeting and forecasting processes, and to implement new cost
controls."
In 1970 Pedemonti's responsibilities were expanded to include the
title of budget director. Since that
time he has also held the positions
of comptroller, treasurer and comptroller, and currently treasurer and
director of finance.
"I was the treasurer of my grammar school, so I guess I always had a
liking for money matters. And
when I was a bootblack working on
Pearl and Lewis Streets in downtown Hartford, I came to know
several businessmen and became interested in the stock market," he
recalls.
A 1960 alumnus of Trinity, Pedemonti came to the College from
Weaver High School in Hartford.
"I was a day hop and just felt fortunate to be able to come to a place
like Trinity," he says. Majoring in
romance languages and economics,
he was nominated for a Woodrow
Wilson fellowship and graduated
Phi Beta Kappa. After graduation
he joined General Electric in their

Trintype

financial management program,
and after five years there, took the
position of treasurer for the town
of Enfield. He then worked for a
year as director of finance for the
town of North Haven before accepting the offer from Trinity. He
came back partly to pursue studies
for a master's degree, which he received in 1971 in education, but
also because of "an attachment to
Trinity that goes way back."
In a sense, his responsibilities
have changed with the business operation itself, with the growth in
the College and its constituencies,
and a resulting growth in the budget from $6 million in 1968-69 to
$22 million currently.
"One of the things people know
I'm interested in is making money
for the College on short-term investments," Pedemonti notes. At
one time a small factor in the income side of the budget, short-term
investment income has grown from
$303,000 in 1973-74 to over $1.2
million in 1981-82.
"Investing the College's operating funds and other available funds
such as capital campaign or the
plant account has been enjoyable,"

Pedemonti says, "because we've
been able not only to operate in the
black but also to do some good
things with our surpluses - add to
our plant reserves, initiate and
complete capital projects and, in
the last few years, address the issue
of merit increases."
Investment of the College's endowment portfolio has also
changed. Effective last July 1, three
investment advisors were selected
to manage the College's $39
million-endowment portfolio within guidelines provided by the Finance Committee of the Board of
Trustees. By the end of October
those monies under management
had increased to $46 million, while
the College's total portfolio attained a record high of $54 million.
"We have to keep our money
fully invested at all times," Pedemonti says. "We watch short-term
investments on a daily basis, look at
balances every morning." Such
vigilance requires time, and long
hours are a Pedemonti trademark
on campus. He will agree that in a
sense his job at Trinity is more than
a full-time one. "But," he explains,
"I love my job, I love Trinity. A lot
of people devote time to other nonprofit organizations such as hospitals. I look at it as volunteering my
time for my alma mater."
Pedemonti's trusteeship on the
Barbieri Center, Trinity's Rome
campus, which he also serves as
treasurer, is another labor of love,
and one from which he has derived
great satisfaction. "In that program
I've been associated with Michael
Campo, who was my professor back
in the SO's. He's nurtured the program academically and I feel I've
nurtured it financially. It's been
very successful," he notes. He is
also a member of the advisory
board of the Salvation Army and
chairman of its finance committee
and of the Hartford region advisory
board of the Connecticut Bank and
Trust Co. As for leisure-time pursuits, Pedemonti enjoys the ocean,
"a good play," and watching the
Trinity teams in action on a Saturday afternoon.
Two years ago the Trinity Club
of Hartford presented Pedemonti
with its "Man of the Year" award.
The recipient, who is unfailingly
modest about his accomplishments,
was surprised, but most observers
on campus saw it as a fitting tribute,
well-deserved.
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